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PORTLAND, TUESDAY MORNING. NOVEMBER 22, 1864.
In very hot weathers cobbler ora
julep
occasionally taken; but throughout the
States, and in all classes of society, the two
universal drinks are, early in the morning the
cocktail—a mixture of alcohol, bitters and
sugar—and at any period of the day or night
a dram of Bourbon
whiskey very slightly dial.
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luted with ice-water.

a

spectators
due to the greater number
being educated and intelligent persons, not
given to “taking the oath” immoderately, and
take it at all. At
very many ol whom never
the first blush, the Americans strike a for-

0*

Also

ad-

vance.
Brsxkesb Notices, loreadinp oolnmns, 12 cents
per line lor one insertion. No charge lest than fifty
Bents lor cash insertion.
^F"AHocmraitnioatIon8 intenddb for the paper
should be directed to the Editor qfthe Frees, and
those ol a bus. nee, character to the. Fublulten.
uixrrinc ot every description oxeouted

JjrjoBl

Garments or
manner,

8ALA, IN THE LONDON TKI.E8BAPH.

There may have been at one period thirty
five thousand persons present; but I did not
see a blow struck nor hear au angry word

stronger

predominance of good behaviour was visible, you will remember, at
Tammany, on the glorious Fourth. In the
Great Wigwam at Chicago, at the end of last
The same

intelligence,
plain that the noisy

among an auditory, it is
and the unruly can have nut a very slender
chance of indulging in their vagaries. The
discipline which prevails in the body of the
meeting is neverthelecs quite consonant with
the disorder which often reigns in its purlieus
and after its termination. The rowdy who
has been forced to behave himself for a whole
hour and a half hurries to a bar, and takes
the oath untill he is mad drunk. The citizen
who shot the young man in Union-square
had probably been “putting himself outside”
Bourbon until he “felt bis liquor,” and experienced the necessity of “having a crack at

were fifteen thousand persons,
among whom there must have been not a lew
‘‘hard cases”; but the Chicago Convention
was brought to a close without the slightest
disturbance. I revert to this subject for the
reason that there is no mistake into which foreigners are more likely to fall than that which
assumes '.hat the normal condition of American popular assemblages is one of riot and confusion. What experience I have had leads me
the rather to believe that such condition is, on
the contrary, and almost invariably, orderly
and tranquil. We hear so much at home about
gouging and bowie-kuiving, “tree fights,” and
‘•difficulties,” that we come to the States prepared to find violence and lawlessness rife at
every large gathering; nor, considering what
we have read of the dreadful excesses during
the “bloody week” last July, would it be irrational to infer that of all American mobs, a
New York one is the most ierocious aud the
most sanguinary. This is, I am fully persuaded, not the case. The New York conscription
riots were a wholly phenomenal and exceptional outbreak. They had their origin in political, just as the riots in London iu 1780 had
theirs in religious feeling; but in the one case,
as in the other, the politicians withdrew very
early from the conflict, terrified at the monster
they had themselves evoked, and the real and
most frightful outrages were committed by the
very scum and offscourings of the city, bandits
by predilection and murderers by trade, whose
only hope was anarchy, and whose only creed
was plunder.
Baltimore, again, has long en-

month, theie

REM OV A L !
subscribers inform their customers and the
THEpublic
gencra'Iy that they hare removed from

theoorreroi Chestnut and Congress stieet, to

1QQ

Middle

Formerly eccopied by FitigeriM
lind

at.,

Hodgdon,

Dahlia Hoop Skirt store, where they will

the

as

1

a new

and

complete

assortment of goods

all the variety usually keptin

and

a

FANCY GOODS

STOREj

8uoh as Velvets, Bugle Trimming % Buttons, Wcolen
Good? Gloves, Lacc» Ve la, Cottons, Ki
jaons, Hoeiery, &c., Ao., an endless variety too numerous to
mention.

Don’t forget the number, 166 Middle street.

HATS & BONNETS DYED.
j

Treenails.
0AK TRKENAJL8, for

OP

Has in store the largest and

assortment of

bxbt

W.

B.

HOWARD

&

May be found

being proposed and acknowledged half a dozen times over—you will find, ou the other
hand, that in America every man attends public meetings, and every other man spouts at
them, but that when Americans get together
lor convivial purposes, it is a matter of the extremest rarity to hear anything approaching to
a speech made.
The fact is, that they are na-

ivr.

a.,

comprising

ever

250 000.

I

The serrioee of Mr. H. Q. SMITH,
formerly of
hare been secured to superintend the

and

they

BST

turally a shy and uueasy people, meagre conversationalists, and incapable of abiding Jong
in any one place. They are sby and UDeasy,
however, after their own peculiar fashion.

their customers and thepublio
that al work wili be done in the Nka Tand most WORKMANLIKE
MANNER.
cap assure

OLD

FRAMES

RE-GILT,

To look equal to new.

Portraits &

i uey ascend a platform, lace an audience of
two or three thousand persons, bellow forth
bunkum lor the half hour together, or carry a
flag or a lantern In a procession; but in private they afc nervous, restleis, and
reserved;
and, indeed, with some cultivated exceptions
I have had the honor to know, the average
American among a small knot of bis fellowmen, seems seldom at ease until he is tipsy.
Iu their drinking customs they exhibit in a
very marked manner this nervous restlessness
They cannot drink, smoke, and cogitate at
the same time. When they feel inclined to be
quiet they ensconce themselves in a corner
hitch their legs above tjhe level of their heads,
and smoke or chew driuk, and in silence
If you shut your eyes, you may become
aware of their presence by the noise of their

Pictures,

Cleaned and Varnished in the best style.
They have also received a fresh supply of french
imitation of

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD FRAMES,
which they off.r at lowest rates.
Rosewood, Black Walnut, and all Kinds oi
GILT

Boys

Looking-Glass
Stock and

on

Also a fine stock of Cloths, snnh
American Moscow and Castor

Plates of all Siies Re-Set. ;

Photograph
? ,ar** TarietJr
themicals, Coses, Camaras, fc., fc.

*•* Mamtls ah» Turn GL.sene made to order.
Wi-h the ftMilities afforded
them they can get up
their department of business
d
** ca“ be doD°in
Boston or
Mow
^ ^ discount mule to the
trade.

LnywPPTl°*.^ W"r„V“
vLt i*«j£^Pi

expectoration; but they don’t speak. When
they teel incliped to be Bacchanalian they
driuk in a rapid,
spasmodic manner, aa though
they were taking physic. The English squire,
sitting solemnly over his bottle of port, and
then as
solemnly ringing the bell for claret;
the English tradesman
taking his one or two
glasses of toddy and his one or two pipes,
and then unfurling his
umbrella and marching
gravely home; the English dandy in the club
smoking-room apportioning two mild Havan°“e
Ilab“
tu!nblf «rinwiser and sherry,
would not be understood

READY

a.

Merchant Tailor,
No

107

Federal Street,
second to none in turniog out Good fitting
Garments of all styles and iashions. His prices

ISreasonable.

When

selxer and sherry
taken, they are gulped are
JParties ftirnishtng their own cloth will have the
down early in the morning, to cure the ailsame made good in case of mistit.
ments known as “hot-coppers,” or, “whiskev
Thanklul to friends for past patronage, hop'ng
in the hair.” As a rule, our cousins loathe for a continual ce ol the same.
esr~ Parties from the country will And this a good
the very sight of port wine; but they drink
it sometimes, because it is very dear and market and A Tailor always Reddy
Nov 7—eodhn
sounds grand, dot grog is sometimes imbibed in the winter time, but it is taken standing
State Agencies.
Maine
—and gulped, not sipped. Much as you may
fol wing State Agent, for the relief ol licit
have heard about mint juleps, egg noggs,
Tuband oun«ed Soldier,, will promptly and
cobblers, smashes, Windsor-cooiess, skins,
eueertnli, furnish any information, either personally
morning glory. Tom and Jerry, private smiles,
tod assistance to Midler, and their
corpse revivers, flscal agents, four-forty-four, frienes1.*tt®r’
Jersey-lightning, monitor, swamp-angel, eyeC°i. Benjamin B. Binds,
opener, moustache-twister, gin-sling, timble- 273 S

Military

8treet.Washington,

1

Cob
I

183
,<U

I

D. C.

Bunker Hill,

Hxnrt

Eminstte,

La

I

Eagle,

fine assortment of

Sugar

Punch,
Cheroots,
Conchas,

Bo

Glovo,

John's,

Diamond and

La Flob.

CIGARS!!

IMPORTED UTAH

Cumberland
A

Superior
Also, Hard

Coedfor

Coal !

8ott

<5z>

are

respeotihlly

invited to

Smoking

And Furnishing Goods,

TOBACCO!

For

OF

ABIEL M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

Wo'have also completed

Dario’ Natural Leaf,
Anderoon’o Nary,
Old Homestead,

OF

Co.,

Army and

PITTSFIELD, MASS.,

Nary,

Pocahontas,

Made in compliance with the Lawe of Maine.
November 1,1864.

Shaagkia,

Invested as follows, viz :—
InU. S. 6-21 Bonds, valued at.$25,875 00
In Massachusetts State Bonds, valued at..
18,416 71
In l ank Stocks, valued at. 88 266 00
In Railroad and G'S Co Stocks, valued at.
1.676 00
Loans on Mortgages of real estate
96,816 01
"
••
Loans on collateral seeurit ee,
48.6 0190
Cash on hand an<l in Banks.
9 607 72
Cash in hands of agents and in iransitu,
14 268 17
Personal propeity and other investments, 8,2<0 97

Killiekalck,

DOWN the price of Cigars and
other goods, to conform to the

Tobacco, as well as
price of Gold, and being determined to reduce the
stock, I call tfce attention of the trade to the same.

J. N.

nov

c

#

*7 0 00
6,980 00

of the Peace.

Exchange Street,

A Rare Chance for Business.”
of my health, I will sell at
ONtheaccount
following property, consisting of

bargain

a

House, Stable, oat-buildings and Store j
Also, 40 ACRES OF LAND of the very best description. The house is 2) stories with a piazza; it
contains ten large finished rooms.
Also a large Eli
well arranged and very convenient.
The stable is large and finished for a number of
horses; there are also two large sheds adjoining.
The above are well adapted for a hotel and stable.

The store is in good shape, and there is no better
in Cumberland County.
The above property is situated in tbe plasant village of Upper Gloucester, twenty miles from Portland and within two miles of three Depots ou the

place for trade

Grand Trunk Railroad.

8KWALL UhOSS,
Upper Gloueester.
Inquire of CHAS. 8. GROSS, at 84 Commercial
street, Portland.
oot8dtf

Canal

Banls,.

Government 7 3-10 Loan.
This Bank is prepared
Jo receive subscriptions to
the new 7 8*18 loan in sups of 850 and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
16th, the dato of the new loan.
The notes are convertable at the end of three
years into specie paying 6 per cant. 5-20 bonds.
One-eighth per cent, will be allowed on all amounts
of •1000 and over.
B. C. bOMERBY,*
Portland
dti
Cashier.
ug. 1,1884.

DANFORTH &

CLIFFORD,

S0CPE88OBB TO

HATCH,

Produce

CLIFFORD A C«.

Commission

Merchants,

EGGS,

CHEESE,

Hams, Beaus, Dried Apples,
3

LIME

LARD,
Arc.

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

sept29

dtf

THE

SPANISH
—

NOBILITY

0S* Tea

—

ARCTUSINE,
CANADA

3—dim

3?eor>le of Main©.

To the Subscribers to the
Capital Stock of the
Northern Pacific Railroad
Company:
the underiigned, the President sod SeeretaCfof the Board of Commissioners of the Northern Pacific Rat,road1 Cm
pany. in pursuance of t> e
d rections given in the Act of incorporation, her-bv
give notice to tbe subscribers of the Capital Slook of
raid Company, that, we appoint Tnesdey the sixth
day of Deoembernext, at ,«u o’elook iu tho forenoon, and the Room numbered twenty-two (22) in
toe Merchants’ Fxchenge Building, on State afreet
city of Bolton, Maes., as the time one place lor the
flret m etiog of eaid subscribers, for the purpose of
electing thirteen Dfroetore for said Corporation and,
transacting any other business that may legally'
come before them
J081AH PERHAM, President

Boston, Nov 15, 1834,

ABBOXT, Beoetary.
nov!7dtd

A. T. DOLE, t.

If.

C.

Carriages

TRANSIENTS' PRICE LIST

and

1864,

M.

Eating

BUSINESS,

In all its branches, at the old stand in

Jose’Block, No.

88

Exchange Street,

All claims against the Government, such as Pan
Bioae, BouKTras, Back Pat and Paiaa Mohxy,
promptly and faithfully adjusted.
A'o Charge for Advice and Information.
A'o Charge Until the Claim it Collected.
Charget at Low at Aug other Agency.
In

ousel ofNeoessity will assist relatjvhi of seid ora
and seamen, until their money is received from the
United States

Ua.UAKMon hu teen constantly and exclu-ively
engaged in t-e bnsiress for the pasts, fteen fears,
and it now the oldest practitioner in the Country:
and has trtn‘a;ied the bnsit ess ot more than 12,ClOb
PC sons to the1- entire sati-fae ion.
Cl'imants can at once see the advantage of entrust ng their business to those wno have nad
long
experience, and are welt and extensively known.
Z. K. Hahjos,
J. D. 8»AV«T.
Mr. J. D. Seavey will continue the Insurance boa.
I ness as heretofore.
oct22tf

Mills OF

Also, Repairing and

PORTLAND.

Firmly

J. F.

collecting all olasses of olaims wiling
FOB
the
is that of thf

tram

war

“MAINE WAB CLAIM ASSOCIATION,’
is which the expenses are controlled by a disinterested Executive Committee.
Apply in person, or by letter, to GEORGE F.
EMERY, over the Portland Pont. Office,
u*fcy.
dawlv

J.h?
of

on the Flute.

eomprisessll the

to

GRAFT'S COFFEE ft SPICE MILLS,

«J.

ATKINSON fe INGEBSOL’S,
A’*. 77 Middle Street.

sept27dtf

Portland Army Committee
OF THI

U. S.

Christian_ Commission.
Mid-

Treasurer, Cyrus Sturdivant, receives Money at 76
Commercial street.
Secretary, Henry H. Burgess, reco'ves Letters at
80 Commercial streqp

Andrew J. Chase,
luneI8dtf

Dr. W. J

Johnson.

HAVE left with Mr. W. D. James, No. 62 Middle street, Portland, copies of the true seieuce oi
drafting gaiments. Mr. J. fully understands the
theory and practice as well as I do, and can oemmunieat as well to others.
OTIS MADISON.
Portland, Sept 16,1861.

Having respired authority Dorn

Mr. Madison, I
to furnish all the necessary informa- ;
who may wish with the rules, j
N. 8. Gardiner’s, No. 62 Middle street.
IB—8m
W. D. .TAMER.

prepared
fW
tion and
at

Mr.
8ept

supply those

S.

A. EMERY,
OF

LATM

Aw

Conservalorium der
OF

Mvsik

zu

THK

NO. 11 CLAPP’S BLOCK

Congress

Street,

Manufactured and for sale

WHOLESALE
i

Portland. [Maine.
Stawffiw
•

DVKA1V
MO.

126

novHdtd

on

the

|^*8eeond band STOVES bought,

eaonange lor

or

THI8 WINE possesses s mild
and delicious flavor mil body.
It is prepared irom choice inditenons fruits; and irom its purity and peculiar mode of preparation,

Looking Glasses.
Manufacturers of all kind! ol

tag
re-

MOULDINGS

matches

—FOB—

Of the beat quality manufactured and
for tele by

Portland Match Comp’y,

The Trade supplied with Black Walnut, Imitation
Rosewood and Ebony, and Gilt Oval Fsaeaes, Our

FOBS STBEET,
Portland,

)

AH

ing

taken in

Oratefhl for former patronage, he hope* by itriot
attention to bo*inc*s, and fair dealing, to receive a
generous ebare ot public favor.
Oct. 28—dtf,

St

....

order* in the city,
Ohr

or

A-em any

remarkable

botking more Palatable, both-

new.

BTOvns, Eauoas. Fobkacbs, and Tin Vaii
at short notice. In a faithful manner.

Paintings, Engravings,

posses*,*

healing propert.ee.

tired

—

Jacob McLillab,
Calib V. Bc.bwobth, Commute
Wat. II. Stbwabt,
on
CTBua K. Ladd,
'Layingout
Jmo. D. 8bowhab,
New Sts
William G. Soulb, j

Blackmer’s Concentrated
FRUIT
WINH,
Made Without Fomentation.

Tin'and Sallow Ware.

FRAMES

eeplOdtf

street

Furnaces and Ranges,

Manufacturers of nil kinds of

larjje variety.

new

126

Stove and Furnace Bnniness,

od~

manufacturing facilities enable us to furnish all articles in this line as low 1° prices as sen bo found
elsewhere. We Invite purehseers to cell and examlne our very Site Engravings uf which we hare a

Is hereby giteo, that it le the inteotioa
of the City coanetl to lay oat a now street, or
I public way for the use of the city —beginning at the
I pre ent terminal of Hanover itrett and continuing
10 Kennrbick atieeti
And >he Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council on laying oat new streets, in puisuame of
an order of the
City Council, passed on tie 'rate day
of Novtmber, will meet for said purpose m Monday,
the Slat aay of a-ov at8 o'clock in iha afternoon, at
the termiaus of Hanover street, the p’aso of beginning, then and there proceed to view and lay out
said

Phinnev,

he intend* to oarry

CITY OF FOHTLAm

In all it* branches. STOVES, of all kind*, of the
newest and most approved patterns.

_srarchlOdtf

No* to Exchange St.,

Photographs,

M.

I

It would seem as If our shippers ought to berets
much regard lor the interest of their own Irlt ds
sad neighbors as for their Cnbsn
consigners; m< ie
'ep'Cially Bathe former only ask or wtat is nanilastly >uat and rly bt. But if they prefer to ocoperaie wiih the latter lor thepurpraeof
treacling onoroua terms and
inilieting a positive injury open the
the form r, it is very much to be regretted, but cana ver be tubmltted to.

oonntry prompt
eeptiUdll

Exchange Street,

wr<*» whwe

HT~h.ll goods entrusted stthe owner's risk.

Oil

tlS

rNickerson,
Joseph b White,

O M

All persons Interee’ed will lake notice and govern
theaiselvea aco;r.ingly.
Given under oar bands this 13th day of Nov. a.

inform his friend* and former customer*
WOULD
that he baa taken the Store Ao. 124 Exchange

represented,
I*“ted and *roan<l for th* trade at short

FOB

BRACKETT.

KIDDLE STREET.

Hugh

notice!*

—

165

and RETAIL

All order* In the city or from
It tilled.

Salaralus * Cream Tartar,
tr*w Cofit and &ic ifill,, 13 and 16 Union strut,
Portland, Mt.
OeShe and Spioes put up for the Dade, with any
in
all
address,
variety of packages, end warranted

R. ID. LARRABEE &

A

Barnes,

r

NOTICE

Traveling Bags!

GRANT,

__•

VALISESj

AND

Leipzig, ; Picture Frames and Looking Glasses.

Piano Forte & Musical Theory,
0081

TRUNKSj

COFFEE, SPICES,

as

j

Noe. 1 and 1 Fret Street Moot

PORTLAND, MB.
j! P. lSSr'.
__lylldti

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

1

l*handle

Kich Samuel 8

(Over H. J. Libby fc Co.,)

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

purchase will please apply at

Reter Graff,m,
Joseph bill,
John T Palmer,
Shaba' Menyman,

Thos T Lor in g

AND FURNISHING GOODS,
Chamber,

at short notice and delivered at any port
required.
MoGILVERY, RYAN k DAVIS.
Sept 5_dtf

There is no better location, or ran of custom in this
oity. For one seeking business it will bb found tbe
best opportunity ever offered U> this class of business

Co.,

READY-MADE CLOTHING

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spikes, Nails, ye.,

Which draws crowds of customers.

Samuel Bounds.
Stephenson 4 Co.,
Thomas Connor,
Alv.n Neal.
t ollis St. Clair,

Manuikotnren and Wholesale Dealer* in

Yellow MetalA Copper Sheathing,

FORA FIRST-CLASS EATING HOUSE,

I P Riukbain,
AJ Fatten gill
J C York,
Daniel O Davie,
William Anderson,
Isaac ti Psik,

lor

J- T. Lewis

diSbrent styles
Light Carriages, and they will be
Mid on the most fkvorable terms.
Persons intendIng te purchase Carriages will And it tor their inter*
*l«n«as£ur ex"“iBeoofcre buying elsewhere.

Dow’s Celebrated Soda Fountains,

call at

Instructions

LIBBEY, No. 20 Preble St.,
assortment

Gregory

Emery Cu-hing,
Chas B Varney,
Albert Chase,

jiff™,

Neatly Finished.

are

Notice.
A LL persons having unsettled accounts against
A
estate of the late Joseph Gray, will please {

No 6 South street for settlement, withu11 delay
J. C. S HKRIDAN, Administrator.
Portiai d, Nov 4,1861— d3w

and

a

I

Agency

EVn?Jfn,e‘®ripS°?

for sale, at his establishment, variety
of Carriages mad* in the neateet and most subOFFERS

Can be purchased at a bargain. This is the most
central Eating House in the oity. and has a full run
of customers. It has also one of

Portland.
Parties wishing

1

David McCa mon,
John W Crouther,
Dyer 4 Pierce
Andrew J Chase,
Cras Kinney,
Direl?f S?5r
Cbai bawyer,
ling Hobsm, Hotel*,
Public Building*, 8bopr.
Joshua blront,
*”■’ srrsnged and *et up in the be*t manner, and all
Nathan 8 Daye«,
Walter Mi rryman,
order* in town or country
Elisha W heeler, ♦
A B Webber,
executed. A.'i
faithftilly
kind* of Jobbing prom I) tiv attended to.
P Knapp.
L> man b Clerk,
C»n*tantlj Chas
Ross A Stnrtirant,
SHBBT LEAD and BREA 1 Micah fcampsor,
£S
PUMPS o^ull description*.
Yeton A bale,
Stephen C Manley,
«p9 dtf
Jonathan m Knapp,
J S Winslow.
Wm Y Ford,
McGlivery, HyanA Davis,
George Burnham 4 Son, LiHItjohu A Chase,
<Sz>

Silver
aug«d8m
Old

Carriages, Carriages!
Bui

To Merchant Tailors and Cutters.

The Cheapest

Re-finishing

New Bedford Copper Comp’y.
KTo. 77 Middle St.,
undersigned, agents of the aboye Company,
THE prepared
to tarnish suits of
ATKINSON & INGERSOL,

Chairman, T. B. Hayes, reoeives Stores at lie

3.01 Middle st.,

as Knivee, Forka,
Ae., plated in the

One-half of the Establishment

in

1

Warm, Cold and Shower i>u',ha, Wash I Henry li Timmons,
Wm II Ayers
Bowls, Brass dt Silver Plated Coeks,
Chas Dyer,

_

House for Sale I

dle street.

PHOTOGRAPH ROOMS,

PLUMBER!

PEARSON,

beet manner.

SEAVEY,

Will continue the

..

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

»3« Congress at., Opp. Court Hosut,
Portland, Me.

Bradford Jr Harmon,)

PENSION

Sleighs,

or.
cLa rrnan of this meelin
to institute all neoeasaiy legal
hereby
proceedings io collect the itame.
John L Donnell,
T com as L Libber,
David Keaser,
Robert M York,
Jam e b Hutchinson,
! Kus tel Lewis,
Frank Mill ten,
Samuel Rote,
hulas Cushman,
George batkell,
W W Harris,
1 H Varney,
1, W d
J.snu* Roland,
Woodbury,
H
Chas.
juaske
James
L note,
1,
;
K and all A Woodbury,
C C Da liy,.
Chist pher Kilby,
Boyd 4 Hanson,
Edward Waite,
J K
a denbrock,
! William Kerris,
1C A Hers ck,
H P Deane,
b JT Randail.
Wm o 1 had bourne,
CLl Utli held,
! 8 8 Pain sr,
Geo W Little field,
t
Janies
ree
D U A. herton,
man,
I
Drake 4 Davis,
Thos R arie
! Janus hearer,
b M Martin,
Per ley 4 Kassel,
B J Willard,
Southard 4 Woodbury, T F Mbter,
J K Jo can,
Henry G Small,
K J1 Bowker,
Thomas Means,
lltnry Luring,
James Bain,
H L Davis,
Wn R Foyd,
Adams 4 York,
Char Merrill,
Charles Fobes,
UeoW Darla,
L D Cole,
Samuil G Davie,
Norton Stover,
Kdward Bail,
Chas P Ingraham,
CbaaT Smi'h,
Wm Fsnter,
James b Lee,
Eli WiHard.
Croston

Plater, Force
in ka*o»aottoi»k o»
Pump* and Water Closets,
NO. 134 EXCHANGE
STREET,
SILVER WARE,
PORTLAND, MR.

I And all other daims against
Executive Chamber,
I
the Government, h ».
ing been duly licensed therefor.
Augusta, Not. 1,1884. j
1 commend the above appeal to the loval charities
Ey All advice free. Terms as low as at any oth
of the people of tbe stale.
hr
Agsnoy, and no pay required until the daimsure
Samoxl Cost, Governor of Maine.
Nov b—dtf
Office 88 Exohange street, Jose Block.
F. BRADFORD,
&
Z- K. HARMON.
v
June
21.—dtf
to

Be.

BOLTS Superior Bleached)
tOO do All Long flax "Gov |
eminent contract
i.AUn,k ™ <>**•»
SOU do Extra All Longflax f Arbrcntt.
800 do Navy Fine
j
| Delivered In Portland or Boeton.
Betb. April 80. law
aplldU

Silver

STILL

i&Uccessor8

Bntk,

Rooms, 110 and 111 Sudbury Si., Boston, Matt
Juneltf

of Ware, snob
Agents, Jlt-Allktad,
Spoone, Cake Baakets, Casters,

HARiHOH

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO.

8ale

Congreu

nr-

AV-Fv

Preble street, (Near Preble House,)
PORTLAND, Mi.

ron

Bleaohery,

KIMBALL,

Canvas,

—worn BALM

#

made to
Junel6dtf

MAHTTPACTTTBXa OF

aprUdtf

Hats for

P.

TaxrLl Snui.

Ncotch

hand and

_

U. 8. EDWARDS,
No.348, Stewart’s Block, Congress St.

AT

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCH,

Portland, Me.

Ep-Carriagee and Sleighs on

ANDERSON,
and Civil Engineer,

mohl7 dfcwtf

or<tOT-

Felt

Surveyor

LEMONT,

Preble Street,

5r
And th
gners then
is
authorize©

JOHN F.

PORTLAND, ME.
Jnneld6m

K.

Draper,

i _‘__eeptSdtf

__

E.

and

monte.

PRODUCE,

others—as well as in the fJr jras in the principal cities, whatever such instruments are required. Prioe
936 to 9600 each. These instruments may be found
at the Music Rooms of the subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers’ prioes.

T«ACBIR

ON

MERCHANTS.!

SSSS^cS&g, }

wHidden.

I
Uncer this agreement rhe ohar’erlng of verse’s has
I gone on ratisrao
nrny until within a l*w days, when
sumegeutl m n from tuba wio are inter©, t a in
the lighterage and cargoes and consignment ol cargoes, -rrned hern, and we holier© lnlormed ter
shii pera that this agrecm ntmitsc be annulled, and
masters must be held responsible for the iighierage
of ail oargi os. Our shipper s appear to hat e y rerded
at one s to this demand without
onusuiiing or at*
temdringtoeonsult owner* and nstms, and the.
lirsw introDaiion toe/ receive ot it is the announcement in the Piice Current, of the 6th inst
that the
shipper sh*r<r had agreei to require ot thorn suoh
terms.
It would seem that fkir plsy ar d manly dealing, as
well a. toe mu weal dependence oi parties ou, ht to
have prevented our stoppers irorn yielding to the demand o* Cuban Houses, un li they hwa eonterred
With owners of vessels or their agents awl made
seme satisfact >ry arrangements with them
As nothing ot the sort was done, the owners, mas*
| tei h and brokers lelt called upon to protevttheir own
interest and establish eich terms as ju*t ce aid
sol 1-preter ration required oil hem accordingly they
held a meeting on the 7th ins.., at the countingrooms ot Messrs. Rose k bturtivant ’o cot ricer the
subject, inis was largely attended, auo ('apt. Che.
; H chase was chosen Chairman, snd Win Ho s,
Htq secretary. Alter a carelul and candi ooi.tidoration of the matter, it was voted that tr ey eculd
,
1
not n justice to them elves submit to the erms
which the Cuban wen tie non had aa (we Lelievt..)
I d.dated io our shippers. And in order to reduce
this vote to a binding obligation, they drtw up aud
! signed the to*lowing agreement.

EXCHANGE ST.,

No. 5 Galt Block, Commercial St,

Organs

Par I land, Mo.

Tailor*

And W holesale Dealers in

FLOUR, COBH ABB

Straal,

v a:

Poktl.hd,N vember 7, 1864.
the undersigned, bLipuwneis, brokers, Mas ers
Managers of vessels, hereby a*.ree aLd pledge
each to the otDer, not to ebsr *r Leir
j theonelves
Ac
j ve se’s for the Island oi C uba, upt n any other terms
j than to dealser their cargoes sicngs.de the ve* eel
thtre, lie© of llgt tenge eaceptrng long lumber
98
which rs to ed ashore by the slip crew and that
no
charter shall be made on private terms, uncer a
Manufacture, to order and in the beat manner. Milforfeitureo one thousand collars, which is to be aid
itary and Navy Uniforma, and Roya Uarthe party breaking this agrotmtH, to the o’he

BOOBY,

Carriage manufacturer,

APPLICATION

—

WE.

COMMISSION

all

Blocking

CaHmratal

PORTLAND, Mi.

Jnneldtf

Flour and Grain,

___Mttl
Alexander D. Reeves,

GENERAL

Office of Maine Agency,
58 Exchange street, Portland, Me. f
Sweetsir’g
312
St.
having been made from c nr Maine
On. Saratoga, Christiana and Eugenia shape, 60
at
and
2nd Maine Ca airy,
agenig
Washington,
cents.
Pensacola, for articles of Vegetables for our Maine
On Jocky Crown and English shape, 60 cents.
Soldiers in Hospitals at City Point, Washington and
Blocking Felt Bonnets, 60 cents.
Pensacola; as tiie loyal people of this state are ever
For coloring, 20 cents additional to the above
to
to
our
brave soldiers, it is proposready
respond
prices.
ed to raise 1 wo Thousand Bbls of Potatoes, Apples,
Milliners prioes in proportion.
sept22 dtf
and Vegetables, and forward the same to the Maine
Agency at Washington and Pensacola, to be distribBRADFORD A H ARMOR,
uted to our brave soldiers in Hospitals.
All donatious of toe above articles may be sent to I
me at Portland.
Free transportation has been pro- j Pension and Claim
overall of our Railroads running ioto the
yided
city. I
(Established in 1861.)
The Potatoes should be properly barreled and markcontinue to devote their special and exelaed to my address:
slve attention to the prosecution of claims for
“For the Army of the Potomac and Pensacola,”
GKOKGE K. DAVIS,
*
Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of Pay and
titate Agent for Maine,
Prize Money,
j

nov8dtf

notice.

j

)

——

■Had OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

MERCHANTS,

best instruments of their class in the world.
the moatprorainen* artists in the oountry
have given written testimony to this effect, and these
instruments are in constant use in the concerts ol
the most distinguished artists—as Gottschalk and

Patriotic & Benevolent j

A YH R’S

BEARS’ GREASE !

A BIEL

|

TO THE

—OB —

For the growth and luxuriance of the hair.
Beware < f imitation and see that the signature
and name andp ace
correspond.
For sale by the
novlldlm
Druggist*.

fiovfdiw

Hoi. 13 and 15 Exchange St

-DU1B8 za

Commercial street,

...

BOLE A

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

Nearly

Alien, Jr.,

ANAPPEAL

W. D. LITTLE,
General Agent for Maine.

16dtf

NO.

Nov

Durham, Sec’y.

ustice

Peieg Barker,

Thoe. Lynch

No. lg Union Street.

HUBERT WEBB Sc CO,

Lyneh, )

▲re the

Wm.

Asbstb.$246,232 48
none.

John

MASON & HAMLIN

..

LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and due..
claimed and unpaM.
reported and unadjusted,.
E. H. Kkllogq, President.

The Cabinet

j

j

(Opposite head Widgery Wharf,)

janeldtt
I

Having marked

E. HERSEY. Agent,

Grocers, Corn,

AND COMMISSION
Granite Stores,

McCarthy & berry,
No. 96 Exchange Street.

May Apple,

Surplus Over Capital $96,939.48

Wholesale

Boston markets

sungles
c*rth7

Magnolia,

Capital Stock, all paid in, $150,000.00

^ew

Manttfactory of New York.
For Gentlemen’s wear we have the best assortment
ever ottered for sale in this city; such as line French
Patent Leather Boots; Glove Calf and Calf Congress ior gentlemen's wear; Patent Leather Congress, and Calf Congress Balmoral, and new French
Buckle Boots.
Have you seen the new style CRIMPED-FRON1
BUCKLE BOOT, now made by McCarthy fr Berry? For neatness, coraiort and beauty, it surpasses
anything ever got up in this city. Call and see it j
always on hand at the old stand of M. Me-

Hoofing

lanM dtf

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,

Ladies’ work is from the oelebrated Bwrta

Our

DIFORVED

FOB FLAT ROOFS.

POWLAND.

Jnneldtf

WOOD,

water-proof

Gravel

Gramite Block.

...

_

a stock of ready-made
quality, lor
Ladies, Gentlemen, and Children’s Wea

|

of

B.°W^ Gage.”*'’ j

work of the lirst

York and

vers

and

thlatt.lea.eut,

We, the undersigned, shipmaster* aed' agen'a for
I ®wner», hereby ,gi e > that on and a ter th* urat day
I oi September, l?t>4, all caracea ladtn on board
or
the Island of Cu a,.hil. badeliv red and
reoeivtd
ales g idea thin raaoh cfveaaela taoklea, enc.
p ing
long lumber, which la to he < owed to the auora by
I eeeaeia' orewa, eocording to the uiia-oma cf thvpilnciylo porta in the IsUlted h tv tea.
Edv a d Gocdiig,
Geo. B.fit&rr,
i. id. Vaine/,
fcauiuelbobe,
d. G. Lav.c,
bbutai Met ry man,
Jam v L. Howe,
A. J. * In kb am,
Wiiliuui Ai'derson,
Leury D. Gitgg,
James bam,
Beuj. 6. irut>.
John E rry,
C. V. D*iljy,
James 11 Huichirson,
Joseph Uountfert,
Joshua Poland,
John W. CruwtJber,
Geo. W. Coggins,
Jolm L. ktQLey,
Lewis Hit tli,
Lyman S. Clark,
Andie* J. PettengiU,
A. b. Web er,
! W.iUr
Walter Merryman,
W.Look.
l hos. Sloans,
J. Oilman Heed.
Tnoe. L Libby,
G. W. Davis,
tie ry C. bmali,
11. A Maruiok,
Charms ft-erri 1,
liar d K« ter, Jr.
Wm.fer is.
lluwaru Hull.
D. H. Atheiton,
Y tuu A U 1*.
Roland leik,
K ss A bturtivaLt,
Cnarles tawyw,
b. 1'. Manual,
Wm. E Boyu,
K. G. York,
Urea Croe on,
Mot. Uvery, By an A
E W C.iffo.U,
bavis,
Rl<s <a Wue-olef,
J. b Winslow,
CharLs Bait.ttt,
O'baa Li. l John
Robert Lyer,
C'naa. li.Oha^e,
a. v

FELT COMPOSITION,

adian Produce,

187 Commercial Strset,
Charles Blake, )

imported

Geo Doanc & Co, Cavendish,

Annual Statement

And Be

dispatch. Our work will be made of the
stock, by the best of workmen, and
warranted to give periect satisfaction. It is our aim
that our work shall net be seoond to any in the United States.

delected from

fire

Western and C

and
best of

—

n_

the

ness

Dew Drop,

WARREN’S

11—d6m*

in

Portland, flept. 1,1804.

*• *OFNDS * son.

, a,.-,
feblg
dly

North,

BLAKE, JONES A CO.,
FLOUR <fe GRAIN DEALERS,

all its branches, and having all ihe facilities for
getting up lirst class work for gentlemeu and ladies,
wear, are now ready to execute all orders with neat-

Peter’o Choice Natural Leaf,

Agents,

Tower Baildinge

satisfaction.

delivered to any part of the city.
Ovmon Conn juiciai St., bead of Franklin Wbarl

LIVERPOOL. WHO.
Nov

In

Seen’* Celebrated Nary,
Wm. Bolton's*

on

1

I

name

BOOT AHD SHOE BUSINESS

Chewing & Smoking Tobacco.

which “ill be sold low for Caab, at the old
stand of Lewis & Smith.

No.

gira

HARD AND SOFT

Brokers,

And General Commission

the pnrpoee of carrying

warranted to

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,

nub scribe™ having
the 7th day of May
formed copartnership under the
of
I THE
PACKAGES McCarthy &
Berry,

All of

Western Massachusetts Ins.

Ship

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENT

Juki Anderson A Co.'s 8oliee nod Amulet.

Vests,

Alao for tale boat of

-AMD-

Ready-Made Overcoats,
Pants,

(tale Eongey, Cooper f Co.)

Copartnership Notice,

on

guarantee

WILLIAM F. 8 ON GEY & CO.,

dtf

call.

KANDALL, Mo A LLI8TEB k CO.
Portland. June 18. is*4 —dlv

COAL

CHEAP FOR CASH !
SPRING MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, HEZILTON.
SUGAB LOAN, OLD 6< IMP ANY LEHIGH, LOOUSTMOUNTiJN. JOHNS, DIAMOND. WEBSTER and BLA( K HEATH, Thme Coals are ot the
very beat quality, well ioreened and picked, and

novlS

Wood,

give us a

reooommend him to his burner patio at* and the pahDr, Fbbuald, from long espeMonoe, Is prepar.
•d to laser* Artificial Teeth on tUe‘1Valcimte ba£o,’‘
and all other methods known to the profession.
Portland, May at. 18M
tf

I is.

Jdpeltf

Board at United Statea Hotel.

Blacksmiths.

and

Dr. J. H. BTEAJ D

OFFICE NO. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE.

Delivered to order in any part of the city.
former customers of Messrs. Sawyer k Whit-

Ec Daioe.
ney

Work.

We would inform oar firiends and the pnblio that
intend to keep the best the market affords, and
can sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we
and warrant to
lit at all times. We would also call attention to our
nice Custom

Undercoats,

Lorherry,

;

disposed of hi* entire interest in hi*
HAYING
Office to Dr. 8. C FEKNALD, would cheer full?

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN, WOOD AND

best quality of

with the

BOKUMACKEB,

1

|

DEKIIS1,

HUNK[NS,'M7d^-

S. C.

AGENTS,

No. 170 Middl
F treat.
ftanutanone...Dn.BAoo ludSunif*.
Portland, May », 18«t.
tf

Fresco and Banner Painter,

j

i

|

DR. S. C. FERUALD,

«y Work exeoated in every part or the suta.

White and Red Ash,

Manilla,

i

I
I

CO.,

A CARD.

Jnneldtt

___\

dfc

Needle* and Trimmings Siwayi on hand.
mahlMf

^*o. ldd Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MR.

Loot Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain.

J3 ,S25j2 ^2.*
“or

|

*m. It and •«.Ml Idle Street.

XAKUFAOTUBSB OF

OKAS. J.

Old Company Lehigh,

Top,

Beg alia,

DAVIS,

____

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

Bitica,

Tip

Blade Sba,

Cl at,

German and

as

R. Corson,
Post OFries. Portland, 1
Nov. 5th, 1884.
}
F]1|ladetphia, pa,
account of change of time of the Western
Co1* Fra“U Efor
Railroad,
the
Winter
arrangements, the
Howe,
western malls, on ano after Nov. Tth, will oloee at
City. , this offlee at 1J «‘clock r.u.

o£TT£..York

Soprbior,

Chewing

Robert

Walnut Street,

THE

Espaniola,

Bbcio,

we

?

ftEaa\,

ds

j

PAPER HANGINGS.
Wo. 08 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

subscriber baring purchased the Stock of
Coal and Wood, and taken the stand
recently
ocoupied by Messrs, (lawyer f Whitney, bead of j
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to Bupply their !
former patrons and the public generally, with a !

a

Nice Custom

m

m.

Flora

-FOE-

^sepir—dlfL

ARE YOU ALL

Seventh Begihent,

Xk.
AMD

Coal and Wood!

of

Beavers, Gassimeres & Doeskins,

BUTTER,

*'*°

are

to

SIMfitHS

WOODMAN, TRUE

ibe#., 4ghter» areowueu by
there
and men.
b thoir er.w and ui ..L.--.
r-*rn**»°
ne
1 ng dleuho. to e buidlog put.
ohurg a ov. r bight, or be al*ch.rk*a hyul
bauanv, end the oouseques.ee u e moet i viri.biv
ili.t e pprtion 01 tee liguun • ,o*a. .r. i0*t or kl0
0D
end the ve**el end never* ere r quired to pe> lor ,t
In o her watde, the ow.ua *uu meei.ra ei
ere r.quired to injure the tenh u .tu oi the lieuterrne
and tho honi aty of ell u.heia living mom
shore, or empl. yod to Ialt© toe aooouat
Added to t.Ja ihe charge lor lighterage he* nearly dottolcd eiihiu e tew y.era endlahkely to adVkhoe to any auui which iniertatad pkrlita there
may teed. too.a ge.
Liud.r thaae cireomatioeea the ahlpme ttra end
agent* of ownera epcn (Ocauiiation entered into an
agreement S pt. 1, l.t4, lu relation to the metier,
and lor th purtoee ui
giving Bouoe to el. couo mod
th.y canaed it to bo penis heu w.lh toeuanicaof lign,
era, In our cel y paper., ln order that .‘here may
be no mi apprehsuei.n about us tot
me, .t la inserted

vetrtli

SEWING MACHINES!

Premium Paged Account Books.

The

AMD DUALS KB IN

hand.

stook, among which

this

examine
the well known brands

requested

consumers are

Port Mahon,

at

No. 171 Fore Street.

FRAMES,

oonstsntly

and

Grain and Provisions,

___MmySdtl

FOBTLAND, UK.

the latur

jun^ld fn011* W «wk>uui cl the them 10 obd.d.er, of
u. cied lnUMhe U?h tIt^iMUilu'*;l*lylUw a2*olua d*»vemel
taiu

agree*

aXESS?' j

m

Bookseller, Stationer,

make immediate payment at the old stand where
one oi tho undersigned may be fonnd for the preeent.
SAWJbtt k WHITNEY.
Portland, Jane 6,1831.
junel3d3w

Together

Boston

GILDING DEPARTMENT,

Dealers

XX.

£?«£!?0*
eouriM^no tUltl 00w*1*®«d
ioh will enable

ROGERS

88 Commercial street, Thomas
Block,
KOBIBT *HALIT,
j
FOBTLA An, MM.

Wholesale and !Retail.

WE,

sivtith’s,

Portland Office 31

nov8

MIRROR, PICTURE ANO OVAL

professpd

Men

Henry Chickering,

CO.

PICTURE_FRAMES

and

Flour,

__Juneld6m

NOTICE.
the undersigned, hiring sold oar 8took of
Coal and Wood to Messrs. Remdall, McAlister f I Co., do cheeriully recommend them to our
former 'customer..
All persons having demands
against ns are requested to present them for settlement, and all persons indebted to us are requested
to

be found in the State of Maine, the entire lot

to

C^.B.ttoge"’. }

A

nro
ox-

ihLi*14

Wno lisa Ln Dbalskb xn

Commercial Street,

J. R. STORY, No. 38 Exchange St.
Ang 87—dtf__

II BN T OF

Fall and Winter Clothing!

BRADLEY, MOULTON

_

EVERY

So that Money can be Saved in these War Tines.

DOMESTIC CIGARS

CLOTHING!

For

11 k D (i f

r

salior

Warelioose No. 120 Commercial Street,
And Crrr Mills, Deering Bridge.
JoneleodCm

Maine,
_Inneldtf,
JOHN T. ROGERS A CO,,

WEALTH.

ECONOMYJS

1* O

Lather Dana,
)
Woodbnrv Dana,}
John A. 8. Dana.)

aug818m.

a»d

HT’Cars loaded with Corn in balk free of oharge.

Salt,

and

r trace as*

!

port a. u*uy it uot mo«iacoka Ac., to th* Inland
than any o*her cuy in cur coxa try, and m r* ton* un*
port Urge
quauuuee oi bU£Ui ana mciiue I.
“«* *> «»n me
practice nere cLie in aoine Of the
r
I>ort* ** reqnue our thipmaeiera to deiver
wiih ice enotpUon oi ion* luiuner, on*
1111(1 ln °ther porta to delidtu it mto
veacoi, theie *o b„ reeeiv*

Bariev, By© and Oats.

Commission Merohantn,
CIGARS and TOBACCO. THE
Gentlemens’Garments
Repair
DESCRIPTION,
Flour, Provisions & Groceries,
WM. ALLEN, JR.,
AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES
No. 61

Ahrrican

SPLENDID ASS OS

Fish

subscriber respectfully inlorau his friends
in general that he will

FALL AND WINTER

A

will be made to have ail orders
w
attended to.

JAMES B. RACKLYFT.

j

fob

Is wc 11 known that the oitisens of Portland
IT largely
inteiesiea in the cub* trade, ihej

Merchant

Commission

Dana & Co.

Every exertkn

promptly

sIMONTON k KNIGHT.
48 Commercial Wharf.
Portland, June 18,1864.
JuneUdtf

CASH.”

"NET

Sworn to Nov. 1st, 1864, before me,

St.,

other

-ALSO-

— --—■

Portland, Aug 10,1864.—dtf

Total

GOOD,

with

BOLTS of “David Corsar k Son’s" Leith,
4vv a sail-cloth of superior quality, Just received direct irom Liverpool, and for sale by
MotilLVEBY, BYAN k DAVIS,
161 Commercial St.
Sept 24th—dtf
AAA

100 , 000 ^HI™

to meet his driends and customflood assortment of Cloths and Trimmings
oonstan ly on hand.
Ey Particular attention given to onttlng tor
others to make.
Sept IS—d3m

Bleached A Pressed at the Shortest Notice

Ship Owners,

-A«u-

AlaOi Ground Bock Bait.

er*

GENTLEMEN’S HATS,

Scotch Canvass.

Notice to

Corn, M.cal and VYour. 81iix)pincf Merchants

HAS
will be pieaoed
A

-AND--

▲Hl> WHOLESALE DEALERS

Style,

season.

TERMS

FIRST GLASS

and are, consequently, no more disposed to
tolerate unseemly interruptions than a theatCLEVELAND Sr OS
rical audience would be to sufler one ot
be
to
rendered
inaudible
Shakespeare’s plays
Wo. 147 Middle
by imitations of the crowing of cocks and the |
lowing of bulls. I noted their fondness for
EVAN’S BLOCK,
the oratory of public meetings when I first
Have on hand the largest assortment of
came here, and a somewhat lengthened residence among them has confirmed me in tbe
opinion I then advanced. But so strangely
are our cousins our opposites, both politically
and socially, that whereas you cannot induce
one Englishman in the hundred to attend a
New England—purchased before the very great
public meeting, and not one in a thousand to In
advance in all kinds of materials—are prepared to
open his lips thereat—and whereas you shall
scarcely get half a dozen Englishmen togethWHOLESALE OK RETAIL,
er at a dinner or a supper party without one
of them getting on his legs and making a
Lower than any other Establishment
speech, wbich ends by everybody's health
In the city.

“American” drinks—there are said to be 305
|>f them, one for every day in the year—the
majority of these high sounding beverages
are of a purely “ fancy” order, devised by
cunning bar keepers down town tq puff their
eftatfbmmeats, and others are purest mythic-

the Novelties of the

must

Wilson’s Zouaves—that great refugium peccatorum—have been mainly comfortably disposed of by pestilence, by starvation,
by Confederate bullets and by Federal halters.
Iu the exclusively Irish quarters of the
city,
commotions are common aud chronic, as they
are in every city in the world where Irish
people congregate; but the behavior of the Amer
ican people at large is, in the great
inijorlty
of cases, most quiet, decorous, and
peacahle.
Indeed, the most serious disturbance which
has taken place iu the many
meetings held
here during the last year was among the ladies
at the Dress Reform Movement Convention.
The admirable behavior of the Americans in
their popular assemblies is
easily to be accounted tor. In the first place they are from
their youth upwards, well broken to the harness of public meetings, aud “bridle wise” to
the control of the chairman. They know that
if they do not allow others to
spout they will
have no chance of spouting
themselves; and
moreover, they derive an absolute physical'
pleasure from listening to the spoutens. They
snuff up the “highfalutin,” drink in the “bunkum,” and smack their lips over the “tall talk,"

fence,

manufactured in the very best

Merchant Tailors,

somebody.”

Ii is under these circumstances that you
beware of the Yankee. In the underground bar, “tight,” and with a pistol or a
knife in his pocket, he is about the savagest
creature to be found out ot the country of the
gorillas. And, concerning pistols and bowieknives, I know perfeclly well lhat English
travellers have fallen into very absurd errors
as regards the American habit of
carrying
deadly weapons. I know that the warnings
as to the expediency of either
shooting or skedaddling so soon as the adversary with whom
you are holding an argument puts his handinto his coat-tail pocket or begins to scratch his
neck in the vicinity of his vest collar, is a bit 1
of fun, and nothing more. There are cowardly rnffains all the world over, who will shoot
or stab an unarmed person unawares; but in
the settled part of the States such dastardly
bravoes are not more plentiful than they are
in Europe. Even in San Francisco, the habit
of carrying fire-arms is dying out; and a gentleman recently arrived from thence, told me
lhat, in the course of a year’s sojourn, he had
' not fired a pistol in anger half-a-dozen times.
have always in coarseness and
rowdyism far fi-H'i Tl |iri1 pistitl |il| 11 l|il 1' however strong my
surpassed their Northern brethren. A lew ; I never expected my opposite nelghbW’ttr iWl
el a six-shooter at my head because I
years since, New York was infested by a gang
differed,
of “loafers,” “Bowery boys.” and “shoulder1 with him on the question of miscegenation;
hitters,” whose cowardly and brutal ruffianism and at a New York club you do not see the
made them a pest and nuisance to the law abidloungers picking their teeth with
ing inhabitants. A good many of these scoun- or offering to rip you up becausebowie-knives,
you are not
drels were killed off in the
a
member of the Loyal League. A well-eduMacready-Forrest
disturbance; a great many more were shot in cated American gentleman would as soon
tbe “Dead Babbit” riots, when the rowdies
think of painting his face or
scalping the hackbarricaded themselves in the streets, and
driver who overcharged him, as of
fought
carrying
the volunteers for three days; and the
and
on
his
pistols
residue,
daggers
person.
thanks to the organization of Colonel
Billy

the states

by

DANFOETH k CLIFFOED,
No. S Lime St.
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America and the Americans.
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J. E. FERNALD & SON,

P. Tracy, Traveling Agent.

doodle,

good assortment

cannot fail to observe an immense amount of and at short notice, at a very sma’l adranoe from
former prices. Please call and examine.
“tightness” during your walks abroad. But,
on closer
acquaintance, you become aware of
P. B. FROST, 94 Exchange 8U
the existence of a very large section of the
Oct 8—ecd3m
Portland,
community who are total abstainers from every kind of fermented beverage. Nor are
they necessarily temperance orators or professed teetotallers. They do not drink, that i
is all. Drinking and “taking tobacco” are ;
looked upon in decent society in the country j
towns as simply vicious and shameful habits,
and nothing is commoner than to hear a perAnd Dealers in
1
son spoken of as “having no vices,” meaning
that he neither drinks, smokes, nor chews.
Gent’s
As regards the other sex ninety-nine women
out of a hundred never touch anything
No. 87 Middle Street.
stronger than iced-water, tea, and coffee,
whence, among other causes, their wasted
forms, their pallid complexions, and the unOur facilities for supplying cur customers with
healthiness of their children. Given, then,
promptness,
fidelity and despatofc are unexcelled.
this very strong element of sobriety, and this
Our Stock is large and desirt Me, presenting all
one of education and

*rtT d l6f atoh.

are

a

OAA BBLS. Choice Appples, last received and
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NATH1M

MAINE.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
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GOULD,
Merchant Tailor,
Straw, Lace & Leghorn Bonnets
romored to No. 181 Middle street, where he

PORTLAND

Apples.

OARDft.

EDWARD H. BURGIN
’

REMOVAL!

Bleachery,
Oongres Street,

308

CLOTHS for the ARMY and NAVY.

eigner as being an exceedingly drunken people. Yon hear of cabinet ministers, clergymen, judges, barristers, senators, members of
the legislature, being habitually “tight.” You

LaeAi, Notices at usual rates.

spoken.

ll U nice
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BUSINESS CARDS.

Maine Bonnet

HHDS. QUA OALOUPB MOLASSKS,»
article for retading. For sale bv
Oct81—2m
C. C. MITCHELL k SON.
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t!l7ec Insertions, #1.00; one week,
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Aavertiscroents Inserted in the Haixb State
Fbbhb (which has a large circulation in every part of
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above rates, for each insertion.
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To Grocers*
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Fill AH WOTER MOBS!

drinkers rush into
P. B. FROSTj
bar; the bar-keeper hands them a whiskeyout
as
much
or as little as
bottle; they pour
©reliant
Is/E
they choose, add a dash of water, and swallow
the mixture as though it were a seidlitz pow94 Exchange Street,
der. No other mystery is there in the grand
ceremony of “takiug the oath,” “putting onereturned from purchasing 'goods, is
-tell outside suthin’,” or “liquoring up.” And HAVING
ready exhibit a PiHUE LOT of CLOTHS for
then they bolt away from the bar, to meet,
perhaps, on the threshold a friend, with whom FALL OVERCOATS,
they immediately return, and “take” the oath,”
WINTER OVERCOATS.
or "put themselves outside suthin’
again.
D&ESS SUITS,
To revert to the exemplary conduct wnich
BUSINESS SUITS.
ordinarily prevails at public meetings, let me
Dually add that the order preserved is mainly
VESTINGS, &c. tec.
of the

T n# POUTLAHD Daxit Fansele pubiishedat #8.00
per year.
lue Maih.uStste Pbbbs Is published every Thurt
Stymorniug.at #2.00per annum, In advance: #2.21
If paid Within six months; and *2^0,if payment be
delayed hevond the year.
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MERCHANDISE.

CLOTHING.

is

WHOLE NO. 741

Maine.

part

lag la rwpeeted. promptiy

of the

filled.

Invigorating, both,

more
mere Mmgtkenmg

A half wine-glass taken a short time before breakkit will sharpen the appetite, and It ia to be relied
on when every other mode of treatment tail*.
tried for Nervene Wmtnetl, Ueedfor Kidney Com.
plainte, Ueedfor Indigetteon.
It ie rapidly growing Into pubiio favor, for those
who use it ouoe ia variably buy it the second time_
"It Is used *a a dinner mine by many in plaoe of all
others.

aood for the Sedentary, Hood f: the Conti mptive,
Hood fir the lnx aid.
It is qnlte refreshing after a tiresome walk, and
to the sedentary aau eonvali ecent it can be said to
be truly Invaluable.
Every hou ehold should hare
a supply eoas antly on hand for family use.
nil Wine it Unfermented, Thit Wine it Unftr■
•touted, Thu Wine it In/xrmentrd.
Prepared and for sale by L. BlArKMhR fc CO
Worcester, Mass. For "lie in Portland by W T.
PHILLIPS, fc CO., and by Drugtlets and dealere

generally.
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A Hew Military Order Headed.
The thieves who dashed into St Albans
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The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than any other Daily paper in the State far d
double that of any other in Pot ..Und.
#8,00 per year *» advance.
fT Reading Matter en all Fear Pages.

They

General SKerman.
The public mlud in the loyal States as well
as in rebeldom has been much agitated of late
in relation to the movements of this able and
adroit General. There has been so much
hanging over the matdoubt and

perplexity

ter that the public is very anxious to learn
his whereabouts, and what he is going to do
next. This is a very laudable solicitude on
the part of the loyal States, and a very natural one on the part of the rebels. He has

weeks since

■

tracked by
Vermont police, and arrested by the aid of
the Canadian authorities as thieves; and no
presumption of any other character has entered into the process of their detention, that we
are aware of.
If the commission handed to
the Montreal court by Young, their leader, be
are giving a
a genuine document, the rebels
to
militaay
usage. We
very wide construction
shall look, says the New York Eoening Pott,
who may
for tbs next burglar or bank robber
to pull a “Confederbe put on trial in this city
out of his boot lining, and
ate commission”
of war. Of coarse he
a
be
to
prisoner
claim
were

successful in all his movements thus far that our people have great
will be entitled to rations, clothing and exconfidence in him and expect much from change, according to the usages of civilized
him.
nations. We 6hali have no more Jack ShepThe Louisville Journal says, “he is con- pards, but it will be Colonel, or Brigadier, or
structing one of the grandest enterprises that Major-General Sheppard.
was ever originated by a fertile brain of milThe Administration has thought it necesitary genius, and we are convinced that the sary to send a special messenger to Montreal
leading objects of the undertaking will be ac- to ascertain the exact circumstances of this
complished and the effort will be a perfect case. It the intent was to notify the Canadiaq
success.” We indulge the same hope. This authorities that our government will not allow
journal further says, “we are not at liberty to felons to take refuge under “Confederate commention in what theatre this expedition is, missions,” it is perhaps well enough, though
its numerical
it would have been better in our judgement to
likely to operate, nor to mention
strength or its ulterior designs.” Now such have given that hint to the British minister at
remarks as the above only serve to intensify
Washington, and to leave the rest with the
the anxiety of the people to learn more withCanada police and our mutual engagements
out giving them any reliable or satisfactoi y
From the fact that
tor the delivery of felons.
information.
the messenger was a clerk in the State DeThat this persevering officer is on the alert
partment, and a personal confident of Mr.
and has projected some movement of mote
Seward, there appears room for inference that
than ordinary character, there can be no*
we shall have some Important
“diplomatic
doubt. It seems from the most reliable incorrespondence” on the subject.
formation that we can obtain, he has abandonNo person of ordinary undiplomatic sense
ed Atlanta as a point of but little consequence can doubt for an instant that Young and his
now, and laid waste the country around that associates are thieves, and nothing else. As
city. All the arsenals, foundries and rolling little likely will he be to doubt that the rebel
stock in Atlanta have been destroyed. Ail
“government” woald, if it could, slip a “comthe factories, mills and foundries from Chat- mission” into the
of
thief that is
heretolore been

so

tanooga to Atlanta, and miles beyond, ha\

e

destroyed.
general preparation seems to have been
made for some grand movement through the
also been
A

In the absence of reliable information on the subject, we cannot with
any degree of certainty tell what his objective
points are. We might allude to several important ones, and after all not hit upon the
.true one; hence we have thought our silent e
would be quite as judicious as our speculaheart of rebeldom.

tions.

We have no desire to turn out false prophets
on this or any other question merely for the
sake of relating flattering tales to our readers.
We have seen enough of that recently in tLe
copperhead journals to give us wholesome
warning, if we had it not from other sources.
Thus far we have cast our horoscope with
some degree of accuracy, and intend to keep
on the same course so far as the wildness and
disorder of the political skies will warrant.
Whether Sherman has started for Charleston, Mobile or Savannah, remains to be seen.
His destination he has thus far kept a secret,
aAd no doubt for wise purposes. The distance
to either of the above cities is great, end
might appall any other officer who did not
know bo well as he does how to use the legs
of his army.
From Atlanta to
from

Augusta

Augusta

is

to Charleston 120

170 miles;

miles;

to Sa-

From Atlanta to Montgomery, once the capital of the Confederacy,
is 142 miles, and from Montgomery to Mobile
197 miles. With a knowledge of these distances our readers will see the magnitude of
the enterprise?
But distances do not otfer the only, nor the
vannah 136

miles.

insurmountable

most

obstructions

to

will rise up before him to impede his progto either of the above-named objective

ress

points.
In whatever direction Sherman and his army may go in their march to the Gulf, they
will And abundant supplies on the way. The
country has not been so devastated by war as
other sections of rebeldom have been, and
when the Atlantic coast is

reached,

aid will meet them there.

In that region of

food and

country the rebels have no military force
Sherman will have occasion to fear, and so the
way seems clear for a grand march through
the very heart of rebeldom, and Sherman and
his brave

boys

will

improve

it.

Gen. Sherman has made some movements
that greatly perplexed the authorities at Richmond. They once thought he was gone, but
he only passed to Resaca, then turned to the
South and Anally reached Atlanta again.—
That movement completely threw the rebels
ot£ the scent, and ever since they have bei n
watching him with intense interest. This
officer knows what he is about and that is of
far more consequence to the country than cur
knowledge of his movements would be. He
has

a

noble army under his

command, ready

for any emergency, and we expect to hear
good news from him ip due time. We can afford to wait.
A triumphant march of our army through
that section of the country would be a staggering blow to the rebellion. We trust the
anticipations of the Louisville Journal will be
fully realized. God speed the right.

Receiving

their Beward.

The Democrats have been true friends to
their “erring brothers” of the South, and for
their benefit have regaled themselves with an
amount of dirt that should,at least,entitle them
to courteous mention from the lordly
cavaliers.” But is such the treatment meted out
to them, now that their efforts to aid the South
have failed? Let the following from a late
number of the Richmond Enquirer answer:

“Have the Democrats shown us sympathy
done us simple justice at any time during
Did they ever boldly stand up
the war?
against the heated passion and heroic bravery
of the Black Republicans to protect the Confederate States? Or, when they arose, was it
or

to protect their own rights, and
further their own plans ? They are no longer
the pure aud noble Democrats of days gone
by. They have adopted for party purposes,
all the radicalism, the discontent, the poverty
and the crime of Europe; all the thousands
living in misery aud vice at home, who mis
took license for liberty, and were by training
and impulse alike incapable of
iug, much more of loviug, the enlightened
structure of Republican freedom. “The cowardice and baseness of the Northern Democracy, are unexampled in history. They have
without a blow, surrendered
every right ol
their own.”

not

merely

comprehend

This U the Wind of cool comfort afforded to
copperhead friends for ail they have said
and done and suffered in behalf of the plantation lords. After crawling in the mire, and
our

crouching at the footstool of slavery, and
turning their backs upon almost every duty
imposed by loyalty and a noble patriotism,
they rise up from their self-abasement and
overwhelming defeat only to receive th* cut
direct in their very faces, and to witness the
most occular proofs of the hardness of the file
which they have been gnawing. And yet, who
doubts that when another election comes
around, they will be fouud still gnawing at
the same old file, and, with a persistency defying all of the ordinary laws of cause and effect, still hugging the chains now being rattled
In their faces by the Knights of the
whip?

E7"A correspondent

of the N. Y.

Timet has
detected that the most noticeable difference between Union men and democrats, now-a-days
is their hats.

every
pocket
to the bar of our Court of Sessions.

brought

It has attempted to throw its “commission”
round all the massacres by the Indians in Minnesota and elsewhere in the West. ,When it
has put out a

homily

on

the amenities ot civi-

lized warfare it has disavowed responsibility
tor the atrocities of guerillas and bushwhackers, if those made their escape; but if arrested
it claims them as soldiers, and threatens to
hang our officers in its hands it'.they be not
treated as. prisoners of war.
We trust that the farce of

[

the Weldon Rail Road about three miles
above Reams’ Station, the bloody battleground of Aug. 23. Saw no enemy in force,
only a few small squads. A few shots ex-

changed. One rebel killed. Right prisoners
taken.
Four teams captured. Found the
country almost entirely deserted of its inhabitants. The railroad remains ust as we left
j
it in August, in utter ruins. The same as to
all its appertenances and
surroundings. Thirty dead horses of the 10th Mass. Battery lay
together where they fell on that day. Moved
around to the left by a circuitous route,
struck the plank road on the other side and

returned to camp at 9 o’clock P. M. The
march has been tedious in consequence of the
destruction of bridges and the numerous barricades in the roads.”
P. S. “Jebusalkm Plank Road!” Rath-

ambitious name, that. It is a road about
twenty-four feet wide, running due north and
south between
Petersburg and a little town
called Jerusalem. One side of this road,
about twelve feet in width, is planked, that
is,
covered with logs say fourteen to twenty
inches in dlamater, split In the center and
placed flat Bide up. The unplanked side is
only used in the dry season, being impassable
for loaded teams in the wet.
If we soon go into winter
quarters, as there
are some indications that we
may, let it not
be inferred that nothing more is to be done
till next spring. “Let patience have its perfect work.” Gen. Grant is master of his position and in God’s time he will take care of
the rebel hosts.
Whether Lee can drive
Grant from his position is no longer an open
question. He has depleted his forces and exhausted his powers of strategy in fruitless
attempts to do this. His powerful antagonist
is still here stronger than ever.
Meanwhile,
If he should never strike another blow, his
very presence here would inevitably prove
fatal to the rebellion.
S. H. M.
er an

New Demands upon the Clergy.
It is undeniable that, for some cause not
readily explained, clergymen for tie most
part do not npw exercise either the kind or
degree of influence they once wielded in the
community. It may be that neither in character nor ability they have at all deteriorated,
but that the laity have greatly advanced in
both; which might in part account tor the
manifest difference between the former
days
and these.

belligerency

on

But whatever the cause, it is very certain
the ocean, of which the British government is that, for reasons
suggested in a discourse dethe author, is not to be repeated by the Brit-. livered before the last
General Conference of
ish provincial authorities in their treatment ot
Congregational Churches in Maine, by Rev.
felons on land. We are too near neighbors
George L. Walker, of this city, and published
for that; and it is especially to be desired that
in the Congregational
Quarterly, from which
the present amicable aspect of affairs between the
following extract is taken, greater de-

jealously guarded

the two nations shall be
Iresh offence.

against

mands are made upon the

clergy,

and cor-

responding obligations devolve upon the laity,
at the present time than formerly:
“Ours is a time when the gulf between the
professional and non-professional mind, in
many departments of inquiry, is rapidly bridging over. Subjects awhile ago discussed only
in the study of the theologian, the
library of
the philologist, the museum of the
anatomist,
and by the professor of geology, are now discussed In our weekly newspapers;.brought
belore our youth in elaborate and sometimes
infldei treatises in our monthly magazines.—
ments have any right to take cognizance, esAnd the Christian pastor who, in this day, undertakes to keep ahead of his people; to mainpecially with an unfriendly purpose.
What is wanted, if anything, is simply a new tain, in any true degree, a position as a teacher and oompetent guide in the
labyrinth of
military order providing summary punishment
present popular thought, must do it at the
Cor all
who shall* assume to take shel-

We are not to act in matters like this as if
we conceded some ground for doubt whether
we are a nation, and an equal member with
any other in the family of nations. Our government is now a unit in itself as it regards
constitutional right and history. The people
in their majesty, have just made that declaration, and there is no question left unsolved affecting our nationality, of which other govern-

persons
ter under a “commission” from any power that
does not possess an acknowledged nationality.

We suppose our local laws against all
felony are sufficient for such cases.

the

progress of an army. Mountain ranges, large
rivers, broad lakes and extensive and impassable swamps are more difficult to be overcome.
None of these are in the way. The rivers are
but mill-streams, and no mountain barriers

To the Editor cf the Frets.
The following extract from the Chaplain’s
will inform the friends of our brave

shape of “commisSeddon, the rebel Secre-

sions,” signed by Mr.
tary of War. They claim to be soldiers of Journal,
boys of the'only movement this regiment has
the “C. S. A.,” and, as such, demand the rights
the 27th ult:
of prisoners of war allowed by civilized na- made since
Nov. 7. Went out with our Division of Cav.
tions. Their leader alleged that the “expedion a reconnoissance to look after the rebel
tion" was not organized in Canada. Wheth- Cav. who had disappeared from our front and
er they will succeed in
getting consideration reported in our rear. Moved out in a southerly direction on the “Jerusalem Plank Road”
on these terms from the Montreal courts rea few miles, then turning to the
right struck
mains to be seen.
the
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some

from the let Me. OaralrT)
Camp 1st Me. Cavalby, 1
In the Field, Va., Nov. 14,1864. J

in the

haveput in a defence

__._

Letter

sorts

of

from tb« New York Evening Post.

of tie

Secretary

Treasury.

We regret to see revived the

rumors

current

time since, that Mr. Fessenden will probably retire from the Treasury Department.
Knowing his predilection for the Senate, and
the burdeDsomeness of his present place, we
must accept these rumors as they come, with
some apprehension that they may be true
There is a point beyond which such a man as
Mr. Fessenden ought not to be urged to hold
a place adversely to his “sacred personality;”
some

aqd perhaps this is reached. He cauuot but
be sensible that all the country wants him
whers he is, and that the administration will
dnd it very difficult, if possible, to fill what we
esteem to be at the present moment the most
Important post in the government, with equal

general acceptance. The brief period of his
service has been characterized by popular confidence in the public securities. He has not
timed to do brilliant things or to make masterstrokes; but he has done better. Under bis
hand the national credit has grown stronger
and steadier. The difficulties and contretemp*
of negotiation have diminished, and flippant
talk about “future troubles” in the Treasury
has ceased. Our finances are to-day manageable, and considering the times, easy.
We-draw from our observations of Mr. Fessenden’s brief occupancy of the Treasury Department this inference; that what is most reis character and

public standing.
There are many positions in which special accomplishments are indispensible; but in finance these are gained only by a long familiarity with commercial methods, which make
the clerk, and not the man of general and comprehensive capacity. We must look to the organization of the Treasury Department—that
is, to the co-operation ot many heads, each
good in its place—for the grand result of efli
ciancy and accuracy in details. It is the char
acter and public standing of the one presiding
bead, more than any particular accomplishments, that guaranties this result to the people, and secures their confidence.
We hope these considerations will govern in
quisite there

the choice of a successor to Mr. Fessenden. In
short, let us have another Mr. Fessenden—a
man

of

sovereign probity

in the

judgment

of

the country, and not a man who has been either a hot party politician, a smart theorist

(which is the very lowest order of smartness
for practical good), a daring schemer, or a
popular demagogue. For ourselves, indeed,
should like to see the selection made from
of the experienced, practical, active business men of this great financial metropolis,
who aU their lives long have been accustomed

cost of a devotedness to his work never demanded before. Less and less possible is it
tor him to be a man mixed with
affairs, and
concerned with matters of dairy and beefcattle. Two generations ago a minister was
not, perhaps, the worse minister, for excelling
his parishioners in his crop of potatoes or the
general culture of his iarm. But now it is
not merely that glebe-lands are no
more; he
lias no time for glebe-lands, even were
they
freer than acres in Sahara, and richer than the
garden of Eden. The demands of his distinctive profession are becoming more and more
arduous. He has scantier and scantier time
to eke out, by collateral efforts, the deficiency
of his direct support. He has to work harder, and look more steadily to the single source
divinely appointed for his sustenance. And
of course with the iucrease of this necessity
on his part, the obligation comes back upon
the church—both as the dictate of duty and
self-interest—more liherally to sustain him in
his work.”

Copied/or

to

vast sums of money, and to the
application of the principles of currency aud
trade to
and who add to this knowl-

handling

edge

practice,

of details the

ty of character.

greatest solidity and probi-

Fobwabd

Youth.—The Journal reveals
some “big things
in I.ewiston, that city of
spindles and crinoline. Here is a sample. A

lad fifteen years of age was left in his fathei’e
store.

He detected

a

non-purchasing

custom-

in secreting a cap under his coat, and as he
was walking off with it, the boy called to him to
bring it back. Declining to do so, the boy
followed him and demanded the property, but
the purloiner looked on the young fellow with
supreme contempt, and threatened to boot
him. Drawing a pistol and cocking it, the lad
seized the man by the collar, “hia mad” making him now outweigh his opponent, and deer

manded either the cap or his life. The fellow
stammered and equivocated, cooled down a
1'ttle and finally surrendered, and the boy tri-

umphantly

lad him back to the store, made
him pay tor the cap
double, and then let him

The richest part of the
joke is that the
pistol which did such effective work, teas not

go.

loaded.

_

W The Supreme Court

of the District of
Columbia has decided that notes given to pay

gambling debts

are

void.

•

Fresi.

A Rebel

#

Effectually Subdued.

Rev. Col. Moody of Ohio, like Dr. Breckinridge of Kentucky, has lent his influence
largely to political interests, and has rendered very efficient service in the congressional
and presidential campaigns. Few men have
such powers of endurance, and none have
greater versatility of talent.
While recently on an Ohio river steamer,
returning from delivering his great speech at
Cattlesburgh, Ky., Col. Moody encountered a
ferocious secessionist, who had amused himsolf
for some time by cursing the administration
and

insulting

the

lady

and

gentlemen passen-

gers of the boat. At length, espying Col.
Moody, he began abusing him as a gray-headed abolitionist, upon whom he proposed to

gratify his brutal revenge. When in the act
of drawing his revolver Col. Moody gave him
the benefit of a pugilistic movement, which
proved quite too strategic for the fellow’s
time, and piled him up hors de combat in an
obscure part of the boat. In a twinkling, the
revolver was wrested from his hand, and, instantly comprehending his unfortunate and
dangerous situation, he began to beg for quarter, which the Colonel generously allowed
him, after he had loudly and repeatedly promised that he would not again speak an offensive word to any gentlemen or lady on the
boat. He kept his promise and his state-room
faithfully the remainder of the trip. Colonel
Moody holds the captured property in readiness to return it in acknowledgment of
a
manly apology, Should such, be at any time
forthcoming. A verdict of “served him
right!” by all on board, and an expression of
thanks by the officers and passengers of the
boat, is a sufficient evidence that Col. Moody
did the thing up handsomely and as a matter
•
of duty, if not of necessity.

we

some

the

Compliment

to General Butler,

“Gen. Butler,” say* the Newburyport Herald, (conservative) “D the hero of the day.
His administration at New York, during the
election, has done more for his fame than a
victory in the field. He entered the city
covered with the cnrse of those who sought
his blood, and had sworn that he ahould never go up Broadway alive.
He maintained
the peace of the city by his silent influence,
when riot would have been a terrible disaster;
and when he left, he bad won the good will of
all parties, and his departure was marked fay
a splendid ovation at which ten thousand persons of the flnt character were present; and
be was allowed to foretell the benignant
and merciful policy of the administration,
which now seeks peace and a stay to bloodshed, while all said—‘Butler, God Bless him.’
His career has really been glorious among the
cities.
He saved Annapolis; he captured
Baltimore; he took New Orleans, and did
more for
it, as even the rebels admit, than
any man ever did before; he governed Norfolk, when it was a nest of traitors—vipers

hissing in

their wy-ath; and now he
of New York ou fair
banner.
no wonder that his friends should
name

him #s ‘Our Butler.’

places

the

There is
spe^ik of

Three Ckhf CtiRjtejscY. -The superintendent of the Printing Department of the

Treasury has nearly completed the necessary
plates and macbjjjerj f°r .the Issue of three
cent notes.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
SyGen. Burnside

has been assigned to the
command of the ninth army
corps.

jyTlfe Keene (N. H.) papers report the snow
foot deep in that vicinity.
iy The Lewisten Journal calls upon that
city to furnish itself with a steam fire
a

Letter from an
To the Editor qf the Prtet:
I send you an

sised
ties

engine.

iy Commodore Nutt and Minnie Warren,
the lilliputians, have sailed for
Europe.
Svf Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kean are playing in
San Francisco.
lyThe Democrats of Portsmouth have nominated Hon. Charles H. Peasleefor
mayor.

gyThey are exhibiting oat
nia, six feet in length.

straw in Califor-

By The N. 0. Pic says that none but
seedy
doctors and needy undertakers could
object to
the present weather in the Crescent
City.
By Another Democratic paper, the Detroit
Fret Press, has withdrawn from
politics since
the election.
tyA Richmond chap advertises a
of old

shoes as

lost, offering

pair

a

reward for their re-

covery.

®rIt is reported that Gen. McClellan is about
to visit Europe. Didn’t he
promise to do so if
the abolition
was
T

poljgy

adopted

HTOne firm in Faneuil Hall Market, Boston,
received an order from New York
on Thursday
for poultry to the amount of
$13,000.
Ef Hiram Austin,

an

intemperate

found dead in the rear of
Mass., a few days since.

a

man, was

house in Westfield,

lySurgeon J. Q. A. Hawes of Hallowell, of
the 19th Maine, has been obliged to return home
from failing health.
tyihe Hartford Times says the Portland
Advertiser is “the leading administration
organ
in Maine”!
In
Ef
England, in the month of October,
thirty-four firms suspended, with liabilities to
the extent of sixteen million dollars.

BySlidell, insolvent soap-boiler of 1824,
the father of John Slidell, the “Southern

was

aristocrat” of 1884.
B^In a late gale about fifty lives were lost on
Lake Michigan, and shipping suffered to the
amount of

$3,000,000.
Ef Bangor is to have

a

skatiDg park provided

sufficient number of subscribers can be
procured at $6 each.
a

jyMichael Sullivan of New York, who drugged, robbed and enlisted Thomas H. Mitchell of
Cape Elizabeth, has been released, after refunding themoney belonging to 'Mitchell.
tyThe very singular fact has been discovered
in England, that in 1861,
according to the repor t
of the Registrar General,there were more women
than men married.
Or A man was recently tried in New Fairfield, Ct., for attempting to “kiss, hug and
tiokle” —so the indictment read—a certain
woman.

EyThe Boston Pott referring to the President’s late serenade speech, says “its tone is
worthy of the Chief Magistrate of the whole

people.”
E?"Qen. Butler

says the $60,000 in gold
which he took in New Orleans, and was sued
tor in New York, is in the United States
treasury,
and the owners must present their claims there.

ETA new census of Chicago, taken by the
comptroller of that city, shows a population of
169,353—an increase of 31,167 since 1862, greater than that of Boston.

EyThe flight of a wealthy Yankee merchant,
Joseph P. Jones, from rebeldom, excites wrath-

ful comments from the Richmond Examiner.
Jones was from Andover, Mass.

S'"Judge Sprague of theU. S. District Court
for the Boston District, has been confined to
his residence for several weeks by
indisposition

QTReligious servioes were held on board the
Kearsarge at Boston, last Sunday. Rev. Phineas
Stowe preached. Gov. Andrew and fitmily were

of the forenoon audience.

|yThe Boston Transcript pays a very
and deserved compliment to E. C. Bailey,
of the Boston Herald, tor his service,
his paper and on the stump, to secure
Union victory of Nov. 8th.

high
Esq.,

through
the great

lyCol. Holloway of the Indianapolis JourRepublican paper) has been placed under
military arrest by order, it is stated, of Gen.
Sherman, for publishing contraband army correspondence.
$yit is proposed to have a celebration in
Washington on Fore fathers’ Day under the
auspices of the Massachusetts Association. Sennal (a

ator

Sumner has been invited to deliver

an

ad-

dress.

ty Lieut. Wm. H. Cushing* the daring young

hero who blew up the rebel ram Albemarle, visited the Board of Brokers in New York on Saturday morning, and received the boisterous
congratulations of the bulls and bears.

iyThe Worcester Spy, a la Springfield Republican, publishes a summary of New England news, and under the
h^d of Maine,”
gives the very remarkable item that the Portland
Courier and Press are to be united !

STThe Advertiser denies that the re-election
of Mr. Lincoln, by more than 400,000
majority,
is an endorsement of his administration.
We
suppose it is an odd way the people have of
showing their preference for McClellan.
ty There is hope of the A rgus.

It has so far
off its acoustomed saturnine expression of
countenance as to indulge in a grim joke.
It
worn

actually intimates that Mr. Lincoln is about to
adopt the Democratic platform ! It would be
like a loyal man swallowing a dead rebel.
iy The Advertiser seems greatly exercised because the pirate Florida was captured in a Brazilian port, and insists that our Government
should make amends for the act;—return the
pirate, probably, to be let loose upon our peaceful merchantmen.
The New York Freedmen's Advocate
appropriates without a word of credit,“the vigorous lines from the pen of John Neal,” addressed
“To

George B. McClellan,” whioh Mr. N. originally contributed to the columns of the
Press.

SyA physiologist who was examining the
head of one of his audience, was asked if he
voted for McClellan.
He replied that he did
not know; men changed their political opinions

rapidly that the bumps had not time to
form to the changes.

so

con-

jyThe case of Cyrus Hapgood vs. the Maine
Kailroad, which was brought to recover damages
to plaintiff’s team in consequence of a defective
switch, and which has been on trial before the
Supreme Judicial Court, at Cambridge, was
closed by the rendition of a verdict of #3,600
for the plaintiff.—[Boston Herald.

gyThe Montreal Gazette states, on what it
believes to be good authority, that the United
States Government has given notice to the
British Government that it intends to place a
floating armament on the Lakes, and make
other necessary provision for the defence of the
Northern frontier.
iy The San Jose Mercury says the wife of
Jose Castro, of Monterey, has given birth to
thirty-six children, all of whom are living together in that county. The first twenty are
twins,

pair representatives of either sex.
remaining children, eleven only were

each
Of the

singly born.
gyThe Bangor Times takes up on our recent location of the Confederate authorities at
Washington. It was either the devil's work, or
we were thinking of authorities intending to
locate at Washington, but whose calculations
were slightly interfered with on the 8th of November.

gyThe Argus,through correspondents and
otherwise, has opened its small batteries upon
%ion's Advocate, the Baptist paper of this city,
[t is suspected that the principal gun is aimed
through an embrasure in the 3d story front of
theCustom House building. The shot is not that
of a Barrett or a Dahlgren, but rather of an
Emery smooth-bore.
jyThe statement in the Ellsworth American
in regard to the treatment of the soldiers at
Kendell Mills who were on their way home to
vote, if correot, places the landlord in an un-

position. A place was offered them in
the dep.gt to spend the night, and a young lady,
Mrs. Perkins, supply them with food, for
which they were very grateful. gome of the
soldiers were lame, and they were out of money,
and all they asked of the unpatriotio landlord,
was to let them gie yn thp bar room floor, but he
enviable

refused this.

Interesting

letter from the

THE

geit'oa,Canker,

H.
dear Miss F.—Two letters from you
remain unanswered, also an acknowledgment
of three boxes; all came in ftueorder.nothiog
broken. You probably, (‘Can I have a darning needle ma’am, if you please?’) received a
letter from me which crossed youre, telling
you how things are going on. On this account, and the press of other duties I have
delayed (" Will you spare me a little blackberry cordial ? 1 have been quite sick again for
a few days.’) answering until now.
The boxes were received last Saturday, and
Mr. Hayes will leave again to morrow for
Washington, to bring down those which are
on the way.
(There is a man from the 2d
Battery who says they are having a good deal
of sickness just now, so I have sent by him a
quantity ot crackers, corn starch, nutmegs,
condensed milk, Jamaicagiuger and salt fish.)
To-morrow they will send an ambulance to
take me over there, and then I can tell better v.’hat they need. (•Have you got any
pieces of colored paper that we can have to
make soOie stars to trim our table in the
tent?, ‘Can 1 have some crackers? I don’t
have anything' but hard tack now.’)
Now I will try to write. (Tap, tap,—‘We
are. all out of bandages; have you
any ?’ ‘Yes,
thanks to the little girls, I will supply you
from their stock.’ ‘I want to get a Umb pillow lor a man whose leg has been amputated.’
‘Here they are; select for yourself.’ Now
dear little Mrs. P. to the rear
comes
tent. ‘Canst thee spare me a sheet for a sick
Jersey boy?’ ‘Certainly; glad to give them;
take a pair, that he raav have a change.’ ‘A
few crackers, ma’am?’ This supplied, a little
fellow appears, asking for a cau of condensed
milk for himself. He is almost well, the stock
is rather short, and 1 must keep it for those
more needy.
Still they come. ‘Have you
any comfort bags ? I am going to the front tomorrow. I am a New York boy, but I am
very much in want of some needles and
thread.’ ‘Well, you are so honest about it, I
think you must be supplied.’ The tent door
darkens again. Mr. Bridge, one of the nurses
belonging to the 1st Maine Heavy Artillery,
wants a few crackers for his wounded men, a
can of chickens and some pickles.
His wants
must surely be supplied, for the cases under
his care are critical. ‘Have you any yarn, so
that I can darn my stockings?’ ‘Yes, I will
halve my ball with you.’ Next from a Wisconsin man, formerly of Portland—‘Any late
Maine papers ?’ Not one; 1 wish I had; but
I have sent for the Press, and I am hoping
every day that it will begin to come regularly.’ Tap. tap—‘Can you spare a can or condensed milk to make farina for a very sick
fellow of the 31st, who can’t eat his gruel without it?’ Theicase is a special one, and I supply it. Now a 4th Battery boy—’I called to
get a woolen shirt, if you can give it.’) He
me',st have a hearing; he has on a very good
I be to
oue, but wauts a change. Glad should
give shirts to all the poor fellows, but there
were but four in the last boxes, and I must
keep those for the literally uaked. All this
time heavy canuonadiug is going on which reminds me that the wauts will be increased. In
the last boxes there were but three pairs of
socks, one I gave to a convalescent that had
only the remnants of a pair, and yesterday afternoon Mr. Getchell, hospital steward of the
1st Maine Cavalry, came down from the front.
He wanted socks; said there we.re three men
came up that morning to the surgeon’s call
barefoot, and the doctor said there was uo use
in prescribing for men in that condition. I
hurried the two remaining pairs into his
saddle-bags for those needy ones, and the
supply is out. Mr. Hayes was intending to
remain here and stockade for winter quarters,
but I would much rather get along as I am
until he has made another trip to W, that will
meet, to some small extent, the demaud for

“My

procure

speedily, to keep

To these remedies Dr. Sohenok owe. lu* succe sin
the treatmentcf rulmmary Consumption; thej act
harmoniously t..rough the whole system. The Pulmonic byrup it a strong preparation oi iron, and it
the stomach is in a condition to digest it, it will go
at ence into the blood, in many oa<es it should bn
taken in very small aose land
The te.weed Tonic ana Mandrake Til s are to assist iu
cleant-iug the stomach, so that Pulmonic byrup can
act.
The Seaweed Tonlo is a stimulant, and non® other
is req-.i ed when ii is used
It is pure and pleasant;
no tad effects leit like when using Buurbon whiskey,
which seems to build up for a short time, and then
Diopsy sets in and the patient dies suddenly. Whitof the su>mach,and
key destroys the natural
lor ms a same which tales its piaoe—digest on parrial y o<.a®es,and the blood ihat is made u so poor
aud di opsy is ihs result.
that it turns iuto wate
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is uistilled irom beiof
the
wbiflh tend to loosen the
weed.
properties
mucous or slime that leads the stomach, and the
It
off.
The Seaweed 1 ouio is
Pill®
Mandrake
carry
Where a patient is Heebie
used by many as bitter®
to relieve that
rties
are
sufficient
its stimulating prop,
ail gone feeling that dyspeptic® are often troubled
with
It is as uluaiaut as wiue and perlec ly harmless. A winegla * lull Ot it will digest a hearty
dinner. A little taken before breakfast is good for
the stomaoh; ia eight ccees out of ten,
say
that it restores the appetite so that Uey are afraid
oi eating too much.
The Mend take rills are used in all families wherever purgatives are rtqui ed, with great satisfaction.
They ajt gently and tue stools show what they do.
Calomel can do no more Wi;h these mee iem< dies
Dr. Schtnck can cure consumption, apparently in its
J hey will not make new lurgs, but
very last stages.
ia many oases where they apparenily aie ueaily
In Ur. Scnenck’s
gone, the patient is restored.
practice he does not diet the patients at all,but gives
them nourishing food—nearly everything the appetite craves. The beaweed ionic dissolves all the
food, aud fixes the stomach so that itoan make blood
Frequent!, there i» so much bile ami mujous ia the
stomach that tr.e gastrioj Jice cannot assimilate with
the food and lorm it into chyme and ohymle, which
is the process to extract the blood from the lood.
The sbove.ir&med mediomna will clean th® stomach
and liv er and restore the appetite, aud then give the
stomaoh p.enty of good
food, w ell masticated, the stomach will soon begin to digest i and
blood will be madJ. Aftrr the blood is made
it goes somewhere; it takes i s course through the
system and disease woi ks out, and soon, meal alter
with new blood and
meal will supply the whole
tne diseased matter in the lungs is worked out, for
and
the fresh blood takes its place
hei:s upthetb
c.sses.
ibis i® the only way to earn cen-umptiou,
and bohenok’s Pulmonic by rap. beaweed runic and
Mandrake Pills will restore ail those organs to their
natural condition. This is Ell that is

nourishing

healthy

body

required.

Frequency consumptive patient® liud themselves
breaking out with boils about the bofy, aud som

times alii oyer wi h a rash. T.is occurs wheu the
D.ver ha- been congested for a length of time, and
venous blocd has beoopie *<? thick it has hard worr
to cir.nUte. W hem liis take) plgce j. is a good symptom. for it shows that the stomach is doing its work.
If tin uugs are too far gone it cannot be dOLe Instead ofthisc >ursj the consumptive seeks for som•
th ng to stop the cough, mg* t s wt®t. and to bftai
a*e caused
up ere -ping chilis. All these
by diseased lungs, and such remedies tend to destroy
vne tune of the stomach. Nearly ail ef Dr Scbenck’s
patients get to |>e fleity people, and one would hardly thiuk they ever oouqt bayiqhed the
As said above, tii# only way to .cure consumption is
to fix the stomach and Jiver so as foe
will digest
get up a good appetite, keep the bowels well opsnand
Iu seme way the Tulmon.t
me iuncb most heal up.
byrup has the power of extricating the bile from
the blood and leaves it in * healthy state.
Mauy persons of latelyea^s are subject to what is
called Canker and Ulcer a! od sore throat That d seaai origi rates fiom the stoma 'h. Iu many cas s
con- tant use of the Mandrake Pills alone have cared
it; burning it out with caustic aff.rds only Temporary relioi
fclok beadgcho, u'cers in the thioatrod
coat-ad tongue are lrcfh the same ca»te and requite
the 6ame treatment If you have a sick headache
If you have a coated
your stomach is out of order
tongue, bad breath or ulcerated throat, disordered
stopiftCh causes it; and the MandrakeFills will cure
th?mall. Covsuraptiv r, donotpntit off; vistDa.
Schknck when ip Jlostou this time. One thing fs
certain—if hi® medicines 4o you no good they will
do yju no harm.
GKO. C, GOOPWIN 9c CO89 Hanover Street,

oomptaints

consumption

Boston, Wbo’esaJe Agents,
sept 22dlw

CATARRH.
AU Whom it May Concern —“Sympathy with
those in affliction makes it not only a duty, but a
pleasure to moto sLa*e that after suffering for thirty
years from that loathsome disease, Catarrh in th<
head, and alter using all the remedies of the
■****
became so prostra ed with the dfc*
alt hope of a cute
taken to my bed. and tr— "P
heard of
and while in thie «.«» ion, I providentially
and by the advice of
Dr. Wand,worth’s "Cry Up."
fti.inmT—rp^-MnH a bottle of the medicine,
frem which I found immediate relief. 1 have used in
the la £ three months, three boltlcs of it, and am
now comparatively well and doing my usual work;

ascribe my cure solely to the use of the medicine; and I would cheerfully recommend it to all
those afflicted in like manner, belie ing, as I sincerely do, that it will m all coses, give immsdiate relief,
and is a perlectJy safe remedy.
Dated Earlville, Sept 10,1864.
ABIGAIL BABCOCK."
and I

“We, the undersigned, hereby certify, that we are
acquainted with Mrs Babcock, publishing iht
foregoing statement, acd know her to be a person
whose statement is perfectly reliable, and we further state that we have used the medicine in our
families, and have uo hesitation in saying that we
bjieve it to be a sure cure far Catarrh, and cheerfully leaommend it to all afflict d withfhat risease.
E. Voljjry Chapin,
well

Lester Hayward.

Earlvi'le, M.dison Co ,N. Y.
The real Dry-Up may be had of the Proprietor H
H. Burrinoton, Providence, R. I ; also or If. H.
Hay. Druggist, Portland, who will supply the trade

Coughs, Colds, Influenza, Hoarseness, Difficult
Breathing, and all Affections of the Throaty
Bronchial Tubes and Lungs, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the
favorite recipe ot an illustrious Physician and Chemist, who for many year* used it with the most complete sucoess in his extensive private practice.
lie bad long been profundly impressed with the

pose to do so, in Rochester, the Sunday evening previous, Mr. Douglass said:

of the
wonderful virtue of
Horehoandt
in union with the
and Healing properties
of tar extracted from the life Principle of the forest
For years
tree Abies Ralsamea or Balm of Gilead
he was baffleu in his attempt* to blend these great
medicinal forces into suah a uaio’a that the original
power of eaoh would be preserved, the disagreeable
qualities of common tar removed, and the prioe of
At last,
the compound be within the means of all.
after a loner course of difficult chemical experiments,
he found that by adding to these five other ingredients, eaoh one valuable by itself, be not only obtained the dedred results, but greatly increased the
curative power of the compound. This having been
tnorc ughly teste by practice, is now offered to the
general public as asafe,plea*anc and inlallible rem-

honey
Cleansing

“What a wonderful change a few short
years have wrought! I left Maryland a slave,
I return to her a freeman 1 I left her a slave
state, I return to And her clothed in her new
garments of Liberty and Justice, a free State!
My life has had two crises—the day on which
I left Maryland, and the day on which I reI expect to have a good old fasbioueff
turn.
visit, for I have not been there for a long
time. I may meet my old master there, whom
I have not seen for many years. I heard he
was living only a short time ago, and he will
be there, for he is on the right side.- I made
He was a very
a convert of him years agd!
good man, with a high sense of honor, and I
have no malice to overcome iu going back
among those former slaveholders, for I used
to think that we were all parts of one great
social system, only we were at the bottom and
they at the top! If the shackles were around
our ankles, they were also on their necks.
The Common Council and city authorities
have promised to ba present at the next
meeting in Baltimore. I shall be glad to see
them. I shall return to them with freedom
in my hand, and point to her free constitution,
and as the olive branch was a sign that the
waters of the flood were retiring, so will the
freedom which I shall And there be a sign that
the billows of Slavery are rolling back to leave
tbo law blooming again in the purer air of
Liberty and Justice.1"

W. S. SAWYER.

oot. 13 d 6m.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

To the Sick.
ELIZABETH B ADAMS, (formerly Chamberlin,)
M. D. Analytical Prjotjtioner, 2H CongresB, corner
Pearl atreet. Consultation map to a'l, from 9 to 12
M., and 2 to 7 F. M.
A regular graduate from

TAR!

AND

FOB THE CUBE OF

The March of Events.

Rtftrinctt—Hon. Samuel Con*, Gov. of Me.,
Hon. W». Pitt F*s»s*nsji,Seo’y Treas’y.

Y

B

HOREHOUND

Frederick Douglass spoke in Baltimore a
few evenings since. In announcing his pur-

St., opposite Postoffice, Portland.

N
OF

H. Eaton.

CT-The undersigned gives his exclusive attention to collecting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
Pay and Prixe Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
Seamen, or their Heirs. Offioe, 821-2 Exchange

nevl8eod&eow6m

HALE’S

HO

plant

ody.

60 Cen*s per Botttle.
For sale by W. V. Phillips, Portland, and all drugTrice

gists.

Charles Downer, General Agent,
*
ncvidSm
44 Cedar st., New York.

BF~EpiIeptic Fite can be Cared.—Dr.
Lockrow haying become eminently successful in
this terrible malady, invites ail similarly afflict®!, to call or send tor circulars oi references and
testimonials of numerous cases cured of frem one to
twenty-four years standing. He devotes his attention especially to diseases of the
Cerebro-Spinal Axis,
or Nervous system, and solicits an
investigation of
his claim to tbepublio confidence.
He may be consulted at his private residence No.
141 West 42d street, daily from 10 a. m. to 2 p. n.,
except Saturday and Sunday. Address all letters to
Dr. V. B. LOCKROW, New York.
Care of P. O. Box 6118.
oot7d8m
curing

Boston Stock List.
Saib at tub Bbokbbb' Boabd, Nor. 21.
2.800 Americas Gold,...221

6.800 .do.219!
6.000 .do.2)91
1 000 United States Coupons.2101
600 U 8 Coupon Sizes (1881) .118}

7.600 .do...1101
3.000 .do (Coupons off).104
150 United States 7 8-10tLs (Aug).111!
2,6uO United States Ten-Forties. fifii
4.600 United States 6-20’s ... 101|
18.000 .do.104
900 .do (small))... 104)
2.000 Ogdensburg 1st Muitgage Bonds,. 99
6.000 Ogdensburg2d Mortgage Bonds.27
2 000 Rntland lit Mortgage Bonds.88
700 Vermont Central R K 1st Mort.81
10.000 Vermont Central R K 2d Mort. 22
6 Western Railroad.162
16 Michigan Central Railroad.126
6 Boston and Maine Railroad.ISO)
71 Eastern

Railroad.104}

A.

the Boston Female Med

College, with 10 years suoccissful praotire enables her to cffar hope to the siok and o
peoially to

flAItKlED.

loal

children affliced with chronic diseases.
Her remedies are purely vegetable,
chemically prepared. and the uertaigty with which ttey oure diseases ol whatever form, causes thgm to
receive, as
they merit, the utmost conadenoe of the sick. Midwifery attended to as usual.
Dr. Adams, is assisted by Dr. J. Wesley
Kelley, o!
Boston, (sole surv lving founder at the
Analytical system) who is in attendance at her office the second
Tuesday and Wednesday of each month.
Nov 2— d A Hint
fema.es and

ANDREW

DeW.BAKSs7M. D-,

Gmiaate »f the

“Ceitenitj

Late Resident

Surgeon

of
of

Mabargh,”

Scotland.

the "Koval Maternity

Hospital," Edinburgh.

Residence—corner of Cumberland and LooustSts.
iy Office hours, 9 to'll A. M.anda to 1 r. «.
ootl72m*
•

o'clock,

In Gorham, Oct 19, by Rer 8 F Wetherbee. Jos H
Smith and Mrs Catharine J Navlor.
In Sears port. Nor fi. George F Sherman, of 8, and
Miss Mary F Hale, or Swanyille,
In Hartferd. Hr, Nov 6, loliabpd Allen, of Turner,
and Miss Maria Shaw, of lluckdeid.
In Belgrade, Nor 2. Moses U Holland, of Augusta,
and Mi.9 Melissa T Austin.
In Biddeford, Out p. John B Prew and Miss Mary
E Grant. 27.b, Samuel P H White and Mrs Koxie P
Pike, ail of B.

Tin portsCARDIFF.

Ship Cores—1046

Farmer.

W1NDSORNS.
to order.

Sch

tons

ooal, to Jas L

Nautilus—112

tous

piaster,

GRAND MRNAN NB. 8ch Enterprise_718 otl
qtis pollock, 8 bbls
fish, to Dana

picklttf

codfish, 16
A Co.

SchEmm* Pemberton—2800
?|T Ai'i?BEW8.NB
f°r ®°*ton 36 tons

PortlandBCoP*r*'

'•

^ilroad
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Boston

Petroleum Company !
CAPITAL

$400,000

80.000 Share* Par, $5 Per
Ten Thousand Shares

!

I hare.

Resereed for Work

ing Capital.

Sch Adelaide, Hamden. Steubon for Boston

Sch Fred’k Warren, Coombs, Machias for Providence.
Sch P L Smith, Strout Cherryfleld for New York
Sch Zic.va, Murcb, Ellsworth for Boston
Sch Catharine Beals. Haskell, Ellswoith lor New
York.
Soh Bruins, Dodge. Bangor for Boston.
Sch Webhannet, Duncan, Bangor for Boston
Soh Sarah. Gray, Frankfort lor Sandwich
Sch Banger, Dcuuysville, Hallowell for Boston.

T„,„.

*

Benjamin,

S. Thompson,

A

Cook, and Della Hinds, Wells, Cala's

Nov. 24th.

by

POKTLAM II.

countered a heavv g Je from the West, which continued until th. 37ih, uuring which sprung tudder
nead, carried away slings of lowtr fore and mam
top sail yards, split sails, Ac.
Sch Nautilus, McFadden, Windsor NS.
Soh Emma Pemberton.(Br) Britts, St Andrews Nit
Soh Jane, Clark, St Andrew, Nil.
Sch Kobt Woodrnf, Beiges, Portsmouth.
Sch Dexter, Flood, Sorry.
Sch Mechanic, Lord, Bangor.
Sch Ousel, Cudwortb, Bangor.
Salt Midus, Bemick, Bangor.
Scbe Hiram, Cook, and Emery, Cook. Calais for
Boston.
Sohs Convoy,
for Boston.

brl« MlBuaT™b>

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Lflit

jr.S
W. K

Ship Ceres, (of Yarmouth) Humphrey, CardilTOct
8th—reports, 19 h uit, lat 46 53 ft. lou 40 03 W, en-

*“«*>». D"1*

U°V

tor

cS^t^usHS? ^Lollie Wutea-fton*

ARRIVED

I

Stan-

sob lno. Camp, Ban-

Banner, Dunham, Belfast

Monday,.November 81.

,

18,h lB,t> bB"»M

woAoli,Bo.tZ,3l‘
JohnNBlitliinst,
^Aratst
Cld 13th, soh

ISTEWfe

Steamor Chesapeake. Willetts, New York.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston
East port and St John NB.
Steamer Lady Lang, Kola, Bangor.

brig C L Sparks. Sparks.

NB

ship Ceres, trom Cardiff—I Avery, ot Brewer.

MARHSTE

28111

ThanksgivingMusic
Eve’ng,

_PA83KXCER9._
In

«»»*. fHm do for

b‘"*«
W
ho^New^r J
ro,tt™"liU‘ M *n'*- “h ChJ«f' u°«™r. for l,.w

o'elk,

on

from her late

Original Subscriptions $2.50
fall paid Stock and

Share for

per

no

further

Assessment.

CLEABED.

Brig Almon Bowoll, Boyd. Cardenas-UI Robi-

son

Seh Dsbonalre, (Br) St John NB—T Paddook
Sch Ida L Howard, McDuffie, New York via New
Haven—O Nickerson.
Sch Kate, Trefethen, Dover NH—J B Knight.
»Y TELEGRAPH TO MERCflAH('• BXCHANQB.
NEW YORK. Nov Zj-Brig Abby C Titeomb, coal
laden, sprung aleak at the p:er at Port Richmond on

The properties of this

Company are meet valuable,
consisting cf the fol'otriag:
No. 1 About flfty acres of lend in eu
simfli, sitmUd on Cherry Tree
Knn, a branch 01 Oil Creek
to
the Dslzell Petroleum Co.
opposite
(H,y„ Farm)

Saturday and sunk.

SuSSmII** ‘er,ltory

Barque fighting Joe, 674 tone,built

at South Thom
aston in 1864, has beeu sold to go uuder the JUauovian flag, and is tow called the Pauline.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice is hereby given that the Buoys in Kennebec River, above Bath, have been removed lor the
winter

season.

By order of

Light house Board,
H.K. HINKLEY,
L. H. Clerk, 1st District.
Portland, Nov 22,1864.
the

DISASTERS.
Sch J C Haroden, Bunker, from Gouldsboro for

Boston,

arrived at Deer Isle 12th with loss ot main
She reports a large barque ashore at Bast*
Head; also a rob, from Ellsworth, lumber
loaded, full of wuter, on the rocks off Lazy Gut.
Flora
Sch
King, of Trenton, ashore on the mnd
flats near Warwick, has sustained no damtge and it
is«xpected she will be got off in a few days. She
has been sold as she now lies and will hereafter hail
from Providence.

boom.

Harbor

NEW

'*

y%s w„u;

neuto
down at once.
N“ s "‘Wild Cat Wei!" on
Wash MoCHntcek
producing about *0 [thirty] barrels pefday with snl
ginederricks, tank., to The Companown th,
1,1 tlla relebrnted Well
wMoh
thIS°
1?teJr"“
wnlebhMtoe
great
advantage of Boning when It ie
go

•'“•c Cnllfornli Wsll No..l.
On Oil Ire,
k
t-Wtk,
down 800 lent all ready to tube.
No * Calilornia Well No. 2. On
Oil Creek
r“dj ‘° ,ub<>- *“*> » Power.
fal lo horse engine, [
ew,J derricks, tanks, ko Ac.
No. 6. Lease of
2j acres on Oil Creek.
No 7. One quarter interest (wor
king) in one well
*

te.‘?:bcur?otae?wf^.0“OUCr8Ck‘»nd

and shares reserved for
working oanitsl—the
1118 TirMTi.
prop"
•rtl»e to be developed with

eL.rgy/

the stock will
Aff*r^f* olwinf of ,lie subscription
Bo,lrd' of

s

PrfiidelnhU«.;° r8<L“,1-r

wC&Vcompr;K!u8iD«

Boston »”<«
“'vldond.

“d

DOMESTIC PORTS.
ORLEANS—Cld 11th, brig Neptune, Rus-

sell, Philadelphia

^GEORGET\>WN-Cld

17th,

juta.

schJJ^GTliwgg^

Pill LA DELPHI A—Ar 18th, ship Onward, Chase,
New-York.
Cld 18th, barques N M Haven, Haven, Cape Haytien; Dresden, Emerson, New Orleans; brig Trenton, Atherton, Roxburv.
Ar 19th, barque Pathfinder, Robinson. Ponsacola;
brig Ii»a M. Comery. MoLellan, Fortress Monroe.
Cld 19th, brigs Aitavela, Reed. Cardenas; Ida MoLeodXook, New Orleans; J k H Srowley, Crowley,
Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, ships Kraerald, Mitchell,
and Jas Foster Jr, Abeel, Liverpool; barque Montezuma, Hammond, from Barbadoes; brigs Henrietta.

Hodgdon, Bermuda; Tangier, Sawyer, Brewer;
Vincennes, Hodgdon, Newbury port; sohs Convoy,
Merrill, Bridgeport CB; B Lyndon, Haw kina. Calais;
Amanda Powers, Robinson, Bjngor; F A Heath,
Williams, do; Horteusia, Miller, do; M S Partridge,
Hix, Rockland; Globe, un Boston for Washington;
Messenger. Holden, Fall River.
Ar i8ih, brig Monel, Pressey. ftn Elizabethport f r
Boston; soh Essex, Pest, ftn Elizabethport tor New

No.

13 Congress 8treet,

Subscriptions

can

Bostor.

be made at the effloe cf
H. WOOD A SON,

WM

Exchange St., Portland.

29

Hot 22—dlw

FURSI

FURS I I

WOULD oall th« attention
I LARdE
bTOCK of

•!

buyers

to my

FURS.
HTAll kinds of Furs exchanged, altered and re*
paired.

Haven.

Cld 18th, ship Rio Grande,Sanders. Bremen; brigs
Geldert, Cochran, Windsor NS; Matilda B,
Reynolds. Cow Bay CB; schs 8 f KingXlendenniu.
Calais; N C Harris, Leighton, and Billow, Emery,

81AW,

Annie

Boston.

Cld 19tb, barque Sunshine, Ed wards,Cow Bay CB;
soh Ella F Crowell, Steveus. Boston.
Ar 19tb, sch Isis, Smith, Bangor; S M Tyler, Cr.eby, Boston.
Ar9Qth, ship Java.Daggett, Glasgow; barque Gen
Cobb, Dudley, Calcutta.
Sid 19tb, ship Caravan: barqne Welkin; brigs Lucy Hey wood, and Dan) Boone.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, schs Lamartine, Hill,
Baltimore; Dam -n. Pitcher, and Delaware, Means,
bangor; Fcrcst, Conary, Rockland.
Sid 19th, sohs Hosannah Rose, Burgess, Philadelphia. or Bangor; 20th. Raven. Rose, Bucksport
FALL RIVER—Ar 18th, sch Massachusetts, Keniston, Gardiner.
Hid 18th. soh Gauges, Coombs. Ellsworth.
NEWPORT—Ar 18th, brigs Sea Foam, Bangor for
Washington; Marshall Dutch,Coombs, do for Philadelphia; schs Dolphin, f.om Mac bias for New York;
Jas Tilden, and Fair Winn. Ellsworth for do*, Kate
Wentworth, Bangor tor Alexandria; Harriet Fuller,
Hamilton, Portland tor Philadelphia; May Queen.
Gott. Bangor for New York; Cicero, Hartford, fm
Bristol for do; Counsellor, Whitmore, East Greenwich for do, or Ellsworth.
Ar 19th. schs Ganges, Coombs, from Fall River
for New York, or Ellsworth.
Ar 20tb, sohs Harper,Coombs, Bath for Baltimore;
Abbie. Knight. Portland tor Fortiess Monroe; Nevada, Mann,do for Philadelphia; Adeline, Belfast for
do; Hiawatha, Newburyport for do; Emily Fowler,
Thomaston for CentrevUle, Md; Charles Carroll, fm
Kock.aud; M B Mahoney, Calais for Philadelphia.
Passed up, soh Maria Lunt, from New York for

No.

Call

Jas H

Lord, Georgetown DC;

LET

Challenge,

Bullock, from

BOSTON—Ar 19th, ship* Susan Dinks, Atwood,
Calcutta; sobs Courier. Treworgy, fm Philadelphia;
Wm Penn, Phillips, and Wiu Stevens, Drinkwater,
Bangor; Sarah Hall, Pierce, Bangor; Sea Serpent,
Burton, Rockland; E C Brown, Burns, Thomaston;
Oiio, Bragdon, Kenuebunk
Cld 19tn. schs Mary E Nason. Nasm, Jacmel; May
Flower, Fcss, Gouldsboro; Eliza Ellen, Noyes, lor
Portland
Ar 20th, ship Elouno, (now) Gant, Newburyport;
barque Ionic, Stevens, Cardenas 6rh inst; brig Eliza,
Thomas, Bonaire; schs Mary, in-ner,Grand Menan ;
Baltic, Foss. Ellsworth: Eliza Ann, Condon; Laura
Jane, Babbage; Flying Arrow, Klee; Despatch,
Snowman, and Adeline Hamlin, Lansil, Bangor;
Circas-ian, Colson, Belfast; Samuel Knight, Johns,
St George; Oc ober, Williams, aod Jasper, Smith.
Bath; Comet, Howe, and Ma*y Jane, Morrill, do;
Unward, Bi&tohford, itockport.
Ar 21st, schs Marietta. Mall, New York; Otranto,
Hammond, Ellsworth; Vandalia, Sawyer. Cherryheld for New York; La Plata, 8 ratton. Bangor for
New York; P 8 Lindsey.Emery.Saco; Boston Packet. Boothly, and Express. Boone. We is.
Cld 21st. sohs Martha, Baxter, Baltimore; Wm A
Dabcaq, Crowell Bangor
Sid 19th, barque P K uazsltine.
SALEM—Ar 19th, sohs May Flowor, Weymouth,
Bangor; Vesta, Haupt orUnd.
▲r 20th. schs O ean Bell*-, Heal. Maobias for New
York; Evelyn, Crowley, Addison for do; Col Sim
moos, Matthews, and Highlander, William’.Bangor;
Elias Dudley, Bangor for New York; City >*oinfc, do
for Mystic; Peuoinian, Bucksport lor New York.
Sid >9th. sobs Canova. Vandalia, Julia Ann, Cha'lenge. Abb e. Nevada, and Lookout.
BEVKttLY—Ar 17th, sch Olive Branch, Dix. from
Calais.

NEWBUKYPORT-Ar 19th, sob Allred Howe.
Ellis. New York.
8ld 19th, brig Burnsah, Sherman. Philadelphia.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 16th. schs Livonia McKenzie,
and Lucy Jane,
Spurting. Rockland for Boston.
Ar 17th, brig Henry Leeds, from Kookiand lor N
York.
Ar 18th, brig Crocus, Munson, Bangor for Wmshngton; schs Sarah. Conary. Providence for Rockl»nd; Falrfl Id,Tremont, Calais: KC Brown,Burns.
Thomaston tor Boston; altic. Morse. Ellsworth for
do; Flores, Htle. Bangor lor do; Volant, f.o Wells
fordo; Annirquam. Kendrick. im Cushirg for do;
Olio. Heckman, Kennebuuk for do; WT Emerson,
Dorr, Orlend tor Georgetown; Aatrea. McFadden.
Eastport for Providence; GfOrgiana. Philbrook, tm
Bangor for Dorobeeter; The, Mix, Hell, Boston for
Rockland: Laura Jane. Babbidge, Bangor for Boston: Sea Serpent, Rockland tor do:
Wm Stevens,
El well. Bangor for do; Angelina, Builook, Northport for do; Wm Franklin. Perry. Bangor for Marbleb ad; Otranto, Hammond, Ellsworth tor Boston ;
I L Snow. Paekard. Rockland tor N,-w York: An
des. Call, Bangor for B. iton; Adriana. Williams
Angusta for Baltimore; Go den Kale, Grindie, from
Bucksport for Boston: Adeline Hamlin. Lansil, Bansil. Bangor for do: Flying Arrow. Kiob, do for do;
Car-sea, Fullerton,Boston for Ellsworth: G D King.
Blatchfcrd, Calais for New York; Lucy, Applebe,

Kaetport for

do.

DEER ISLE—Ar 12tb, sobs Vandalia. Cousins, fm
Ellsworth for New York: Canova Fullerton; Minnuola, Holt; Agrfoole, March, and James Barbour,

OR

FOR

SALE,

CHEAP t

Retail.

or

Alio Children's 8L.KDS, msde of best White
Oak £ toot, and painted la Portland; and for sale
whole-ate and retail.
AT
Nov22—d4w

LANE'S,
No. 4 Free street.

Wanted.
boy to sell ntwspareis, Ac.,
ANtbeatG.29T. honest
Railroad. Kt commendation
quirod.
active

on

r

Apply

Franklia slieet.

S

I

3-

(nov22. 8t

N

S

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS PAINTED
AT
HIID Si ON > S ,

27 Market Square, Portland.

Ho.

Deputy, Siurges,

80th, sobs Lizzie Raymond,

Pastry.

Exchange Stn

Wholesale

nav22ejd2w

V. S. iftarshal’. Notice.

Bangor.

ton. and others.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar

Cake and

01

8 K A. T E 8
TO

Portland forAlbanv; Lookout, Wakefie d, Portland
for Baltimore; United States, Janvrin, do for do;
Frances Ellen, Whitman, and Marion A Gould,Trim,

HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 18th, schs Casiillian, Bellaty, Rondout for Boston; Springbok, Haskell, New
York for Glace Bay CB; R Bruce, Gregory, Rockland for New York.
old, schs Boundary, Julia, Mary, Pallas, New Zealand, Caroline C, Chas Carroll.
Bid 19th, sobs Jenny Lind, 8 S Lewis, H K Dun-

at

St.

And yoi can and the be;t to be hid in the City.
We keep a large supily constantly on hand.
tar Weddings, Parties and Funnies su, pl ed it
short notice, by
CI1A8. W. LUCY,
nov22diW
91 exchange street.

In port, brig Edwin. Allen, Boston for Newburg;
Saxon, Tapity, do for Albemarle 8ound NC;
Whitney Lord.Hayes,Bangor for Baltimore; < osmo«,
Stetson, Rockland for New York; Planet, Dermot

York;

Middle

Confectionery,

Fall River.

Rockland for New

186

Not 11—4*i«

schs

Bangor.

j

service of the

wick, will take place

lo

liberal terms.

at 11

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Gloucester 17th, sohs Typhoon, McLane, and
West Point, Watson, Bay St Lawrence; 8 A Parkhurst, Smith, do.

Mere are three

Yours affectionately.

S3T"The f moral

patents

on

Wednesday forenoon,

at No 4» Oxford street.
«
In thi city, Not 18. Alice Maude, youngest daughter of John and Mary Greenwood, aged 2 years and
13 days.
[Halifax papers please copy. 1
in this city. Nov 20, *bbie Dana, daughter of
Marry auu Katn A Moore, aged 8 years 5 months.
In Cape Elizabeth. Not
*), Willie A. son ot Capt
1 bom as and Mary
Edmonds, aged 12 years 6 months.
E3T“Fun.ral this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 2 o’elk,
at his lather’s residence. Relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
In Defiance, Ohio, Nov 17. of
typhoid fever, Mrs
Priscilla A. w>ie ot Henry
41 1years,
Newbegin,
*
aged
*
formerly of Richmond, Me.
[Portland T»antcriptand Bath papeis please copy. 1
Eawurd R Woods Of
Pn H, lit D t, Cav,
Co
aged 28 years 6 months 17 davs—
only so., of Sidney nod Sophia Woods, of
I Massachusetts papers please copv 1
*“
19, Ur Hebert Starbird, aged 76 year.
6 months

Ma,
at 8

coating

men, all want cracker*, two,
apple-sauce and one pickles. And yet again,
two wounded men have sent for ‘something a
little different to eat with their bread,’ and I
sent blueberry sance. We generally keep a
variety of these things in the cook-tent. One
thing there is frequent call for, that cannot be
procured here, and that is molasses. I do not
know whether it is best to send it or not; you
can use your own judgment in regard to it.
You can have but a slight idea of the value
of the work performed here, through tbo Me
Camp Hospital Association. It is not only
telt in the liberal amount of supplies distributed,but also in the home thus afforded to our
Maine men. We aim to make it ot that character as much as possible. Our ‘sick boys’ when
they are able to leave their wards ever find a
welcome and a sympathizing ear, if they wish
to talk of family and friends far away in the
Pine Tree State. A gentleman from Maine
whose business has called him here for a few
days, remarked yesterday that he had been
taking observations along the avenue where
the agencies are pitched and he had found
no other that would compare with the Maine
tent for efficiency. This is the testimony of
One thiug however is
an outside observer.
wanting, that is, the sanction of our Governor;
whoever is here should have credentials endorsed by Governor Cony, as well as the officers of the Association, and should be styled
‘•Agent” by the Association.
The object to be attained is to secure Gep.
Grant’s attention, so that a free pass mav be
secured to go to the Regiments. Mrs. P. of
New Jersey, and some others have such and
yet they do not begin to meet the demand for
supplies that we do. We have been too busy
with other matters to think of this.
I am going to walk over to the Cavalry Hospital this afternoon to And a young man about
whom I have received a letter from Mrs. Capt.
Coyle. To-day I expect an ambulance to take
over a large lot of supplies to the sick in the
8th. Their Chaplain dined here yesterday.

oa

«?Y,«ov
13 days.
In Boston. Nov 8, Col Wm
Pope, toraerly of East
Machias. aged 95 years
In Steuben. Nov 8, Mrs Emeline P. wile of Geo G
Cleaves, aged 87 years.

frequently.

their stiffened

-r

Frwjkrt.

Mandrake PilU.

:

'S

?^^o17,

Seaweed Tonic, and

a

fingers warm.

;

Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup,

The Battery men are begging me
plea for mittens. So don’t forget
the mittens. Don’t stop to write and get an
answer from me as to whether they are to
be one-fingered or not, but send such as you

can

aged 23 year*.
C3T“Funeral

DOCTOR.

Db..Scbknck will heath's rooms at the Marlboro’ Hotel, Boston, on Wednesday and Thursday,
the 23d »nd 24thiaft int to consult wiib persons laboring under Consumption, Liv*r Complaint, Inuiand Ulot-raced Throat. Dr. beheuck
only o -firmed three dollars for
gives advice ree andthe
an examiafion with
Uespirometer Patients will
minus before entering the Doctheir
please make up
tor's private room wh9tber they wisn advice ora
thorough examination with the Ri spirometer t a it
saves time. It being impossible to tike more than
two days in Boston in a month prevents him iioin
giving as much time to eaoh patient as ne would like,
but witn nisoonstant practice it enables him to see
at a glanoe the true condition of the patienr, except
to teil-how fkr the lungs are gone or whotaer thediiease is in one or hotn lungs.

as

wooleus.
put in

LUNG

r—r

In thii dtv. NOT 21, Mattie E, wife Ol A 8 Jonee,

8CHENCK,

DR.

they occur, thus showing the difficulattending letter-writing at City Point:

to

-n

f

for the Press. The reader will see
that it contains the interruptions parenthe-

Hospital,

0tSB.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Army Angel»

UaiTiD States
District

or Amzhica, I
or Mains, ss.
)
le Moumons trom

tbe Bon. Athir
PUKSUAMT
Ware, Judge of the Culled Stale., District Court,

withiu and lor the Distriot of Maine, 1 hereby sire
public u tioe that tbe fullowlug Libels aud infoi ms*
dous bare been bled in ssid Court, riz
A Libel against Uus Case or Palm Oil and
0»s maeeau or Suo.R; seized by the Collector
ol the District of PurtlRud Rud
Fa.mouth, on tbs
twenty-1 inth day of July last past, at Portland in
said District.
A Libei ay Blast Tbrrb ollaob Barbrls or 8boab; one bAhESL or Molamb ; oad One Kao
or MoLiBStb; ij z ;d bv
tbe Col.eutwr ot the l>u*
trie ot 1 ortlaua uuo b a!mouth on tbe thirtietn
day
of July last p*st, at ro Hand in rain Dial net.
A xibtl against ur liback of Molabbzs; On*
B brsl of biJGAH; omk Barrel Muu-iib and
iwo Bags of Bugak; seized
by the collector of
tbe D.striot of Portland Ad ramcuih. on the eleventh day of August .art part, at FurUand m said District.
A Libel against Turk* Barkrib of Mol a f sis;
Ok* ** a*U*L OF &CSAB; UKK BOAT, OAKS, fcO.;
seized by the Collector et t.te District of tor-land
aud kal a.uth on tie filth ay ol August last past,
iu Portland in taid District.
An information against okkChxst ofTba; Oh*
Barrel of sowar; on harrrl of Moiahsks;
Foua Bakkkls of flour; OM* oag ofC'offrk;
1 wo Sacks of Salt, seized hy th* Collector ol the
Distriot ot ras amsquoudy. at Houiton in said District, on the fifth da/ of Augun last past
An Information againrt iws Mars*1*, Two
Wrooks, Two &n soFfiARM*asKa; Nim* Cm ksts
of TA* ; seised Ij the Collector of the birtr.c of
Machias, on the twenty-filth day or September last
put, at Goul isboro in as d L);s ricr.
A Libel tgaivst J BISTXeH BUIDEID ClGAEB;
Ow* boat; OK* Basket; Okx Blakkit
ei»d
b y the cJieotor of the Dirt lot of Poniard and *almou.h, o the ilxteenth day ot October last past, at
Portland in said List not.
An Information .gainst CneFore Sail; Cn, Jib, One

PO'e-iepmaet .Slupsail; ns Upper and One LowFare loviatl ; One
Upper and One Lower Main
repent, one Upper a-a One lower Mizzen iep°n';'liaaker; seized by t-e Loll ctor of

er

of

J

DUtrioi

PortI»al »nd t almouth, on the twsn°f °otob*r lu‘Puc. at Portland In said

dnryoraiafioaagiUnst

One PUce of Cazeiinere,
and t i, hteen Hundred li
gars seis-<1 by tbe ColUctor of the Distiiot o» Portland and Fa.mouth, on
the ourtoenth day ot Ootober last
pa t, at Portland
U said District.
A Libel against Thirteen thousand four hundred
Gifart; Cne hundred and tuff ty-fve pounds of
Antmeys; Three hundred pounds of (doves Five
(■uses of' Old Jamaica h%m ; seiz -u bv the Collector
oi the Distriot of Passamaquoddy, on the twentysixth day of Beptember last past, at Blast port in said
J stria t:
An Information aesiest Thirty-Two Boxes rf
Friction or Lucifer Matches, s izeu by the < olleolor ol Internal uevonue for the First Collection
District of Ma'ne, on the eightren’h day ot November Instant at Portland in said Dirt lot.
Which seizures were for breacht-s oi the laws of the
United btales, as is more particularly set forth in
said Libels aud Informstioi•: that a
and
trial will be had thereon at Port'ano in
Dto.
trict, on the First y'tusdayqf /ecembcr next,where
any persons interested may appear and show cause,
it any can be shown, wheretore the same
should net
be decreed forfeit and disposed of
to law.
Dated at Portland this twenty-aeconu day of NoF A. QUINBY,
vember, A. D. 1884.

hearing

a?e4rding

....

toyai 4144

°* 8.

Deputy

Marshal,
Plat, of Main#,
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■
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Personal.— We had a very pleasant interview last evening at the Preble House, with
the Hon. Elisha H. Alleo, formerly of Maine,

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
Neta Advertisements To-Dav.

Chief Justice and Chancellor of the
Hawaii. This Kingdom embraces all the Sandwich Islands, and contains
about 80.000 inhabitants. Honolulu is the
capital, and supports a population of about
12,000. It occupies a very important commercial position; having au excellent harbor,
and being a sort ot half-way house on the
Pacific ocean. There are eight of this
group
of Islands inhabited, and six of them very productive.
The trade with the western coast of
the United States has
very much increased
within a few years. The manufacture of
sugar

PilUburg and Boston retroleam Company.
Dr Sohoaok.
Maraial’s Notioe.
Wan tod—A Boy.
Confectionery—Cbaa. W. L»cy.
Auction Halo—Henry Bailey fc Co.
Skaiea—Lace.
Thanksgiving Ball
Auction Sale—£. M. Batten.
Fura—Shaw.

and

Draft.

We gave notice last week tbata supplementary draft would take place in a few days to
fill deficiencies in some of the towns in this
District, where the authorities had not used
diligent exertions to have their quotas filled.
The supplementary drafting commenced

yesterday

commanding appearance, and thirty two
years of age. Ho is a bachelor, large, portly
and handsome—just such a man as Yankee

presents.
Among them is “Life in the Woods,” by John
C. Geikie; “Rob Roy,” by James Grant, Esq.,
and “Romantic Belinda,” a book for
girls, by
Mis. L. C. TuthilL Ail beautifully illustrated
and

accepted and passed
yesterday—one
Sanford, Kennebunkprovide

quarters, Atlanta.
You will remember that an order was promulgated, directing ail civilians to leave At-

soldiers at Fort
that

lanta (North or South) within‘twelve days.’
The day of its issue a gentleman entered the
office of Sherman and inquired for the General. The latter answered in his way, very
promptly—‘I am General Sherman.’ The colloquy was very nearly aB follows:
Citizen—‘General, I ain a Northern man,
from the State of Connecticut; have been
living in Atlanta for nearly seven years;—
have accumulated cousiderable
property here,
and as I see that you have ordered all citizens

soldier, however humble

to the palate. Surely we all can sit
down to our loaded tables with a lighter heart,
If we know that we have spared from our
abundance something to gladden the heart ol
the soldier. No contribution is too small;
and we call upon all to contribute to this good

tempting

object.

to leave within twelve days, I came to see if
you would make an exception in my case. I
fear if X leave, my property will be destroyed.

Contributions may be left at B. L. Bobin-

son's, Wednesday.
2d Maine Caval-

General S.—'What kind of property do you
own, sir ? Perhaps I will make an exception
in your case.’
Citizen—‘I own a block of stores, three
dwellings, a plantation two miles out of town,

ry.—Nine hundred and thirty-five barrels,
one hundred and thirty-three cases and four-

packages, containing potatoes, onions, apples and other vegetables, besides sanitary stoies, were shipped from this port last
week, by George B. Davis, for the 2d Maine
Cavalry, at Pensacola, Florida.
One hundred and ten barrels of apples, poteen other

j

and a

tatoes and onions were sent last week to the
Maine soldiers in the army of the Potomac.
gill n" mi himil^rd hnrrrh were sent to New
dinner of the soldiers
in fighting the battles of this country.

Iron

:

|

G. T.—Among the recent
importations at this port, are 900 tons of iron
for the Grand Trunk Bailroad, to be laid between this city and Island Pond. This will,
of course, displace an .equal amount of old
rails, needing to be re-rotled, which can be
done only at Bast Boston or Worcester in New
England, or Toronto in Canada. Does not the

account of being a Northern man 1
Yes,
sir, I will make an exception in your case.—
You shall go South, to-morrow
at
sun

tew

morning

rise.

propose to work up in

Mr. Gough’s Lectube.—The new

lectnrei
Fiction,” by John B. Gough, Esq.,

“Facts and
will be delivered before the' Mercantile Library Association this evening. Of course
there will be a crowded house. A limited
number of evening tickets will be for sale at
the ticket office in the city buildings this evening. The season tickets are about all disposed of. There may be a few left at the
bookstores, and if there are we advise those
in want of them to apply early to-day.
We understand Bev. Dr. Bellows is to deliver a lecture during the course, upon Cali-

We wish our friend would furnish
cidents from the same quarter.”

us more

BY

-TO

THE-

PAPERS.

__

cluding
cavalry,
ate neighborhood of Tuscumbia and Florence,
watched
Ala.,
by the troops under Gen. Thomas, whose strength is such as will render the
invasion of Tennessee impossible; and even

Instrumental Concert

given for the benefit of the Camp Hospital Association, on the evening of Dec. 1st.
It is intended to present such attractions as
Is to be

the withdrawal of Hood for service elsewhere
is an operation of extreme

delicacy.

shall make it one of the finest entertainments
We understand the selections

Great

to be very choice and popular, so that all
who love music may have a rich treat.

are

miles from this place, was robbed last night of
over $40,000 in bills, U, S. Bonds, &c.
The
robbers broke into the house ot Mr. B. F. Aidthe
and
stole
the
Treasurer,
rich,
keys to the
safe from the pockets of his pantaloons, after
which they had easy access to the Bank. It
is thought that they used chloroform. It is
hoped a large portion of the loss will be saved
by stopping payment of the Bonds stolen, as
the numbers have already been found of all
but $2700. The affair has created considerable excitement both at Walpole and this
place, and all possible means are being made
to ferret out tbe robbers. A reward of $5000

their first appearance in Portland on Wednesday and Thursday evenings, Nov. 23d and
24th. Among their numbers are four genuine
contrabands, one of whom, a genuine darkey
from Louisiana, will sing Marseilles Hymn
in French. We anticipate for them an entire
and unqualified success.

Westbrook Seminary.—The regular examination at this institution takes place today, commencing at 10 o’clock, A. M.
Meeting of the Board of Trustees at il

ha9 been offered for their arrest and recovery
of the money.

A. M.
the first !

department, in

which lie has

long experience.

The amount collected at the
2d Parish
Church at the contribution Sunday
evening
for the Martha Washington
Society Was I
$02 80. This is one of the largest annual i
contributions the society has received, and I

they

are

much

ford them the

gratified thereat, as it will
of doing much good.

af-

means

Accident.—A little
Gray, about three years

daughter of Albert
old, fell from a second

story window yesterday afternoon and struck
the edge of a tub that was on the ground.
She was severely injured, vomiting blood for
a long time.

on

-—-

More Light.—Those who have capital to
invest will learn of a favorable opportunity
by reading the advertisement of W. H. Wood
& Son, 29 Exchange street, agents for the

Pittsburg

and Boston

Petroleuip Company.

from

the Army before Biehmond.

New Yoke. Nov. 81.
The Herald's correspondence says the rebels
attacked our picket lines Thursday and Friday twice between the James and Appomattox rivers. In the first attack the rebels captured four officers and eighty piivates, but
they were soon driven back. The next attack
was more feeble.
Gen. Butler has resumed bis command.

Confectionary, Pastry, <fec.—Mr. C. W.
Lucy, at 91 Exchange street, keeps on hand
for sale, and is prepared to furnish
parties and
weddings with Pastry and Confectionary of
superior quality. Mr. Lucy gives special attention to that

Bank Bobbery at Walpole, X. 11.—
*10,000 Stolen.

Bellows Fallb, Vt., Nov. 19.
The Savings Bank at Walpole, N. H., four

Camp Beret Minstrel Troupe will make

had

careful examination be made in the

more

persons liable to military
duty, with a view of reaching a correct quota
for a future draft, Goy. Seymour has issued
towns and

a

cities, of

proclamation accordingly.

New Yokk, Nov. 21.
The Bormuda Royal Gazette of the 8th anat
nounces the arrival
Five Fathom Hole of

the rebel war steamer Chattanooga, late Edith,
from Wilmington, on the 7th.
The yellow fever was still raging at Bermuda.
J.«kt Mfie firatee.
Toronto, C. W., Nov. 21.
A man answering the description of Capt.
Beil, leader of the Lake Erie pirates, was arrested at Guelph on Saturday, and brought to
this city. His examination will take place toA west

of

of

one

Imperiously as a good, unvitUted material,
atmosphere is demanded to secure a healthful
play of the vital organs, and a natural and perfect developement of the material system, a*
pure atmosphere of love, kindness and affection
is much more needed to secure spiritual developement, and to bring the moral life to perfection and crown it with glory and honor; and
although we have not had time to read Miss
Dodge’s new volume, we infer from a glance at
a few random sentences that its object is to commend and show the advantages of such an atmosphere, and thuB to do acceptable service in

will be found equally attractive

Waifwood: A

“Easy

VoAS1?^?.N.'A°7;

Market.
\
New Yoke, Nov. 21.
quiet; sales 100 bales; middling uplands

S’lour—steady; sales 8,800 bbls; Superfine State
25®9 9Q; Hound lioop Ohio iO 95® 11 80; Western
80@Iu40; Southern—firmer; sales 6'0 bbls at 1080
®U6 00; Canada—sales S80 bbls at 9 76(0.11 57.
Wheat—dull; sales 10 0<K> bushels Amber Michigan
240@241: 7000 do No 2 Chicago Spring mixei 216
Corn—2jp better; sales 8,000 bushels; mixed Wet-

tern) 8§.

Oats—dull; sales Canada S o.
Beef—steady; sales4'0 bbls.
Pork—lower; sales 3100 bbls; new

40 CO

mess

39

•

|

Louisian a.—The legislature of this redeemed State, on the 8th Inst, made choice of seven Electors to cast tbe vote of that state for
President and Vice President. Tbe legislature
made the choice because there was not sufficient time to have a popular election. The
electors so chosen would give their votes for
Lincoln and Johnson, if allowed to do so, but
'■t is &
question if they could rightfully do so,
&nd as their
votes are not necessary, the question will

decision.

not, probabiy.be pushed to

Taking

it

editor of the
now

is that

—viz:

judicial

Good Natubedly.—Says the
Belraat Journal, “the prospect

McClellan carries but three stales
New Jersey, Delaware
and Kentucky.

If another had been

and brother

added,

a

Republican

man

the way would
not pursue
walks iu a pair of boots
that the
across

daily
writer will pay for. 8uch

his

a

is IU*.”

The World's Health ConventionThe above caption characterises a convenventiou recently assembled in New York.—
According to the N. Y. World's account, it was
a very singular assemblage of men and women,

far,

at least,

as

food for the human stomach Is concerned.—
wedgetable diet” seems to be the great desideratum. Mr?. Goodall went in for pump-

‘f A

kins, squash, onioqs, radishes, cabbages, and
potatoes, gix thousand years ago persons
lived about nine hundred years because they
eschewed meat and tobacco. Catnip tea was
the only beverage known to Adam before the
fall besides water. The Deluge was the foundof the water
come

to

cure

treatment.—

grief.

This

lady

consumptives not to eat butter at sixty cents a pound. Pork and beans aro prohibited. Geese and ducks were cast aside,
and mince pies thrown overboard. In fact
good New England dinners were.ordered to
the dogs. Bread was shown made without
salt, an article which this water-brain coterie'
desire to abolish. The next convention will
be holden in Boston, where Dr. Dio Lewis
intimated he might be pble to give them a
good dinner. Thus ended the great farce,
warned

The January Inif.best.—We find the
following list of United States bonds ou which
the interest falls due in January, and the coupons on which are to be paid now by order of
of the Treasury;
por ceDt. bonds due 1887.8282,457
o.nt.
bends due 1888. 267,250
per
per cent, bonds duo 1874. 500.00J
cent,
bonds due <671. 175.550
pet
per cen
bonds due 1880. 567.460
oent.
londo
due 1881.7,479,814
per
pore in t fpnds due 1306.
61,800

Secretary
6
6
6
5

On 6
On 6
On 6

Total.*9,313,821
the interest

Deducting
registered
bonds, the coupons now paid by anticipation
will amount, it is reported, to about seven
on

the

millions.

matters—says:
“It is probably within the knowledge of most
readers that the profession of Holy Orders has
for some time past been sufferng apparently in
popular esteem. It is not thought so good a
profession as formerly. It Is actually underwlillo

other

professions

are

over-

crowded. Fewer men in proportion enter it,
and those who do enter it are not, as a body,
quite as well edneated as they used to be. University graduates give a preference to other
callings, and leave the Church tp be served by
men without the distinction qf an academical

Pgreq,”

at

E.8.

WORSEtVS,

No. 90 Middle St., Portland, Me.
li—lwdeod8m

Oct

GET THE BEST!
ARE YOU IN WANT OF A

Newing

ROYAL

THE

a

work of any

kinds of

OF

^

AT

SKATES!

Large Assortment

!

This

Machine,
Will satisfy

j

| ANY

WH0LES5LS AND RETAIL,
CHEAP FOS .CASH,
AT

James
102

Bailey

Co.’s, !

&

Greetrough Block, Middle

We

Spring-Bed

FOLDING

SUPERIORITY.

Using

are

them

Daily

IN OUR

St.

Bottoms!

MAIWIISG DEPARTMENT!
And know they

COTS,

c. Is.

-AETD

ALL KINDS OF IRON
BEDSTEADS,
bettor In the market. The best
]WTONE cheaper
xlma.erials
and the mo-t ssilifu! workmen
charactenze Tucker's Establishment
A’idress Hiram Tucker, li7 and 119 Court
st..
or

are

the thisg

so

long sought for.

STOKER &

CO.,

53 and 60 Middle St.. Portland, Me.,
Oeneral State Agents.
Nov 17—d4m

§11^

JOSIAH HEALD.

F. R.

dentist,
No. 256

Congress Street,

corner

of

Temple

Busoeseor to J/F. Libby,

Street, i

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Oct 7—dtf
-------|

Manufacturer of

CARRIAGES,
ANR

CHARLES CUSTIS $ CO.,
DEALERS

S LE

IX

WW Congress Street, (Morton Block,)
CUSTIS,
Thomas Iohu.je.

WlDXliXR

nov21dtf
..

■'*'

..

VI

FUBTLAR®, Ml.

"*rji,rwi»'"

]y

hand,

and made to orqer
n tor" sleighs are now'
wishing to purchase are invjfced to cell aud examine.
done with Neatness and dispatch,
novsdtf

in

A F. Kelsey,
air. Ujsouuv AJ- CiAOE, Miss Awmk Johnson.
A Vyinter Session of ren weeks will commence on
Tuesday, Deo. 7th.
Candidates for admittance must be sixteen years
old, if females, aud seventeen years, if males: and
must declare their intention to become teachers in
the public schools of the State. Ny pledge will be
required from pupilg to remain e mneoied with the
school fqr any tied pits length ot time.
will be required to show a reasonable
familiarity with the principles ot Heading and Spelling, Arithmetic, English Grammar, and History of
the United States; and to present
testimonial* ol
good character anl prospective &*>i*tude fbr the
work of teaching.

Applicants

Person;} attending the Normal School will be perthe Aa<Jroic'wia

C&dftMC’"4''0Y'sr
No

Block, Market Square,

Olapp’j
P

OBTLAND.

BE” Artificial Teeth inserted en Gold, Sitter, and
Vulcanite bate. All operations warranted to give

labefaction,

juneSOeodis&wly’Sa

A

BX~^~'L: ,and

’SsJSaamSS&s/

Lar«° assortment for Ladies
Cents, fastened with

“Epregue’a Patent Buckle,’*

Sign

_

MILLOOHAU’S

Hudson Bay Sable.

OiL.

A Perfect Substitute for Linseed Oil,

IT

Address orders'to

CRAFTS « WILLIAMS,
6 t S OOMRBRCIAL WHARF, B08TON.
Boa ton, Aug. 27,18S4.
augB eodBm.

ENGLISH

THaSulle,

we

which is next in value to the Russian
t-hall offer at

Until

our

present

have the largest variety if these goods to be
WEfound
in New England, and at prices LESS

they can now he imported.
BYRON GREENOUGH & CO.,

140 MIDDLE STREET.

stook, which

The Great Remedy for the Piles!

eradicate til tumors from the blood, and
are a good
family purgative.
o 6.
ForthePi.es Orland'i
rirecttons.-^Uo^S
Pile Ointment should be used
Preraro^ by C. <). CHAMRRRLIN, povthnd
Frice 25 Certs.
For sale VjT t>**fgi*t8 .,enera
angl&ecdlm

THEY

To Let without Board.
*he house of a private rsmil /, *nd centrally located, two pleasant single room*. Further parby app ying immediately to P. 0.
gcu]obtained
I 4>9H <«$•
uovi7dlw*

IN

very small, is sold.

BYRON GREENOl'GH

^SOMETHING
For

Oliver Gerrish
W oodbury l>a via
Edward Fox
J H Drummond
Geo W Woodman
M A Blanchard
Charles Holden
Geo R Davit
John T Gilman
St John Smith
Wm W Woodbury
D W Fessenden

going
The

Je

en-

R.

Speoial 1STotioe!
The Morning and Evening Trains
AUGUSTA attUOA. M., and
M., will he discontinued on and
•

SHE^K-leaving

>*• itut,A»i>B.lJ Y.
alter

Nov. 1st,

until further Notice.
October 15.1864.

B.

and

Thursday Evening,

Saturday Nights,

H. CUSHMAN, 8upt.

ootlltr

EDWARD 1*1.

PATTER,
Commission Merchant A Auctioneer

Goods

iu

a
the

Grand

market,

FRENCH,
ENGLISH,
GERMAN,

9

QUADRILLE BAND,
Of Six Pieces,
J. W. RAYMOND, Prompt,r.
Tickets, *1,00 ta be bad of tbs managers and at

too door.

Managers
J. G. Anthoine,
H. P. Fairfield,

:

L, Pray,
H. Colley,

W

J. W. Mansfield.

Dancing to commonoe at
Clothing ohesked free.

8 o’olock.
novlTdtd

DAN CIN G_SCH00L!

*

Mr. 1. 0. ANTHOINE
HALL,
Nov.

93, 1864,

*2, Gsnts *4.

novl6dtf

Of the Best Stylet, Shades

Winter Term of Gorbem Semina-y will
Tu sday the 29th 01 Nov. J864. Apto W. G. Lord, A. M., Prinply
Catalogues
or
to
JOHN W ATE KM AN. Beo’y.
cipal,
Gorham, Nor 21, 1864.—dlw

uniersiitued have this day farmed
THE ship
under tbe
and style of
lie;

BROOK & HERSEY,
and have taken the store
“formerly occupied by
B. F. Brock," N 69$ Spring street, where
they intend carrying on the retail businsss of

GROCERIES AND

and

is the ch' apest and most fkvorabie Oil properry y«toff.rtdf. r profitable and sale investment in tne great Alleghany valley.
It ocncUta or
about 900 acbks in tbe noted Oil Creek Counties of
N.
Cattaraugus and Allegany
Y., and in close proximity to the Eiie Ka lroad. 1; has been carefully selected from an area el 33 milks, including 14
farm*, which give tbo richest show of oil development in tbe entire region, and including to
mountain lands, unless lor oil wells,
here are already three veils in progress, one of whica is down
430 feet on the “Moore farm," wi:h an «.buudnnt
sbowo f oil. A remarkable natural cil »^ri««g also
exists on this farm, near tbe well, constantly yielding gft* and oil of extraordinary quality, being cl a
greenish hue and like the celebrated **M€rca Oil
very valuable as a lubricator, ccmmandu-g more
than doable the pnoe ot the ordinarv retroleum.
on the “Taloott Farm’* is a well dewn 575 feet, with
a fine show of oil and gas.
Near thi* well is the
famous “Indian' ftpnaf," which flows oil in large
quantities. Remarkable outflows of cil exist on the
“Metcalf Farm," on which a well is now being bored, with a rich show of oil. Ihe first oil ?s reached
at Jif y feet «n these lands wherever boring has
beeu done. Two engines are now constantly at
work on tbe wells.
The rare character of this oil gives immense value to thlbeing so superior a* a luoncator.
property, to
Its netr
the Erie Railroad enables the
oil io be delivered in the market at SI,50per bbi. less
than from O.I Creek. Pa
jhe very low cost of this property to ihe subscribers for the large antunt
boring territory, together with the valuable improvements upon it. and
he rabi quality of its oil, must command the attention of ail to ita unrivalled advantage* for investment and profit.
of the stock is already taken;
The principal
when closed it Is propo -ed to orgsnize under the
laws of tbe State of New York.
Subscription books are open for the sale of the
balance of the stock, and samples ot the petroleum
cm bs seen, and ijsll particulars obtained at the office of

proximity

LINCOLN A SITU Til,
15 Omstral Street,
AND

JESSE A. LOCKE,
40 Congress Street,

Young Laon Monday,
28, andeontinue tom wee its.
There will be a department lor Children under the
charge of Miss Mary E. Hall.
Miss H. HA WEES.
Portland, Nor. 1»,' 1864 —nor21d2w

REMOVAL!
OE7I1A6,

Medical
Has removed

Maine Wt sleyan Seminary and Female

College.
Winter Term of this Institution will com*
Monday, Nor. 28th, and continue thir*

THE

menoe

teen weeks.

In addition to il»e usual braucr.es of
a oI<us in Vocal Music
of Prof. 1). Q. Harrimau.
particulars send for Circular.

insmotion, there win be
under the

For

care

S. ALLEN, Secretary.
Kent’s Hill, Nov 10.18C4.
novl2dfcw3w

Tte Winter

1

Academy

!

Begin Nov. 28.
Pebool Is for both Misses and Masters, without r-gard to age or attainments.
1 uplls may be admitted at any time in the term,
l or farther particulars apply to
J. U. HANbON,
novlSdgm
871 Congress street.
erm

will

THIS

174 MIDDLE STItfcET,

Commeroial Oollege,
Oonoord, H. H.

thorough and extensive Commercia
THE
College in New England, presents unequalled
facilities

lor imparting to
young men and ladies a
complete business education.
The Course of Instruction embraces both theory
and practice
Scholarships for full course, time unliirlted, *35,00
Blanks lor Killcours, twho'esale price)
6,50

For Circular, Samples of Feumaush'p, Ac
ad*
dress
WOBIHINGTON k WAKNEK,
Aug 9—dfcwtim
Principals.

Sewing Machine,

WOULD

Portland »nd vicinity, th*t he bu
permanently located tn this oity. During the tao years we
;avo bees In this city, we have curia
some ol
the worst forms ot disease in
persons who have tried
other forms of treatment in vain, ana eurinx natients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay oured T To anrwer this question
we will say that all that do not
stay oa'ed.ue will
doctor the sooond time for nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical .Joctrician

Manufacturers and Tailors.

Finish.

adapted

diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curva'ti a
spine, contracted muscles, distorted liml*

ot the

palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafness, start.
muring or heitanoy of speech, dyspepsia, indiger.
Bon, constipation and liver complaint, piles— we cure

The Rheumatic, the goaty, the lame and the lain
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastu
*•7 of f,outh; the heated brain is cooled; the iroet
bitten limbs restored, the nnoonth deformities re*
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
jttength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear aid
the
palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the ScSdaUs of mature lit#
prevented; the cai amities of old ago obviated, an#
ob motive oiroulation maintained.

LADIES

Wh? have cold hands and feat; weak stomachs
lame and weak backs; nervous and stok headachedirriness and swimming In the head, with
indigos!
tion and oonstipation of tho bowels;
pain in the side
and baek: lenoorThma, for whites);
of the
tailing
womb with internal oanoera;
tumors, polypus, and
all that long train of diseases will And in
KlectrieIty a sure moans of care. For palnlhl menstruation
tooprofnae msnstrnaUon, andaU of those long line
of trouble* with young ladles,
Lteotrtofty is a oertaln
speolflo, and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer
to the vigor of health.*
TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!

Hats,

Skates I Skates I

NEW

WILLIAM’S & MORSE

SKATES,

Straps,
“

Coal for Sale.
wishing to purchase ten ton—more or
less—of Lehigh coalf store slat, fcr(S13 60) thirteen dollars and a half per ton, ean find an oppor.uuity by addressing *’F. F." at the Press office.
Nor 18—lw

ANY

one

MUSIC

BOOKS,

Grover & Baker 8. m. Co.,

jj. BaAnnonr's Nxw Book for Singing sob-to's and Choirs; 'Jhe A«*-A*fe, a utw colPrioe SI 60.
lection of Cb« oh Music
No commendation cents ntccrsaiy of new books
wide reputation, whose
such
by rnusical aothoisof
previous works in these department* have been very
and
successful
popular than those 01 aiy
mush more
other authors.
mall
post paid for the prices
Specimen copies by

named. Published by
nov;9J3t

MASON BROTHERS, •
New York.

Whoso

Sewing Machines hare been fo long and favorably.known,have just brought out a new and improved Machino, embracing all «he advantages o*
all others with improvements which render it inval*E
uable for manufacturing purposes. it ** ,
construction, runs with cut littie noise or frietioa,
hmf **«»ter capacity th*n any
The subscriber has reoeived the
brought into the 8tato. and Invites Manufacturers,
Tailo s and all others having use for f uoh a machine

JJ******

needlee,
hand. Al.o, Pure Machine

assortment

mth»

»ood

tona of
°

aBn ambers,

on

Machines repaired to order.

N. S. GARDINER.
No. 03 MIDDLE STREET, opp. Post Office.
Not. 14.1864.
dim

Coal for Sale.

L0W ***** to »

Please call and examine before
parobasing.
Not. 1—erdtf CHA8.
DAY, Jr., 114 Middle 8t.

Machine,'

{pg

other celebrated Makers.

THE LABQEST A8BOBTMENT

Extract Teelh by Electric.

DR.

Skates, Gents. Skates, Boys’ Skatea,
of Grover ft BakeF. Mann
‘°H^L“i."”irietr
Norwich Clipper Skates, Blondin
LADIES’
Maohino,,
Skatta,
factSri" and Family Suwloa
together
twist and
cotof

Support Skates,

to

ity without Pain. Psrt on a having decayed teeth
orstumpt they wish to Lave removed torrtsettinn
he would give a polite invitation >o call
pleetro Magnetic
for sale for
family use with tboronsh instructions.
Dr. D.
an accommodate a lew
palien's. with
board and treatment at his house
t-Aloe hours from 8 e-efoek » ’w to 2 «.; nf
Dom 1 to 6 p x„ anil 7 to »in the Eveningtfonmtettoa Ere*
norltf

LOWELL MASON’S Nnw Mceic Books
for Schoo s are now reedy; 7 A« Hone t arden.
First Book, price 60 cts. The Song Guraen, Second
Book, price 75 ots. Each complete la Itself. To be
followed by The Song Garden, Tlurd Book, as so.n

& Far Store,
invoioe of

Cloth.

“

riiseusta

la the form ol nervous or sick headache; neuralr
n
in the head, neok.or extremities;
consumption wh. a
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not till a
aonte
or
Involved;
chronic rheumatism, scrotal* h «

tupor.or

&c.

27—lmd

?ofandin&“<‘

far twen»j.

^also » regular graduated
g* J—«■ »■*
pbysfcisn
Eteotricity is perfeotiy
to chronic

Dr. D. still oontinuss

received at the New

Sls.ate

tha Uaitftl httei H«iel, Wkeie ke
respectfully announce to the citizens ol

Seirfj Oppate

By Ellootrioity

NEW HAMPSHIRE

HATS!

Pat. Ankle

Electrician,

his offloo from Clapp’s Block to

every ease that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures ot the the-, mad ail farms of leaala

,

FOR YOUNG MENS WEAR.

Douglas’s

Boston.
dlw

OK. W.N.

FOB

S

COE & McCALLAR, No. 95 Middle 8«.
Oct.

$300,000.

Par, $5 each,

Workiog Capital, 925,000 each.

Winter Term of thls8ohool for
THE
din mad Minn, will commence
Aon

novX4dlm

call,

Fancy

Oil Co.

uovSi

Purchas doia declining market and will be manutkctured to order in the best possible manner at so
low a figure that those about to purchase should give

A new

PROVISIONS,

and respectfully solicit the ptronage of former customers, and other,.
Mr Hoods delivered at all parts ot the city tree.
Bb*j. F. Frock,
Hko. K. Hussar.
Portland, Nov. 1—nov8dlm

PANTS,

Hat, Cap

depart-

a

name

------

Seminary.

OVERCOATS,
COATS,

Jut

cl

Notice.

Copartnership

THE
lor

AW ENTIRE NEW

T H

HEATS!

Mcihaadiie

This

DIMOND’S

Also, a prime lot of Fanoy Cloths ot tho light
styles for

a

of

Atbessments*

most

Tailor,

via:—

him

ooneignmente

every description, for public or private sale. Balia
of Real Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stocks and Mar.
ohandle, solicited.
Cub advances made, with
mchia dly
prompt sale* and retnrne.

complaints.

FROST,

O

pVJrtT-dtd

Nov. 24th.

Musio by

RAYMOND &

Portland

GOODS!

L

iUCd to b*

Subscription price $2 50 per share to original Subscribers, and no iurther

-AT——

Central Hall,

C

11 A. H. ou beard
at Smith', wharf,
suitable lor Smith, or Bteam
“ *U«>CTlOT
*«*«!»-

* r“««

nurnoses

Shares at

MECHANICS’ HALL,

Casco Street

Sale of tickets limited to the capacity of the
Hall.
JACOB MCLELLAN
ISRAEL WASHBURN,jr.,
Lecture
JOHN LYNCH,
1

And

114 Middle street.

Except on Monday Morning?

THANKSGIVING BALL!

Gorham Seminary,

Lowell &
Senter’s, Crossman & Co.’s and Paine’s Music
store.

F. B.

Exchange Bt.

Ox,thes‘ShlS??*,'l'l(ov*M’»t
Harriet,
““'•I

commenoe

oommence

NEW

u™.*"18

18

Coal at Auction.

Spring
CAPITAL BTOCK~

EDUCATIONAL.

weekly.
Tickets for the Coarse, $1 25.
Evening tickets, 25 cents.
For sale at the Bookstores, Messrs.

DAY, JR*,

Tuesday,

□

Byron Greenongh

will consist ot not less than ten lecearly in December, 1864, and

course

*Arnc*, AUCTIONEER,

part

on With
distinguished gentlemen from
replies have not thus far been reoeived.

whom

*■

Indian

«*»*»

at 8 o'clock.
Terms tor Ladles

Curiis, of N. Y.
Hon. Geo. Thonipson, of England.
Hon. Alex, H, Bullock, of Mass.
Rev. Dr, R.S. Storrs, Jr., of N. Y.
Rev. Robert Collyer, of III.
Rev, J. 8. C. Abbott, the Historian.
In addition to the above,
correspondence is

as

adjusted, safe, and prevents all grease or dirt
10m
dropping. One person can illumi ate the
whjJe side of a bui ding fn a very few minutes,without any danger of soiling fumitnre,
carpets, win- 1
dow-oasings or the glass. The cost is re*y much
ess than
and
will
other
method
admit of no
anp
competition wherever these are introduced.

nSSESro

SIX UNION ASSEMBLIES

For new begins era in Cotill tat, W- Uing,
Polka,
Sehottische, Mazourka, Walts asd Foua, Quadrilles,
Ac. Tho term to consist of 12 lessons.
I idles' olaas will meet at 7
o’oiook, Gentlemen’s

a

Kennebec R.

ONE DOLLAR
by Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band, D. H.
Chandler, Prompter.
This Ball will be the opening dance of a course of

Tuesday Evening,

JohnB Brown
T C Hersey
Albert Marwick
Henry Fox
i he following named
persons have been
gaged to deliver addresses;
Gov. John A. Andrew,' of Mass.
Frederic Douglass, Esq., of N. Y.
Miss Ann E. Dickinson, of Penn.
Win. Lloyd Garrison, Esq., of Mass.

article is
to be adjusted to
arranged
THIS
the window by clasp-spring, which is easy to

Portland and

TICKETS

Music

MECHANICS’

W W Thomas
J T McCobb
Nath’i F Leering
Joseph B Hall
Rensellaer Cram
Lewis B Smith
Fred G Messer
Henry P Lord
Eben Steele
Nathan Webb
8W Larrabee

N A Foster
Geo F Talbot

NEW!

TING LAMP

novHdtf

Hov. T4,1864.

Will cammenoe his second term of Dascing School

Wm Willi*
8 £ Spring

Benj Kingsbury Jr

Cr Candle Stand 1
so

HALL,

Thursday Evening,

following named oitixens:

Jacob McLellan
Israel Washbarn jr
John Lynch

& CO.,

Illuminating Purposes!

ILLVUIINil

Oh

The proceeds of the course will be devoted to
thebenefitof the “Portland Soldiers' Home.”
The management of the course will be under

40 Middle Bt.

CHAS*

DR. OR LAND’S LIVE R PILLS,

is

Oot 6—djwlm

carriage

RUGS!

0ctHTTfcS2m

Last Year’s IPrices,

HOHAIK

and

something may thereby be done to oomfort
mitigate the sufferings of the sick and
wounded soldiers of Maine, who have perilled
their lives that the life of the nation
might be
preserved.
and

of the

*•

Will receive

LANCASTER

that

VESTS,

ARD MUCH CHEAPER.
is used in the same mannor
$s Linseed Oil,
dries quickly and
very h%rd, cap bo used with
all coiors, and
decided advantages lor all
possesses
work on manufacturing
establishments, depots,
oars, engines, all kinds of iron work, for roofs, and
wherever a watter proof paint is required. For all
kinds of ship work,
exposed to salt water, it is superior to auy other.

bailway

winter.
It is believed that by this method of
obtaining
the carefully considered and best
thoughts of
able minds from different sections of the Republic, not only will the patriotic life of the people
be quickened, instructed and
strengthened, but

and SCOTCH

SKATES.

or without fa
c84RO»»o»TDFIft» Incidental rub-5 $1.
ten{ngs, at vorplow prices.
particular information will be furnished on
application to Mr. F Kelsey, at Ka.miugton.
of tho Golden Rifle,
K. F WESTON, Superintendapi.
I
Oct. 27—deod&w4w
48 Elchanee s“e«=‘novlleodtf

PAINT

is deemed advisable and useful to institute
another series of like character for the
coming

thi

Mo. 8

Hole

PATENT

City Hall on the affairs of the Nation, by
distinguished gentlemen from different sections
of the Union, having been so universally
appreciated and sustained by the people;and in accordance with the request of a large number of our
citixens, and also in view of the continued disturbances with which the country is afflicted, it
the

auspiees

M.

AT

in a

of lectures delivered last winter in

course

at 10 o’elook, A.
barm kaown as the

the

Reuben Elder Farm, In Gotham,
on the road from Little Fallii to Standieh about one
mile ftom Little Fails, and three miles from GorSaid Farm ie composed ot about 100
uam Corner.
Aoros ot Wood. Feature, Mowing and Tillage Land,
all and r a good state oi cultivation, and Is well
supplied with good water, ft has also a good two
story Rouse, large barn and other necessary outbuiidiiigt, all in good repair. Said Farm will be sold
os above, without reserve, the
present owner being
obliged. fVom ad vane dag* and irflrrolty. to give up
»ts cul ivation.
HUGti O. McLtLLAN. l*>q.,
Ttrms mad kaown at tale.
Adm’r.
UKMKY JiAlLFT k CO., Auctioneers.
K
Wov
16-td

Has removed to the spacious store IB
Exchange Street, four doora below
Merchant’a Kxohango.

STATE OF THE OOUHTBY.

The

94 Exchange Street,
H. OSGOOD,
just returned from New York with
HAS
assortment of
DENTIST,
REST

successful operation under

W. A. Tatlob.
ty Dancing to oommonoe at 8 o’clock.
Clothing cheoked free.
noTlteodtd

Course of Lectures

Meroliant

t&chera; Mr.

the Managers and at the door.
MANAGERS:
Foreman E Hodokiss, Ass t 8. 8
Hasnabobd,
8eo C. O. Hibdlb,
E. D Paoi
C. H Phillils,
B. A. Hall,

TMUni BAIL!!;

««??e»5S?La,l<*
9le3tfftnt,‘M
on exhibition, and
those

The State Normal School
at Farmington.
now

1611S,

The latest styles of oarriages and sleighs eonstantoo

Opene Aug. 24th,
is
THEtheSchool
following

Independent

Repairing

1

by

Tl Skill:

Mo. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me,

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,
CHARLBB

Randall,

Chandlkr.

Tickets for the enurse,....
$5 CO
Single Tickets
tor 1 hanksgiving Ball,. D O
"
**
76
each A«sembnr,.
"
44
44
Christmas Ball. 100
Ne"
125
Year's
Bill,..
n
n

U R A N D

oontinue thereafter

Carriage Manufactory.

ThaukegiviDg Night by Poppenbnrg*M
Prompting by Pkof. A. J. Lucks.
Mufcic for the remainder of the c:urso by Chandler’n Q.aadrille Baud,—prompting by p. 11.

to be continued ou Friday Evenings, under tbe direction of tbe same gentleman who so succession?
managed tbs Union Assemblies that bare given such
LECTURE COMMITTEE.
universal satisfaction for tbe past two seasons. The
CHAS. H. FLING,
T. E.
Managers pledge tnemsolves tbat tbe best of ordsr
TW1TCHKLL,
will be mainlaiued.and tbat nothing shell be left unJOHN C. PROCTER.
K. P. GEHK1SH,
done to render their parties pleasant and sgreeab.e
GKO. H. 8MAKDON,
CHAS. K. JOSK.
to all who may favor them with their patronage.
J. Q. TWITCHKLL.
liokets to the coarse including the ball, S4.C0;
_______I
Single tickets to Assemblies 76 cents; lo be had of
the Managers and at tbs dour.
Managers—J. H. Barb.-rick, J. B. Rockleft, M.
McCarthy W. B. Stinson, G. A. Uanson. C. Griffin.
ON TUB
Hanning to commence at 8 o’clock.
Clothing
checked free.
nov!2 deodtf

tures, to

nov!6dtf
__

weekly therealter on Wednesday

Geo. Wm.

CLOTHING

TO FURNITURE DEALERS!

AND

PERSON
-Of™-

ITS

Nov- 22-

Evening,

Tioketa $2 each for the court, or Twelve Lectures (instead otten a, heretofore) to be bar at the
Bookstorea and Paine’, Music Store.
Mambers oan procure their tickets at E. C. Andrew.’ Mue-c Store, 67 Exchange st. £uh member is entitled to twotioke sat *1,76each.
Tickets for m-mbtre will be reserved until Monday Morning, Sov. 14.
The sale cf tickets will be limited to the eaoaoitv
of the hall.

the

use.

EXAMINATION

AN

Less than New York Prices.

SKATES,

in

Simplicity & Perfection Combined

we can

140 Middie street,

now

Ifcia pronounced by the mo*t profound
experts to
•
be

of this Fash,

more

EMPIRE!

Whioh has proved Uself to be th# best suited to all

ERMINE!

have few
beautiful sets
WEionable
sell
Fur, which

Machine?

CALL AND EXAMINE

1

rank.

tnan

The Clergy of the English Chubch.
—The London Time*—-good authority in such

stocked,

The public are invited to call and examine seedmens

Gen. Sheridan’s Position in the KeguArmy.—An erroneous impression has
gone forth that Gen. Sheridan has beeu created the senior Major-General in the
regular
army of the United States, and that he has
actually taken up Gen. McClellan’s rank along
with his vacated position This is not so.—
Gen. Sheridan ranks as fourth Major-General
in the regular army. His commission and
rank date from November 8,
consequently any
one appointed previously is Uis
superior in

who seem to bear the whole world’s reformation upon their shoulders so

an

rary Literature.

Central.124}

United States 6’s 1881 coupons.110}
United States 10-40 coupons. 96}
United States 5-20 coupons.lot}
Treasury 7 3-10ths.1*6
Cnited States one year certificates new ...96}
Gold oloaed to-night at the Evening Board at 2 21}.

as

give

faction

Jesus, by Strauss; 4. The Patent Laws; 5. Dr.
Newman’s Apologio; 6. Herrings and Herring
Fisheries; 7. Mr. Tennyson’s New Poem; 8.
Modern Novelists; Charles Dickens; 9. The
Laws of Marriage and Divorce; 10.
Contempo-

higher

Harlem. 75
Michigan Central.,...127
Cumberland Coal Company preferred. 4S
Cgnton Company... S3

Establishment,

C0n8idwed Bccond to none in New Eng-

And all other style Pictures taken from
the smallest locket to life-size.
Particular attention given to Copyikq all
kinds
Pictures. Photographs linished in oil, water colors, and India ink, by one of the best Artists in the
Especial attention given to tne taking of
Children’s Piotnres.
—A11 rioture8 w»rr“ttd to
ontlre satis-

The Ootober number of this popular English
Quaterly is received from the American republioation office of L. Scott & Co., New York. Contents: 1. Modern Phases of Jurisprudence in
England; 2. Mountaineering; 3. The Life of

Tucker's Patent

Stock Market.
Niw Yobk, Nov. 21.
Stocks

"

Photographs, Ambrotypes,

a

Westminister Keview.

Hudson.lin
94?
Erie.

On
On
On
Ou

^

lami

southern social system. Price #2.00.
For sale in this city by Bailey & Noyes.

Michigan Southern. 69}
Beading .136}

the

adven-

taste for this kind of rending. It is a southern plantation story, and lifts
the veil from many of the dark pictures of the

6C®

Rioe—dull aud unchanged.
8ugar—firm: sales 1-3 bhds; Porto Blco 23c, Muscovado at I2}@20,
Naval Stores—quiet.
Tallow—irregular; >a!ef 78.000 iba at 17}@18}c.
kreigbtsto Liverpool—dull.

principle

VS^® P£r8trJ™oyi**'*
^oKENNeY'S

noYl4d2m

ard—heavy; sales 1150 bbls at21}@23}c.
Butter—firm; sales Ohio at 33®46
Whiskey—firmer; sales 800 bbls at 1 73@1 731.

the sitter,

in. the State, enables
him to suit the want, of those
«»esiring first ola-s
Pictures. Hvaing had seven
years experience, and
the Princ*P»l OPERA-

tures, hair-breadth escapes, and thrilling narratives that will draw largely upon the attention

1

Beefeaters always

suggests startling

Operating Room,

the light so pleasant to
Th^
which reT?de^8
with the largest LIGHT

“The Iudiaman’s Daughter,” “Mor12mo, pp. 472. Boston; Wm. V.
Spencer, 1864.
Good paper, clear type, neat binding, and a

table of contents that

St.,

HAS

Blue

the Author of

Middle

Jan. 2, 1865.

Monday Night,
Music on
Band.

For sale

NEW CITY HALL.
-Evening*, by

Farm at Auction.

^

Rev. A. A. Willets, ot if. Y.
John 8. C. Abbott, the Historian,
Dr. J. G. Holland, of Springfield.
Geo. W. Curtis, of N. Y.
Rev. E. H. Chapin.
The remaining Lecturers will be announced
few day,

WORMELL,

90

*

Rt. Rev. Bishop Clark, oi R. I.
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher,

taken the well known Photograph Booms,
formerly occupied by T. B Burnham, and has
oompletely rented and ihrnished them in the beat
style, and added a

ley,” &o.

9
9

ation

By

Nat,”

No.

Esq,,

AT THK

3meod—ltw

S.

Lec-

second

B. GOUGH,

On Tuesday

Successor toll. H. Wilder,

and far
of the

novel.

E.

he delivered by

To be fallowed

Picture, made by noother Artist

Lectures,

course

ture will

N- B. Partlen’ar attention paid to re-copying. Pho
from the smallest Locket, and made
hfe size. Also, Coloring in Oil and Water
Colors,
and India Ink, by the best of artists.

1865.

more profitable than, a large portion
popular fictitious literature of the day.
For sale in this city by Hall L. Davis.

of the

JOHN

H ALLOT YPES,

with,

M. L. A. having
Lecture Commitlee
THK
nearly completed the arrangements for their
twelfth annual
of
the

tographs copied

A mo-t splendid
In Portland.
sept 21

ASSOCIATION

LECTURES.

Sf"ClLL AND SEE,_£2

Two beautifuyittle volumes, in blue and gold,
of 420 pages each, of exqnisite workmanship,
and filled with sacred fiction, yet a fiction that
bears a cloge relation to the ideas prevailing in
the early Christian Church.
The books are
written in beautiful style of composition, and

Oct 6—dflrw^iR

$2,054,000.

—

Albums, Fancy and
Tassels, Knobs, kc.. tc.
He returns his siuoere thank* for liberal
patronage
heretofore, and respectfully solicits a continuance oi

dose with

Military and fj^e
YEAR'S BalLj

NE W

MERCANTILE

Engravings,

F™wy. £?rds’ Photograph
Card Frames, Cord and

selfishness

BYRON GREENOTJGH & CO..

Nese York

j

All kinds of

To

Lee. 26th

A Grand fir«n«’»,

Seo’y.

a one

Nov.^-HUd**”**
on

(13 Lectures) *3 00; Eve-

Wet-

Nov80,1864,
Christmas Ball, ON Wednesday
premises,ihe

Monday Night,

On

X.

a

—

Hall,

I

A Grand

Lecture commences at

Cer.

LIBRARY

-also-

new

Nor

half story wooden home nearly lew, well flniaked, with a good cellar,excellent wattra d aluudanoe of it, with a good barn and ibea aiiacbtd
there is two acres of prime land, and
every thing in
*»d«bont the boose is in dne condition. It is deeirable for residence or investment.
Boon, «i b ut
doubt, to he reach.. by Ihe Horse Railroad.
KA,Lltr * C°-

Thanksgiving Nightj Nov. 24.

.Per order Committee.
GKO. H. 8M»BUON,

nov.9 td

Frame Manufactory.

city by Hall L. Davis.

Fields,

Ticke’s fjr the course
60 cents.

ning Tioke's,

for all kinds of Frames, both M Irror and Pictures

find entrance toevery

Boston: Ticknor &

leotme.
Doors open at 6 o’clook.
7.30.

House and Lund at Auction.
in
Tuesday,
28, at 3 o’clock r.
ONbrook,
nearly opposite the Brewer House,

ahd

HALL.

C IT Y

_

Sacred and Legendary AbT: By Mrs. Jameson.
Two volumes; containing Legends of the Angels and Archangels, the Evangelists, the
Apostles, the Doctors of the Church, and St.
Mary Magdalene, as represented in the Fine
Arts.

with Reception and Exhibition
Ground Floor, and added to it a

the same.

Atmosphere” should

For sale in this

Establishment

City

Esq.,

—AT—

Subject—Fact ahd Fiotiok, hi. celebrated

England,

household.

J—metal.
amounted to

Photographic

In New
Rooms ontho

“Gail Hamilton” is one of the most vigorous
and forcible of American writer^ and whatever
she utters goes straight to the heart.
“The
New

JOHN B. GOUGH,

elegant

most

_BALL,

-BY-

opposite Preble House.

Haring fitted up the largest snd

the

morrow,

The subscription.

sordidness,

Centre,

tbeir Third Annual .Course *
Assemblies with a
|

GRAND

SALES.

HENRY BAILEY k. CD, AUOTiexanxs.

eommenw

of

Tuesday Evening, November 22nd-

I »* w

behalf «f those who otherwise might become
dwarfed, if not dead, by constant living in the

atmosphere of hatred,
and sin.

Establishment

AUCTION

o.No.4,

Will

Tie second Lecture of the ooureo will te delivered on

CONGRESS STREET.

Comer of

LAit

From Bermuda.

New York

--

on

JYetc York.

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 21.
Frye has written a letter
expressing a desire that a

Second Board

TELEGRAPH

EVENING

The winter term will commence
Wednesday in December.

Quota of

Provost Marshal
to Gov. Seymour,

in-

Overboard.—Last evening, Daniel Mc*'
I'1
from Gen. Slterman’t Army.
Lellan, a Nova Scotian, seaman on board a
off
Atlantic
baique now in port, walked
Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 20.
Brig. Gen. Barry, Gen, Sherman’s Chief ol
wharf, while in a state of intoxication. Some
arrived
here yesterday seriously ill.
Artillery,
of the employees of the Steamboat Company
He left Sherman at Kingston, Ga., 9 A. M, on
heard his cries, and threw him a line. He had the 12th. Gen. Barry says Gen. Sherman has
all the infantry, cavalry and artillery he wants.
sense enough to seize hold of it and hang to it
The men had received eight months’ pay. The
until he was drawn upon the wharf. It was a
outfit has been especialiy adapted to a hard
narrow escape from drowning.
and rapid winter's campaign, and the morale
after
drawn
reMcLellan,
of the troops is unequalled. The efficiency
being
ashore,
marked that he had just commenced saying and vigor of Gen. Sherman will carry the army
triumphantly through the work he has to do.
his prayers, feeling that it was all over with
Monday night last Hood’s entire army, inhim, when the rope struck him.
Forrest’s
were in the immedi-

o’clock,

The

284

better

a

ENTERTAINMENTS.
:----—rsL^is^nz |

M. L X LECTURES.

McKENNENEY,

Photographic

life.

Chicago k Bock Island..103

fornia.

of the season.

Washington, Nov. 21.

A. M.

publishers’ neatest style, and filled with
burning words that can scarcely fail to find
their way through the materialisms of the day
to the great heart of
humanity, and kindle up a
spirit there which shall blaze out in

ENTERTAINMENTS

REMOVAL,

the

of those who have

The Monahausett came to Washington this
morning in place of the regular steamer Cossack, which run into a schooner on her downward trip.
After getting away from the
schooner, the Cossack accidently ran aground
neat' Maryland point, when it was discovered
that three holes had been knocked into her
bottom justabove the water line in the collision with the schooner. The steamer Guide
came to t ie relief of the Cossack, and took off
her mails and passengers and conveyed them
to Fortress Monroe.

Adjutant,—see that this order is
Orderly,—show this man the

Citizen—‘But, General, Can’t I go North?’
General S--—‘No, sir. Too
many of your
class there already, sir.'
Scanning the above, who does not once more
recognize the great military leader as eminently "the right man la the right place” in dealing with the more subtle aspects of the rebellion? and who would not be glad to see a volume compiled of those
impromptu judgments
ofsuch men as Sherman and Butler In
dealing
with the minor actors in the great conspiracy.
The law precedents of the last half
century
would not have a tithe of the interest
stamped upon those educed by the military tribunals
—those judgments given upon the instant.

days.

A Grand Vocal and

——----

Marine Disaster.

carried out!
door.’

relaying of track, and the difficulty
of getting rails -re-rolled, suggest the importance of hurrying up that new rolling mill in
this city ? We have some facts bearing upon
a

Washington, Nov. 21.

*

on

constant

we

foundry.’

General S.—1'Foundry, aye! what have you
been doing with your foundry ?’
Citizen—‘Have been making castings.’
General S.—‘Wh*t kind of castings ? shot
and sbeli and all that kind of thing?’
Citizen—‘Yes, X have made Borne shot and

■ahejl.’
Shot anTsoBftlWl hW1
UimiHuffingsora^
try, have you? and you still claim fav^

fob the

this matter, which

Army before Piehmond.

Information from the army of the Potomac,
dated yesterday, says a good deal of firing was
heard on Saturday'in front of Petersburg, on
the Appomattox, but, as far as heard from,

friend says:
"Let me give you a little incident which
took place in my presence at Sherman’s head-

his circumstances, who does not look forward
to Thanksgiving as a day of rejoicing, of turkeys, of puddings, and pies, and all that is

Vegetables",&c., for

exquisite hand-

us—our

all will feel called upon to contribute bountino

From the

Gen. Sherman and the “Shot and Shell”. without
importaut results.
Founder.
Deserters report that the rebel troops on the
James have all been withdrawn, with the exA distinguished official lately at the headception of a skirmish line aud enough to man
quarters of Geu. Sherman, gives us the follow
the guns in the torts.
ing anecdote of the latter, in the necessity unUp to yesterday morning there had been alder which he lay of sitting in judgment on a
most continuous rain for thirty-six hours.
Rumors had reached the army that the encertain class of men in Atlanta, when that
emy were evacuating Petersburg, but they
was
evacuated
the
citizens.
place
by
Writing were not generally believed.

aDd New Gloucester.

fully. There is

an

New Yokk, Nov. 21.
Steamer North America from New Orleans
12th, has arrived.
New Orleans papers state that Gen. Canby’s

wound is not serious. That be is doiug well,
and will be confined to his quarters for only a
short time.
The cotton market was quiet, but more
buoyant, owing to the restrictions being removed.)
A Matamoraletter mentions a large increase
of trade to that port, Irom New York and
other ports, which used to be confined to New
Orieaus. The amount of goods housed in
Matamoras was immense.
I
There is no military news in the papers'.

I From the Baltimore Clipper ]

were

hoped

highly entertaiuing.

Burnett’s Flokimel is
kerchief perfume.

at the Provost Marshal’s office

it is

all our territory.

stock of books for the young folks, especially
such as are wanted for Thanksgiving

ately.

Thanksgiving dinner for the
Preble and Camp Berry; and

over

New Books.—Mr. H. Packard has been recently making quite a large addition to his

Gardiner B. Gove, Edward VV. Norton, Lewis
Clark, George Carll, Winborn A. Small, Horace P. Emmons, John F ."N as on.
Some of these were skedadlers to Canada
to avoid the last draft, but as they were not
drawn they returned home. Wonder if they
will clear out again ?
The draft will be resumed in a day or two
for other towns whose quotas are deficient,
unless the deficiencies are made good immedi-

a

in iavor of our

yet float

made to

From Note Orleans.

people there are universally
Union, and hope the Stars and Stripes will

as Boothby, Wm. E. Meserve, Samuel N.
Greenlaw, Fred. Richardson, Robt. T. Boynton, Sami. S. Sawyer, Edmond Bragdon, Jr.,
Andrew J. Spencer, Osgood E. Gove,Isaac E.
Edgecomb, Almon A. Libby, Loring Emery,
Wm. J. Cutler, Robert Davis, Wm. G. Lord,

being

but her cargo being English, she was bonded.
Steamer Electric Spark with an assorted cargo, was sunk.

Allen looks as young as he did twenty years
ago. The gentle health-giving breezes of these
islands agree with his constitution. He says

The town of Limington was next taken.
The deficiency was twelve. The names remaining after the last draft, 138 in number,
were placed in the wheel, and twenty-four
were drawn in the following order:
Erastus G. Strout, John R. Bragdon, Thom-

Thebe is an effort

Mondamin of Baltimore, in ballast. The
Florida also captured the Southern Rights,

girls would fail in love with. The march of
improvement on these Islands has been steady,
and within a few years quite rapid. Judge

LIMINGTON.

Pre&&.

Vessels Destroyed by the Pirate Florida.
Washington, Nov. 21.
It appears from a memorandum book, found
on board the pirate Florida, that sbfi captured
aud burned Iroin March 29th to Sept. 26th,
the following vessels
Schr George Latimer of Boston, with over
1000 barrels of flour, aud other merchandise.
Brig W. C. Clark of Boston, with 25,000 feet
of lumber. Bark Donora Stevens ot New
York, with lumber. Whaling bark Golconda
ol New Bedford, with 1000 barrels sperm, and
700 barrels whale oil. Schr Margaret G. Davis
ot New York, in ballast. Bark Greenland ol
Brunswick, with 900 tons ol government coal.
Bark Gen. Berry of Thomaston, with hay and
Bark Belinda ot Eastport, in ballast.
straw.
Schr Howard ol New Vork, with fruit. Bark

fine

the

Daily

.-,—-

and the people are in a
The government is a
limited monarchy, and well administered.—
The King, Kame-bame-ha the Fifth, is a man
of superior education and intelligence; of a

BALDWIN.

port

Portland

laVgely increased,
flourishing condition.

The deficiency in this town was ten, and
twenty names were drawn. Sixty-two names
—those remaining after the last draft—were
placed in the wheel, and the twenty were
drawn out in the following order: •
Alacson Burnell, Wm. H. Spencer, Daniel
F. Flint, Oliver Murcb, Wm. Guptill, John E.
Carturet, John Flint, Jr., Marshall Yates,
George W. Tilcomb, Charles Harding, Thos.
J. Wentworth, Daniel C. Harding, Seba 8.
Brown, Robert Larrabee, Isaac R. Wiggins,
Natbl. A. Burnell, Marrett Noble, James M.
Marr, John Rowe, Luther S. McCorrisoo.

for each of the towns of

TOTH*.

has

with the town of

Three substitutes

now

Kingdom of

Sign*—Hudson.

Supplementary

TllfiPB

W

ARTIST?.

New Publications.
A New Atmospuebe: By Gail Hamilton, author
of “Country Life and Country Thinking,”
”
“Gila Days,” and " Stumbling Blocks.
Boston: Tioknor & Fields,
12uoo, pp. 310.
1865.
Here is a book suited to the times, got up in

of

use.

Apply

dlw

SAID

ary n.xt, tt wUl heInswson.
Lewatou November 14, 18041
Trustees of
8WB Kit,
Third Mortgage
Amur Hants.,
Philip M. Stubbs, } of A. K R.Co.

j

nov

Schooner Frances Harriet, now lyin*
Wharf, a raverior artiole for Black-

at Smith’a
CARGO
smith

Notice.
the Bondholderi under the third Mortgage of
the Andrei,coggin Railroad Company, dated December 11, 1866.
Bondholders are hereby reminded that bv
the provisions ol' the Revised Statnfes. Chap 61,
8#c. 66, it is mtds their duty to preseet all their dlshonored bonds or coupon* under said mortgage to
the subscribers who sre the trustees holding the
same, at Uaarthfrty d-vs beforo the right ot redrmptton will expire; asd that said mortgage, notwithstanding the eniry which has baen made, will
not be foreclosed by rosso, of the non-p.vm.rt of
If they are
»ny b-nds or eospo.s »ot so yreeented.
tied with either one of ua, before the 14th of JanuTo

to

THOMAS PADDOCK,
93 Commercial 8lreet.

Meodtd

Wanted.
lady, tebo resides with bar parents, to attend in an office. The situation i* pleasant nnd
permanent. Apply at the United States Hotel, room
No. 2.
nov21 eodlw*

AYonng

Wanted,

or middle aged woman, to do the wt»rk
in a small family. An American P’®fe
Must oome well recommended. Address OIsee, Bo*

A

GIRL,

€62, Portland.

rt2T

aov21dtt

To

Let.

a gentleman of steady habits, a
a
family; booae

TOin

private

Address W, Press Office.

pleasant room

osatrally lo» wed.
novlldif

•

MISCELLANY.

STEAMBOATS.

At a certain age, children of both sexes delight in stories. It is as natural as it is lor
them to skip, run and jump, instead of walking at the staid pace of their grand parents.

Now some parents, very well meaning ones,
too, think they do a very wise thing when

they deny this most innocent craving, any legitimate outlet. They wish to cultivate, they
say, a “taste for good reading.” They might
as well begin to feed a new born baby on
meat, lest nucisng should vitiate its desire for

The taste for meat will come when the
child has teeth to chew it; so will the taste
for “solid reading” as the mind matures; i. e.
if it is not made to hate it by having it violently forced upon its attention during the
story-loving period. That “there is a time for
all things’* is true of nothing more than of
this. Better far that parents should admit it,
and wisely indulge It, than, by a too severe repression, give occasion for stealthy promiscuit.

ous

reading.

Lobenzo Dow, the itinerant preacher, so
famous in his lifetime for his
eccentricty, commenced his sermon on one occasion
by re’adiug
from St. Paul, “I can do all
things.” The
preacher paused, took off his spectacles, laid
them on the open Bible, and
said—“No, Paul,
you are mistaken lor once; I’ll bet you five
dollars you can’t, and stake the money.” At
the same time
putting his hand in his pocket,
he took out a live dollar
bill, laid It on the
took
Bible,
up his spectacles again, and read
—“through Jesus Christ our Lord.” “Ah,
Paul,” exclaimed the preacher snatching up
the five dollar bill and returning it to his pock
et—“that's a different matter, the bet’s withdrawn.”
__

The Usefulness
never wrote more

good

oe Wives.—Socrates
sense than the follow-

ing contains: Whenever you find a man, whom
you know little about, oddly dressed, or talking ridiculously, or exhibiting any eccentricity of manner, you may be tolerably sure that
he Is not a married man; for the little corners
are rounded off, the little shoots are pruned
away, in married men. Wives generally have
much moresense than their husbands, especially If the husbands are clever men. The wive's
advices are like the ballasts that keep the ship
steady. They are like the wholesome, though
paiufnl shears, nipping off the little growths
of self-conceit.

Beturn Ticket* granted at Seduced Batee.
The eteamehto PSECVIAN, Capt.
will evil from this portior
Liverpool on 8 ATUEDA Y, tbe 26th
November,
immediately after the arnvai vl toe uain of the
P'evloua oay from.Montreal
to
.aaeage
Londonderry, Glaavow and Liverpool—
Laom (according to accommodations) 866 to 886.
83d.
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or ita equivalent.

^^SSiWIEBalLanUne.

ireight

Cotton,

No. 86 Exchange Street,

Formerly ooeupied by Stewart A Pieroe,

DRY AND

FANCY

a

stock ot

GOODS,

Consisting of the following vis:—Doeskins, Cassitil wool Shirting. Under Shirts and
Drawers, DeLains, Shirting, Linens, Table Linens
Embossed a'l wool Table Covers, Son rags, Hoods,
Scsrtk, Nook-Ties, Hoop Skirts, Cotton and Linen
meret, Satinets,

Threads.

Also. A Large Lot of Silver- Plated Wart, Table
and Pocket Cutlery, Tranks, Valises, Ae.

Auction Sale*
CHA9. E.

Every Evening.

COTTON,

To be enooeeded by the
on the 3d December.
Port and, Nov. 2», 1864.

dtf

Will commence Ler Fall and Win
*r
rran^enent cn MONDAY
October 17th leaving
Bangor every Monday and *h;rsuay Morning a:6

o’clock

Returning, * will leave Bail read wharf, toot of
treet.
ortland, every Tuesday and Friday
evening, tt Oo’clocx, for Eango or as far vs the
<

will permit, oonuectiug with h« Eastern, BostMaine aud Portland, Saco ff P.,rtsinout Biilroadi from Boston and Way Stations, leaving BisU)Bi 8 o'clock P.M
Toe Boat will touch at FccUand, Camden, Pelfit t. Bn k port, W lerport abd ii&mpuen, both
ways, t asaengers ticketed through to and f* om
Boston, Lowell, Law e^ce, Salem and Lynn.
Fo* ncore extended in format ton, apply to J. O,
K*nd*ick, Bangor; tn;e local agents at »he various
landings; tre isepot Vast<r* of the P. 8. & P
Easto-n and B. k M. Railroads; Abiel bomerby,
Portland; Lang k Delano, Boston, or
CELAS. SPeAR, ueneral Agent.
Ootober 17.—dtf-

*0®

on a

On and alter Monday, March 28th,
superior sta-g* ing steamer NKW
BdUNb WICK, Capt. E B. Winches er, will leave Railroad Wharf, fort *f utate
street, every Monday, at 6 o'clock P. M., and the
steamer NEW E. GLaND, Capt E Field, every
Thursday, at 5 o’clock P M., for Eastport and St.
Joha.N. 8 oonneotiug at Eastport with strain r
Queen, for K >bbin-»ton, St > ndrews and Calais, nd
with Stage coaches for M cbias, a d at St John
With steamers for FrcdoMckton, and with steamer
Emperor lor Dig by, Windsor an ...aiifax, and with
the E. 4* N. ▲. Rx.lroed for Shediacand all aay stations.
Returning, wi 11 ave 8t. John every Monday and
Thursday, at 8 o’clock A M., lor Eastport, Portland

and Boston.
Through lickets procured of the Agents and Clerk
on board Steamers.
Freight received till 4 o’clock P. M. Mondays and

C.C.EATOST, Agent.

Portland and Boston Line.
THE STEAMERS

November,

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,
ftml,er

Made in compliance with the Lava of Maine.

Capital Stock all paid in $600,000
Over Capital

$261,602.36

Invested as follows, via:
Oathonhaadard ia Bank*,...*26 178 62
Specie on band sad in Banks,.7,726.68
Cash in hands ot Agents and in transitn,.. .47 620.72
Specie In bands of Agents and in trananu...ll,*r8,b8
Loans on personal and ouhateral security,. .64 660.60
Loans secured by Real Estate.46,760.00
Uni ed States Trus1 Uo. suck.10,000 00
1240 Share) Now York Bank 8tooks,.81 000.00
1886 Shares Hartford Bank Stocks,.160,365 00
700 Shares o ber Bank Stocks,.49,600 00
10J Shades Holevote Water Power Co.,_12,v0<'.00
20 (is * B itain Water Bonds,.11,600.00
10 Hartford < ity Bonds....-11.000.60
100
onnectlcut state Ponds,...I(i4 0i0i©
O'her Btste and City Bonds,.118,000 00
United States Stock*.1C7 942.50
Accumulated Interest on Loans,.8,090,41

Total Assets,..,.,.*861,602,86

Liabilities,.*40,428,75

Premium Notes,...
none.
Dated at Hartford, Nov. t, 1864.
Hknky Kellogg, Pres'dat
Wm B. Olakk, Secretary.

Portland Office 31

Exchange

Street

W. P. LITTLE, A genu

CATARRH!

DoUoe'run

"

Atlantic Wharf, Portland,

Leave

1864.

every Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7 o’clock I*. M ,and India Wharf, Boston',
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and

Friday,

at 6 o’clock P. M.

Fare in cabin.*82.00.

Freight

taken

as

usual.

tttf

The

s'

1.’ did

LINE.

SID MODI or TB11TMZIT IB

Tue Acme of Perfection!
It Cures

Hay, Rose,and Periodic Catarrh

It CuresCatarrh In ail its types and stages

It Cores Catarrh and

a verts consumption.

and fast Steamships

POTOMAC, Capt. Shk&wood, will,
lurther no. ice. run as 'Ollows:
Emvo U own’s Wharf, Fort-and, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY at4 P.M., and Dave Pier
» No-th Elver, New York,
every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’eloek P. M.
These ves.els are fitted op w th fine accommodation, lor passengers, maii.gthis the most speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Pa sage #7.00, includiig
Fare and State Booms.
Hoods lorwa ded by th's line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St. Jo .a
Shippers are requested to send the'r irelgh* to the
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For f-eight or postage applv to
EMERY A FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 18 West Street,
New York.
Deo. 6, 1863.
dtf

Sewing Machine,

T1TITJ all the recent Improvements, possesses
vv
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
which pi Co it f »r in adva* ce o> any other Machine
no w in as
While many other good Machines have
b«*en offered to the pubiH. we have Ion* folt thr neoi
a
cessity
Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kiifds of <- amily Sewing, as well as Heavy
s<nd
Leather Work; and to meet this deTaiierlug
mand a large am unt of labor and capital has been
in
d
expend
perttc ing the Weed, which we unhesita ingly claim to be the bea* »ewi g Machine in the
an*i
we
Warrant every Machine to Give Perworld,
fect Sa'Mfacti n, tor ih v hava been tri* d and imovod
p
by meven years 01'practical exp rie*ce and
constructed upon true mec »:• anical
by ski! fful workmen, and every part ij made of the Lest
mat "i>il, nicel> adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be teen at the

principles

Sales Boom, 137 1-2 Middle St.,
Where Machine Findings of all kinds nre constantly
Maohi
on baud.
maui.tr by

es of ad kin is repaired in the best
experienced work mu.
f Machines. All
lustruc'ions Kivcn on ;11 kinds
kinds r.f Machines taken in exchange for the Weid.
▲Iso Mao; ines to let by the week or month.

Ho Violeat Syringing of the Head!

Weed 8ewing Machine Co.,
THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL

No. 187 1-2 Middle Street, Portland.
C. W. ROBINSON, Agent.

oct34 dtf

RESTORED.
T7IOR centuries Catarrh has defied the skill of physicians and surgeons. No medical work cona prescription that will eradicate it.
NotliL g
save Dr. Goodale’s Remedy will break it up, ladioaily destroying the principle of the disease, and
precluding the possibility of relapse.
No lorm of Catarrh can withstand its searching
power and i»o mode of treatment ever affoid d such
iaimed ate relief, or gave such universal satisfaction
it penetrates to the very seat of this terrible disease and exterminates it, root and branch, forever.

Office of Collector Of Internal Rev-

JT

enue.

tains

[From the Commercial Advertiser, New York.]
Dr. R. Goodale’s O-itarra Remedy, and mode of treatment, not
only affords the greatest relief in every variety oi
Catarrh, but it extinguishes the di ea<e forever, in
all it* types and stages. Every one speaks well of it
[From J- hn L. Beebee, New Loudon, Ct.]
orton tf Co
Messrs,
Geutlemeii—The bottle of Goodale's Catarrh Remedy you sent me has cure me of the Catarrh of te
years standing. 1 gave a lew dosoe of it to three of
my neighbors, and they say it has cured them
1
have uow half a bo tie left and womd not take a
thousand dollars for it if I could not procure more.
Dr Goo dale has surely discovered the true cause o
Catarrh, and an unfailing reme>> to cure it
Yours truly,
Jch* L. Beebe.
New London, Conn., Jane
9,1863.

Ilay, Rose, and Periodic Catarrh

—

■

Vrioa tl. 8end a stamp for Dr. R. Goodale’s New
Pamphlet on Catarrh—its perfect mode of tre atment

and rapid cure.
Dr K. GOuDALE’S Office and
Depot, 76 Bleaker
streot, one door west of Broadway. New York
NORTON ft Co., Sole Agent*. U. H. HAY, Agebt
*
for Portland.
June 2 1863

june2-dly

Office, Depot Commissar} of hWutence,
223 ‘*G” Street,

Wasuisgtox, D. C., November 16, lie*.
proposals, in duplicate, for five Hun.
dred (500) tons or'good merchantable baled flap,
will e received at this offioe until Mosbat, Nov.
28.1961, at 12 o'clock M
Bits must be accompanied by an oath of a'leglauoe, (uu.ess the bidd r has one on file in this otfi e,)
and the usual
guarantee, signed by not leas thau
two responsible
persons, whose sclvenoy must be
shown by tne official certificate of the Clerk of the
nearest District Court or the the United States At-

SEALED

torney

be securely baled, and doliveied in
AWxandrl* free ol all expense to
b® required It will be
y
inspected before it is accepted, and none batrigid
good
8

First Collection District of Btete of Maine.

No. 22 Exchange Street.
Portlaxd, Not. 10,1864.
J. MILLER, Collector ot Internal

INATH'L

y Revenue for the First Collection District o
M..lne. her- by givenotice to all persons conoernti1,
that I have received lor collection, the a-.teasmeut
1 it committed to me by the Assessor the. eof, in accordance wi'h the previsions of a Juint Resolution
imposing a stucial income duty. parsed by the (digress of the Uni ed States snd approved July 4th,
1864. and tlat I will in person or Dr deputy, stiend
to ooileo.in? and receiving said income unties, assessed and pay able within the county cf Comte:land,
in taid di-tret, at my office. irtm lhe lOtn day of
November, 1864. to the 2d day of Peoembrr. 1864,
bo h days inclurlve; that I will, in like mauner.ata’tend to collecting and receiving said duties aeessed and payable within the county of York, in sail
District, at the following designated times and
places, to wit: at the

Saco House, Saco, Monday, Nov. 28, 1864, from 10
A. Jf. to 4 P. M.

Biddeford Pome, Biddkford, Tuesday, Nov. 29,
1864, from 9 A. M. to 4 P. M.
Hotel kept by W. A HaU, Kexxebuhk, Wednesday, Nov. to, 1864, from 11 A. M. to 2J P. M.
Office of Francis Bacon, Esq., Kittbrt, Thursday,

en er

guarantors

Awards will not be m*do to any nerton «hn hofulfill hi* contracta
Ihiled
with tl« GovJo
ernment, na-will proposals of fisi0< al i.artiea bn
Toe
considered.
fight to reject propoealg |g reserved
by the Government.
Bidders must be present at the opening of the bids
h-^ret /lore

respond to toe r names.
The delivery of tho bey must commence within
fifteen (16) daya from the execution ol the contract
and be completed by the fftttvtih. day ol Janu«ry]
186S. Upon the completion of > he contract, the hay
*il be

to

pjid for in suoh lands as the Government
may tumich.
Bids must beendorsed “Proposals for Hay,” and
to
K. f. UHl OU K8,
novl»d6t
Capt C 8. V.

JJJff***

GRAND

CARPENTER, Supt.

TRUNK

this
HAVING
quished

our

day

sold our interest
trade to Messrs.

and relin-

_DRAKE

Notice.
cbockrtt * neveks hope by

Messrs,
attention to business to merit
the

a liberal

strict
share of

oct7

dtt

Deceased Soldiers at New Orleans,
S or fri ede *n this State, having dcceaaod Soldi* a buned in the vicinity o' New
urioans, and are deei iou« oi having their remains
taken op and sent home tbi3
fall, by addi easing

RELAIIV-

a

Tne finder will meet wl.h a liberal reward by leavLOWELL k oFNIKE'S,
ing Itat
ncvi7d f
Exchange street.
Iut rmafion
Charlea

Havana, not. 7th.
plying ro COKsl.v *
*n

on

aa

effects

can

WOODbUBY,

be had uy ap89 commercial
S. L. Bryant,

stre-t, Portland, or on board barque
Boston.
P S —We are inf -rraed hie mother and slater left
Baltimore and came north when the rebellion broke
out—n ay be in this vicinity.
Nov 16—dlw*
COFFIN fc WOODBUBY.

Wanted

Immediately.

sh to engage in aiegitimate business,
ft:
JLL. in whieh parties have made ir* m -;-6 ic 826 a
a
small
investment el fiom 81‘0 to tSU, are
day by
invited to au examination ol some ol Ibe mort nil
new inventions ot tlte
age; fi,e of which
ave never before b en int.edu ; d in the New En.
laud Slates. A rare opp nt.u ty ia here offered foi
en-erpri-iug men with small or large capital. Circulars sent iree.
E. CHAPMAN, JB
novl6d2w
U29 congress st.

THE

STONE Martin Collar,

Wanted*

A■Mov iu—dlwjf
BY

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

AND

Its own history alter 20 years’ experience is the
best evidence oi us superior management, and of the
great advantages it alloros to those who iutu.s
Special attention is asked to the folio wing facts:

Wanted.
Gentleman, Wife and Daughter,

8 years
suit of rooms with board. Booms
did, a
ru, lushed or
unfurnished, lor which liberal oompeneauon will be paid.
Address G.
box2204.

good

A

Company

man

yonng

CHEROKEE REMEDY,

Passenger trains leave 8kowhegan for
«#"* 'WPS Portland and Boston, at 8.46 A. H., Aueu«ut, ii.uo A. M., anil Bath 12 10 P. M. Augusta
lor Portland and Boston at 6.80 A. M. Batn 8.30
A. U.
Portland for Bath, Anguata, Waterrille, Kendall’s
Mill, and Skowhegan, at 1.10 P. M.
Portland tor Bath and Angusia 8.16 P. M.
Passengers for stations on the Androscoggin Railroad will change ears at Bru -swiek.
The 110 P. M. train from Portland conneots at
Kendall’s Mills with the Maine Central Railroad lor

$1,807,650.17.
surftus is

nearly $1,0^0,000.00 larger than

that of any other Lite um^auy in the linked States
and $1,5*1,000 *arger than any other, with two ex-

ceptions.

injuring in this Company participate
benefits of lha large and increasing surplus.
Company h-* paid io the assured in Dividends

thnf^Kn J*afajllR®
attenued to
the
t1?!!! ®a’?,fnlly and proper!v
Winslow
for-

Bangor, &c., arriving same evening.
Stages leave Bath lor Rockland at 9 A. M. and 3

p

Stages leaves Aegnsta for Belfast at 4 P. M.
Stages leave bkowhegan at 8.10 P. M. for Anson,
Solon, Ac.
Through Tickets for all the stations on this and
the Androscoggin Railroad, can be procurred In Boston at the Eastern, or Boston and Maine stations.
CUSHMAN, Superintendent.
apl8-tf

April 18.1897.

MAl.NE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

wan

ory heler-

oarefuHyta^nup

V.Botu,

Board.

rSmFi5toU1raiSttJSw"tbo"<,er8«“
Oct
StSkst,

A

*
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CHEROKEE INJECTION

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
for Lewiston and Auburn, at

a

at

Central wharf,

ON

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turnipg is due iu Portland at 1P M.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily lor most of the towns North and East of this

while the total amounts paid for claims by death

ex-

ceeds

$8,400,000.00
Policies issued

non-forfeiting

on the
ten gear
as well as iu all me other ucuai oinio.
considerate
man
wm
InAvery
apply to
surance me same
wuu<d guiue aim in
other
or
in
the
making
lnvoeunoB.ts,
management oi
his owi» bustness, Will assuredly
investigate the adas mu uuvantages of me 4*. uiuui enefit

plan

Life

System,

ted

in tue history of this Company, before insuring
life in any other, liy ntgiecttny to do so he win
vio bub Ay pay ixoiu 10 to 2b uoiiaro on every tfiOO as
the price Oa his luiiure to lulorm himse J.
Aumemoer tne Dividends are do per cent. The
first one is paid you just jour years ft out he cats
Of TfOur policy; a mviuenu ispatd you jeVxey year
iiiereakcr, wone the Undivtaed Siupius iroiu wiuch
ail uiviu ends aro made is nearly ©1,000,000 larger
than that 01 any outer Company m Ainem-a.
utliaOie tvjonaation iu ie.erence to ail ihj companies will oe freely given at lias office, Irwin commissioners Reports lurstu costive years.
his

SPARROW, State Agt,

WaRRjUN

from the pasture ot Ur. Frauds Roberts. Westbrook, last month,
STRAYED
three year old
whoever
a

will return him or
gray Colt, small size;
give information where he may be found, will be
suitably rewarded, by calling at No. 39 Spring 8t.
FRANCIS E. EMERY.
Portland, July 13,1861—dtf.

Board.
Rooms, with board, can be obtained by
applying immediately at 30 Daufortb street.
May 11th.
maylSdtf

SUITS

of

Rare Chance.
purchnse a stock of Millinery, *-ju, rent of one
of the beat stands in the oity. Address through

TO
P.

MILLINER. Portland:

O..

HOTELS.

public are rospeeW.ly informed that
t is the intention of the Proprietor that
his House shall be kept a flrst-olass road
louse.
it eat Suppers served.

C. M. MORSE, 8apt.
dec\4

JThe

SACO & PORTSMOUTH

Oct. 19—3m

RAILROAD.

GEO. W. MCRCH.

FOREST AVEHtE HOUSE

ARRANGEMENTS

Commencing

MILKS FROM PORTLAND.

TURKS

Watervilie, November, 1883.

WINTER

trains will leave the 8tafoot ot Canal street daily, (Sunu»>. licojjiod) as tallows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.M. and 2.30
P. M.
Leave Boston ior Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.30
P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
6.0.) P. M
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
1
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

FRANCIS CHAvK. Supt.
oc31 edtf

Portland, Nov. 4,1864.

The public are respectfully informed
spacious, convenient and well
known House, situated at

.that this

MORRILL’S CORNER,
Porthmd, bar been re furnished

2) rniiwD

from
open for tve

reception of

The lots contains about 11,000 feet; all the

acceptable

is
in

t'/ improvemen

t

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION, SI per bottle.or
Sent by Express to any addisss on reoeipt of the
Sold by druggists everywhere.

*

FOR VALE,

'B1HE western b?lf ot house No. 47 Pleasant St,
X with lot 81 by MO le t. House in goo order,
with 10 hnish: d rcomr, plynty of scit and hard water. Terms easy ; poasoutiou given on 80 dfcys notice.
Also ter Lease the eastern half said house on Ion
time; this lot is 19 by 110 eet, all tn good orcer.
For further information apply to
C. M, DAVIS.
117 Commercial St.

Nov 16,1864 —edtf

For *aie.
SOU 4RE block ot land, of about 73,000 acres
oi wood land, on the south sHe of the liver St
Laprieuce, in Canada East. It I i fe'ceeded by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill Bites. Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
birch, beech, tamar&o anu bass wo d to asy amount.
H, T. MACHIN. Portland.
Endure of
feb25 eodtf
Portland, Feb 1864.

A

CLIFF COTTAGS. containing

over

Apothecary Miop for fettle.
undersigned wishing
of Visideuoe, will sell his
THE
St' ck
to

HOTEL,

Curtis,
Chas.H Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,

guests.

P. A. Bargoua
R W. Weston,

amply provided.

Feb. 1 1864.

a

popular hotel
moh25

oodtf

Caleb U 'Mtoff,
A P »illot.
Leroy M. Wi'l y,
DanielS. MilUr,
S. T. N icoil.
Joshua J Henry,

change his place

Shoo Furnf u e,
The took is n6W and c mplete in all its
departments, lh staiid is one oi the bebtin Portland. bein suited to Family end Country 'ira <e.—
ret24
Apply at 146 Congress fctiaot.
ftc

To be Lei.
of a genteel, modern built house in tjae
upper parsof ,the rity, Will be let to a small

HALF

family who can give good re'erences. Forp rt culara apply by real name to Box No. 17. Portland P.
O.
eodtf
Portland, Nov.4,1864.

Berj Babcock,

Fle'cber Westray,
R B Minturn, Jr.,
G. W. Burnbam,
Fred. Chauncey.

t-eo. (i. Hob on,

James Low.

London -has

an

near

daily,
to 12 noon,
from 2 to 6 p. M, and 7 to 10 o'clock, upon all dLeaaof the human system.
Those iaeonng under any disease will do well to
consult Dr. G.as his practical experience and long
make him lull; competent
Curriculum in
to give a oorrent decision, and prescribe suitably.
can

es

fnpeie«ate

the Pr. cannot
hp will act strictly honest, informing the pa»otoing to restore health—b**
tient that he C*h
will not take money When be cannot do the sick

%

JONES, Pres'deo
CHARLES DENvja, Vice Prest ’ent,
W. H. H. MOORE,2d Vioe President.

JOHN W.

Open Policies

HUNGER, Agent,

No. 166 Foie street, heed of Iiong Wharf,
POBT1.AXD, ME.

juncS-w2wfceodtcJsn2»

LVrERMTIOMAli

Insurance

Company

I

CASH CAPITAL

$1,000,000.

WM. E. WARREN, President.

Those who are in the first stages of Consumption
should give the Dr a call, who no doubt will be of
special good to them.
Offioe Hours—8 to 12; 2 to ft, 7 to 10.
Ikfic0 123 Cumberland Street, near Wilmot.
Oct 2g-&tf
__

GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seoretary.
Portland Board
John B. Brown ft
H. J. Libby ft Co.

I
Tbbabubbr’s Office,
^Jjgusta, Uoi. 27.1964. )
TN Conformity with a ».«nvu of tie Legislature
I Approved March 19, 1864, authoring a loan ol
threo million dollar*, proposals will be received at
thia offioe antil five o'clock P. M ths twenty-firet
day of November neat for , loan of four hundred
thousand dollars, being the balance of spld loan
unsold, reimbursable iu twenty-live years, lor which
bonds of the State will be issued in eumeot live hundred dollars, and one thousand dollars, bearing interest at the rate or six percent, yearly, and psy-

now

To Let.
occupied by ns.

of Beferences:

Fletoubb ft Co.
John Lynch ft Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Aobnt
and An obn a y lor this Company, is now prepared
to iiftue Policies on Insm able Property at current

JOHN W. HUNGER,Agent.
Jane 3,1864.—dtf.

PARTICIPATION.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Possession given

Feb 16—dkwtf

To Wood Dealers andLumbermen.
10,000

Cord*

Wood and togs Wanted.

deiired for cargoes of the folPROPOSALS
lowing voojb,viz:-White
Canadian Pcpbe Issued da*ed June 1, 1864, and
^TfiiTbouds
lar, Hemlock, Basw*od,
American Linden, Beach,
with
for
i,
December
delivered
coupon atlayhed

U.

J. LIBBEV k CO.

Wood for Male.
Wood on the stump
at Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be aold at a
bargain.
Enquire of FRANCIS B HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock’s, federal fetrtet, or of ASA HANSON,
pot# dtf
head of Boriin Wharf.

ABOUT

eight

acres

of Tine

Billiard Table for Sale.

ras, BJHisrd I able, with marble bed;
also two sets ivory bells aud a se of points, and
u a veil furnished table.
everything
Will be sold on liberal! ms. Apply to
WM. J. MCDONALD.

AFIKST

pertaining

No. 126 Federal Street, under V. 8. Hotel,
septdl dtf

SPECIAL JOTICF.
one may obtain information in regard to
friends supposed to be in Hospita’sat or near
Washington, by ado cessing
Anv.itr Iwo. Relief D«ct.,
V 8. Christian Com., Washington, D. C,

the semi-annual int-resl, payable, loth principal
and intereet, at the Suffolk Bank, p««ton.
The money on said was willie rtpeiyed at t his
office, Suffolk Bank, Boston, or rithtv oftfe hanks
in Bangor, Portiau'd, Bath or Rockland.
Persona desirous of taking the loan, or any part of
It, tot less than fivp hundred dollars, are reques'ed
to send their proposals to tbs Treasurer of State, at
Augusta, specifying the amount #Ud term*- No
bids received less Uun par
Those persons whose proposals may be accepted,
will be immediately notified.
NATHAN DANE,Treasurer.
Oct 29—dtnov21_____

are

Copartnership
undersigned have this

dgv
copartunder the name and ktyle of FLJNH *
THEnership >*K,
and have taken the store

novSdta

Pay
wive,

or

of Prisoners.
nearest of

kin, dtpendent

soldiers in Southern prfsopv,
THE
application in
the latter,
duo
t0

on

GFO F.
Nov. 3—fiweod dlw

can

on

obtain pay

per.o>n, O' by letter,
EMERY, Fobtlaro, Mb.

Woifpe.

N DOW has been admitted ns n
partner to thb firm Of J DOW & SON.
novjf 2aw|w
1864.
Jipy ft,

FREDERICK

contract.
For further

address

partfolaj*, pr sending proposal*, pic a9e

Treasurer American
d8m

B. BJJFFPM,
Wood Paper Company,
l’r-vidciice, R. I.

Hall’s Vegetable

a

WHITTEMI
formerly
Occupied by Hpn y Fling,a No. 91 Commercial street,
Commission and Wholewnere they intend doing
sale business in Jeas, Tobacco, W. 1. Goods, Groceries and Provisions,
HENRY FLING.
STEPHEN WHITTEMOKEdii
Portland. July 8,1SE4

ANY

Any inquiries regarding Mends at or near City
Point. Va. mav be audre*sed
H C. Hocobto*. Agent, Ind. Relief Pent.,
O. S, i hrittian < am.. City /oinf, F«.
Prompt answers will bejiven to all inquiries directed as above.
'fttffn- R HATt > s,
Chairman Army Om'., P. p, if, C, A.

formed

Yellow Birch, and White or Red Elm and Whi c
Spmoe-r-^ 1 to be sound and merchantable.
furnish by the cord, or in
the log of o ojr l o* X* feet long, from 6 inches in dikm ter upward, *obf3 delivered on
navigable water
for vessels drawing when loaded nine tM. P*r:Ls
the
a'.ate
kind
cf
please
wood, and theamcu t they
can furnish, where they wish tp deliver torf-hipment,
and when it will be delivered fhere, and tke lowest
cash price per cord or loOO feet, as they de ire to

aug23

Notice.

Prioe, $2 per bottle, or three bottles for SS,and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.
Sold by allreapectable druggists everywhere.
OR. W. R. MERWW
—

SIC1UAS

HAIR RE'. EWER.

The beat Preparation for the ffair.
freo the head from dandruff,
Its natural oolor, and produce
it
where
a new growth
has fallen off. It will Hop
•he falling otft o the hair, in a few days, if faithful! >
applied, and it will turn {/bay Haib to its original
odor.
It Is not like other preparations, making the hair
Jry, and brashy, but will make it moist, soft, auO
gl.ssy. Sold by all the Apothecaries and Medicine
Dealer* :n this city and State
W. F. FHILI IPs, 118 Middle Street, Wholesale
Agent for the State.
octal evd3m

IT

will immediately
restore the hair to

J71UR8 Repaired and Made to Order, at
r
COK A MbC AiLAR'S,
Oot, *7-lmd

WILL

IT

Instantaneously.

&e

COE’S DYSPEPSIA CERE!
Fiver and Ague,

Sick-Beadache,

Sickness

at

the

Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowela,
Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeliug of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and eannot exist where the oun is used
It removes the disease by removing the earns not
lika Alcoholic Bitters which sover up your bad feel
tags for a few moments by their exhilarating effects
Beware ofanch remedies or beverages, bat in theii
place use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in
perfect har-

fBKEMStfg

ox

reputation as'fharmact-

"

DB. J. B. HUGHES

favorable acquaintance withjthe people ai
the World-renowned "Coe’s Cough
If
it ia used according to our directions,
Balsam,”
which may be found with eaoo bottle.
We add below some Testimonials from oar neigh
hors and townsmen, to which wo ask your omreiu
utists—our

proprietors of

attention.
B> FOUWD

AT

HIS

ROOMS,

PRIVATE MEDICAL
No.

5

Temple

Street.

WHERE

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies ianaod out lor general use should
have their ettlcacy established by well tested experience in th hands of a regularly educated physician, who e pro ar tory stuuica fits him tor ull the
duties he mustflultill; ye the country is floodod with
poor nostrums and cure ails, purpor leg to be tbe
best in the world, which are not only uselee hut always ii*jution«. Th unfortunate s’ cu d be fartic
uiau iu selecting his physician, at it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic
patiun s are .made miser able w ith rained constitutions
by malt ea mont trom iaexperienoed phyteiansin
generally conceded
general practice; for it is a point
By the best syphilograyhers, that the study and management of these complaints should engross tee
whole time of those woo would be competent and
successful in their treatment and core. Tbe inexperienced general pi eatilioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make himeelt acquainted with
their pathology, commonly pursues one system of
treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate
use of that aatiquated and uangtrous weapon, Mercury.
HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed au excess of any Mud,
whether it be the solitary vice of vouth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years.

No. MS Middle S»-

AN ANTIDOTE IN UB ARON.

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for tbe consummation that is sure to follow. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for J-o#s of beauty
and

Complexion.

THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

HOW MANY

Yon^g mQn troubled with emissions in sleep, a
complaint gen rally the ie?uit of a bad habit in
youth, treated scientific illy, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day past.es but we are consulted by one
or in')re young man with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and by their friends suppos. d
to have it. All such ca-es yield t« the proper aad
only correct oc arse of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.
MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There

many men at *he age of thirty who
with too frcqtsnt evacuation* from

are

are

troubled
the
bladder, often accompanied by * slight smarting or
in
a
sensation,
and
tne
burning
weakening
system
manner the patient c annot account for. On examind
a
often
be
sediment
will
posits ropy
ing urinary
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a tbin
mi kish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
this
appearanoe There are many men who trie of
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I oan warrant a perfect cure in euch cases, and a
lull a~d healthy restoration of tbc urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr,
can do so by writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, and ihe appropriate remedies will

be forwarded immediately
All correspondence strictly confidential And will
be returned if desired.
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
Address,
No. 8. Temple St., [corner of Middlel Portland.
Send
Stamp lor circular,
0T

Eleclic

lUedipal Infirmary,

TO THE LADIES.
DR HUGHES
particularly nvitrs all Ladies who
need a medical

adviser, to cgll at his rooms, No. 6
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their
especial accommodation.
Dr. H's Kleotic
Renovating Medicines are unrivaled in efficacy gnd
superior virtue in rsgulsting all
Female Irregularities; Tbti* action is speoiho and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will dbdit invaluable in all oases of obstructions after a’i other r» medies have teen tried in
vain, it is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to tho health, and may bo taken
with perfect safety ai all times.
Sent to any part of the country with fall diroctions
DR. HUGHE8.
by addressing
No. 8 Tempi* Street, corner ef Middle, Portland.
N. B.—Ladies desiri -g may
A lady of experience

own sex.
ance.

of their
in'constant attend-

copsult one
Jsiil

TESTIMONIALS.
from the Paetor qf the Methodist B. Church, Madwo», Conn.

he oan he consulted privately, and with
the utmost ooutidenoe by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, and from 8 a m. to 9 v. u
Dr. H. addresses these who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising fiom
impure o un ction or the terrible vice Of sell-abuse.
Devoting his entae time to >bat pa tioular t ranch of
the
edioal pr tession. he ft els warranted in Guabaxtxkimo a Cube in all Casks, whether o. long

d*w y

OO.

EXTRACTS FROM

MBS.

I hare used Coe’s Dyspepsia Core in my family,
can willingly testily to its value M a medicine.
Henby Gidmaed, Pastor M. E. Church.
Madison, Cobe., Juns 3l)th, 1864.

and

A Voice from home through our City Papers.
New Haven, Conn Jane 13,1864.
Messrs. EditorsAllow me, through your col-

umns, to acknowledge my gratitude tor tn>- beneht 1
hare reoeived from the use ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Curs.
Although! was a great sulferer from Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave Instant relief, and one ounce hat
enabled me to eat anything 1
without pain.
I have now stopped nslng the medicine, ns I no

please,

longer used it.

Mr. Coe:—The bottle ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure j on
gave me has hooked up your statement concerning
1 have
used hslf a Dottle, and can eat pirn
apple shortoake or
el-e, without trouble
It acts like a charm. The reliei it affords is instantaneous.
Jake A. Lowest.
New Haven, June 18,1864.

only

anything

Those who know my constitution, what my condi
tion has been lor the last thirty
years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my case will
reach almost any one.
Coe's Dyspepsia Care bar
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, and it is very
seldom I now have to use the medicine. It relieved
me in an instant when 1 was in
great pain. M;
whole system is being strengthened by its use
New Hnren, June 38, 1864.

Abb K. Bagoott.

Ins ortant to Travelers.
While Journeying on the oars, my stomach became badly deranged, eausing severe pain in my
head. Had it been on the water it would bare
haen called sea-sickness. A lady sitting by urn,
knowing my oondition, reached ont n hott.e saying,
“takeaswollow.” I did so. and in less than five
minutes my trouble n as endsd. The medicine was
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Care,’’ and from the effect it had
upon the Stomach, and what I have learned of ii
since, 1 think it must be an eacellent remedy lot
Sen-siokness and Dyspepsia.
MBS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 80th, 1864,
New Haven, Jane 33th, 1864.
Mesnre. C. G. Clark fc Co.—Ocuttemeni desire
to make known the almost instantaneous effects ol
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure," in cases of cholera morbus
1 had been for twenty feur hours purging at the
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. I went
into your drug store to procure some brandy, as 1
had always been told that It was a good remedy tor
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness a*
onoe attracted tne attention ot the clerk In charge,
and he naked ma at once “what is the matter!” I
replied: "1 have been tort wen try-tour hours vomiting and purging, and i am unable to stand or walk,
from weakness and this deadly sickness at mv atom
aoh completely prostrates me.” He produced n bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Con, saving, "taken largr
swallow of that; It Is bow 11 o’olook; taken anothei
niter dinner."
From the moment I took that first dose of the
medloins my sickness at stomach was gone- its effec
was instantaneous. Iu an hour I eat my dinner with
as good a relish is ever hungry man partook, (as 1
was well otsared out of food.) and followed
by a
teaapoonfttl of care. I have not suffered a nartich
oi inconvenience sinoe I took the remedy.
Its aotion wacso wondertal and so Immediate,
that I eould hardly believe the evidenoss of my owl
senses, and I desire to publicly make known thes<
foots, that the whole world may avail themselvea of
itauae. Like bread, it thould find a plaoe in
even
one’s house, and I believe that no one should gc
away from home without a bottle of it in his pocket
or where it oeald b« quickly made available.
GKO. L. DBAKE.
Truly yours,
_

One qf the Twenty-five.
New Haven, July lltb, 1864.
Mb. Coi—8(r —Having been troablod with tiu
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve months. I have
taken the usual kind* of medicines, which have dons
I saw your advertisement of s modime no good.
oine to oure the Dyspepsia. I hare tried it, and
tonnd it to be thb medicine. The ttrst 16 drops (the
7th of Juno,) that I took, relieved me in one minute
I have taken it three or four times, but have had nc
distressing feeling in my »tc«in«h sines taking the
first IS drops; although before. 1 could not eat s.
meal, and sometimes no more than three or font
mouthfuls without distressing me.
J F. WOODRUFF.

By Fowisa A
You have

New Horen, Jnne 11th, 1864
Mb. Cob—Dear Sir.—The bottle of
from
you, gave instantaneous
Medioine I reoeived
relief. I only used M when mv food distressed me
two
doses
taking
like
It was about
one to

CHART,

Will*, September

1, 1963.

many.es,

a

yon

have the

rrg.*i£t,ou

‘•'•hMtosiitoially.
iS^r,,0Ur
than
person in ten thousand
one

0r

There is not
of ci her

you?

more

sea so
are wi'-

strongly
reason logic Jly.
y,n
)iu* to eUnd by logical lacs and to7follow cut the
plau or purpose to its «gl imate conclusion, 1 *
Jud*ing
*
t*1'•tacrl.s or den er.t.
mci

ne >

to

accordingly.
U
such *
perrons as
a
Yon robsh wit, and reidily perceive the
ridioriloue;
ana it you ounnot anrry the
argumeut by direct logi* you use the "Keductio ad Absurdum." and
show
the uosouednees ei ihe opposite propomlien by aisclo.ing its weakness.
You are capable o mating great discoveries:
you
n«v« the powir ol isruutJou.
You could not follow la the iocUtepe oi other-t,
although with \eur
Urge imiarton you are capable o adapting 5 ourself
to tbs nyrms and n-ayes or see
ety. You are not inclined toi adept 0 bor
peupi*,- rh ttgbu.
iavb 'aili® Ideality and
Ccnstructiveneas,
»k.°n
which g vea imagination and
originality: yon am
1 ever bet-er satlslied tran when
ov.r some
poring
new problem, cr lol'owIngout some
Islut hint into
its 'egi-imate and log cal results. Yon ara lend
o(
the teanti'ul and the new, and are Incliied to
make
combinations cf wo da, id*ae and iblngs, and not
easily puzzled wita compiles thru. You have a laculty lor umavei.ing causes. Yonr Spi itua'ity A
large, a lrch elevates your mind iato-.heuna en and
unknown. You promise yourself only to m-icb haopiness or succors as you really w. rk out; lor the rest
you trust to i’rovidem e
Your love of ap< robstion Uso large that
you wish
the good will and favorable
opinion of everybodyyou waul ali to give you a hear.y and generous recepaon.
You cannot bear a irown; a smile is snurhine to
yonr rout, while a frown is, to you, a blight, a storm

h.T.
I’J'-'c»ophy, and
have aMf'c‘*{®
pmlosophical turn of mind.

and

sorrow.

a

You have strong social feeling*—are capab'e of
loving at a friend, wile and mother: and if properly
muted, socially, would feel at homo in the uomestlo
circle.

In character and tlispoai’’on j on are pi-e-cm r en tly womanly. In jour intellect and tende* ey to reaaid plai t you are decidedly ma-ouluo—when
among into lec aal men. y u wish you ware a man:
when year life falls back lati ttm domestic
channel,
y u are contented as a woman; but hare ever felt a
lie-ire f r more intel'ec'nal elbow room.
You have a good memory of tacts and prlrciplea
but ihe strength o> your IntclJeut lies in the leas. amg department; sndvrur reasoning power comes
from Casuality, I eality. Corstr.ctlven ss, Metaphysical power, Imitation and Mirth.'ulneis.
son

Ill giving the above extracts from my Phre ologiChart, I do so having a two fold object in view.

cal

First,

Be.au-e 1 do not wLh to be classe d with
Humbug*, who have exper meuted on the
moss s till the blood or those slsin
b?
Quackery, ponring Meoi.iue down the th'oat, and
instruments, would float ail the navies in the world.
Sec ndlv, V wish to appear befrr the world in my
tin* colors, for if rightly understood, 1 may be c» abl*d through m
Met physical Discovery to save
thousands of valuable )i es from an uniime>y grave,
and prevent di case from being lelt as an inheritance
to unborn generations.
There are many wuo do wot believe in Phrenology
because they ar 3 not abstruse thinkers. Thr no’ogv
is bfgotten, born, and sustained by immutable laws,

Quacks

or

suffering

READ THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CEB.
TIFICATES.
Catar rh— Sc rqfula.
11, Mrs William Ellery, cf'fl Central Avenue,
Chilean, do oertifv that I have b en a great sufferer
all my lifu fr.m Catarrh an Sorofuln of t e worst
kind. At the eg of two ye ro.the disease began t>
assume a violent form.
All my life it ha* kept me
in bondag*. 1
nt that 1 thought
Syohtia and run to *uchasannoexit
doctor could cure me.
my life

won

d

to-day
Increasing
medicine.until
hawing
medtetee .cured,
in the space of tw?
The dose was a
teaspoonfhl.

the quan
morrow, then every other day,
tity ot food and decreaalng the
I wlf
enabled to sat without taking anything at U1
Mv
case wa» an cEtrnme one,
suffered for eevei
and by using
years. I
bottloof

Kuitr 8 Alum,

*** Ur®*®**ts

city and country,

every-

91.00 per Bottle.
Order* by mall, from either dealer*
promptly attended t«,

Remarkable Cure cf Deafness of Tuenty
Yean

June 12th, 18'4.
I, John A. Nxwcomb, of Quincy, do oe; "l»y *bat
I have btea eutirel. deal in my Uft ear lor twenty
years, snd for the past six years my light esr has
oeen so deal that I coeld not hear eonver atton or
public st caking of any kind. I could not hear tha
church balls ring, while I wss sit log in tfce church
1 have also be u troubled for a number of years wit h
a very sore throat, so that i was obliged to give up
singing m church, lor I htd lost my voice. 1 had
great trouble in ray bead—terr ble noise** almost to
0 ezines*.
My head felt numb and stupid, and was
a teurce oi constant trouble U me.
1 tried every remedy that oould b* thought of.—
1 went to aurists ; but a* they wa ted to use instm-

hing to do with them
I 00 ained Mrs. Browns
used it according to
and
Metaphysical Ds^oveiy,
the directions on the bo t ei- And the r.sul ie, that
the fearing of both cars is perfectly restored, so
that lean bearae well as any man. The gioat t ouble
in my head i* entirely gone. My head feels perfectly easv and at rest. Mv tbrost, wthfrh wa« so diseased. is entirely cured; and I have recovered my voico
thoueani (toilers for
again. I would not ta e one
the bereflt 1 ha' e received in the use of Mrs. M. Q.
Brown's Metaphysical Discovery.

.warsM

—

meats, 1 would have no
one month since

About

Neuralgia.
Certificate of Min.

J. i\ Litcu, of Charlestown.—
March 16, 18*4.
This is to oartify that nine mon hs ego i was attacked with Neuralgia ia thi most vio.eut form.—
Several physicians w» re applied to, w ho did ail iney
could to relieve me bat to no purpode. Every patent m» diciue and remedy that could be leucd were
applied without effect My Uc was poultice and
bandaged in order to find relief. Since the Neuralgia at ack d me I lost twenty-seven pound- of fleth.

In this state a friend ol miue ric< mmeudtd me to
try Mrs. M. G Brown’s Metaphysio»l itcoveiy, at
it nad cared a friend of his ol very bed e is, vhich
had baffled the skiii of the most eminent phvsklau*.
Consequently I went to Mrs. M. G. Brown’s office
and obtained her Metaphysical Discovery, on batuiday the lOth inst. iapp'iedi at four o’clock in
the afternoon. The remit was that Neuralgia anbsided—a.most immediately 1 felt relief. I si- pt well
without any poultices, as before, aid at the time of
giving this certificate *he 81st inst., 1 consider myself delivered of my diseoae, and iccommend the
Metaphysical Discovery to all who are suffering.

Cure

of

Catarrh

of Ten Years' Standing.

1. Mb. Willi a » Donnelly corcer of D<-*ter
and D streets. South Bo ton. do eerilfv that my
daughter has been suffering fr< m Catarih for the
pan ten years. She lost the sen* of nneli, and had
no passage *hroagh her nostrils during that time
Every remedy was ro ortod to, without receiving
any relief, beeiug Mrs. M. G Brown’s Me .tpk)steal Discovery advertised I concluded to trv it. After
so. 1 must acknowledge my gratitude to
God for inclining me to t is g.eat remedy for that
dreadful disease—( atar.h. 1 believe my daughter
never would nave been cured had I not fouLd t\ is
medicine. It must bave been sent of God o the
people to rid them oftbe horrible dive sea that take
hold of them. My daughter’s Catarrh is entirely
broken u:>, her sense ofsineii has returned, the pisia«?e to her h9sd is e’etr. I cheerfully recommend
the Me* aphysical Discovery to all who suffer frcB
—

doing

Catarrh.

Sound.

^Vdvios!

Ia»'l oueaof loot), tadden,
tacts of dueue, a box of tha.

Metaphysical
j!

Q*M*r and Safer than

or

Discovery
the

Best

Wlie

their house

HIRS. HI.

O.

nnexpeetod *t>

Phgtintm
k©«pa Bo*

m

ia

B«OW V8

CELEBRATED

Poor

Bichard’s

Eye

Water!

the weakest eyes strong,—n moving a!
infUmation and humor. Every one sh in U use it,
proves the prerentlon of disea e.
W*ll make

it

NO DIPHTHERIA
Can oom* when It la used; be wlte, *nd educate yod
children t0 bethe their tyo. daily with ••Poor Hick
ard-a «y0 Water.”
Price per Bottle, large.*1.00
*•
«•

email.

»

Mti. M. G. Brown’s “Scalp Renovator.”

Haven,

Conn.,

Proprietor*.
w '•

Standing.

er consumer#

C. 6. CLARK A CO.

Wholesale Druggists, Nets

our,

run

One tola m. it would take three yejrs to •»©:» the
running. Ioann tt 11 the suffering endared in body
and mind. Moat providemially 1 was «dvi»ed to go
I did so. In the beginand see Mrs M G Brown
ning of May last, 1 obtain* d her Metaphysical Disand
tipcovery. and used it fai*h ully. The happy
riou* le ults are, that! am d-Hverfd froma’lmv diseases. My Catarrh is g no. my dizziness a»d headachearegone I 'eel sj* tree lrom Scrofula and Its
effects as any being in the worlo. In two w eeks sf»er 1 bvgan *0 use the Medicine the running sore under my ooiu had ceased; In It ss c an a bob h I found
myself a our d woman It is now nearly six months
sinoe. and 1 ha e hud no return ofeiseae-. My throat,
whi h always troubled me with ulcerations, i* entirely cuwd Every exposure used to give me cold:
I feel stroi ger and
now I do rot take cold at all.
bet er than at any period ol my life. 1 had wind
1 can *eel the Dison my stomach; that is all gone.
circular
covery searching th-ougb roy system.
tion was alwa* shad ; now it is good. 1 am getting
I
am
heaviertnd
much
s'xty-rive years
etrovger
old^ 1 want all the world to know or my great desnd
Berofula, and aiiofrom
llveiauce from Catarrh
the grave where I exp^c»ed soon to go.
Mrs. WILLIAM K«-i KEY, 75, Central Avenue,
Chelsea, where l can be seen.

Dyspepsia

where

BROWN’S

strong constitution, large brain and
it. You are
hi^.'h7 eD®“*h *» sustain
Jrganiied ihr
havia* descended Iroui a subJltiflli'l Hina1
stantial,
healthy, '*?•
vigorous sud long i,v,d .took in
acts

Respectfully,

only one
months.

«.

PHRENOLOGICAL

Pauiua Lykab.

Madison, Conn.. June 80,1864.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe’s Dyspepsia Core in my family. I am prepared to say that
1 never intend to be without it and advise ail who
are afflicted with Dyspepsia to try it.
Philakdek Lewis

it.

M.

ha^ badbomdj^^^^le^ated

COE’S

•

MtOTKiuTone,

8

thus enabling you, by hearty eating, end the me oi
the cure utter each meal, (aa often aa the food dietreaaea you, or sears on your atomaoh,) yon will get
in a very few days bo that yon can do without the
medicine, except occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle is used up, we will guarantee you (roe
from Dyspepsia, and able to oat, digest and enioy
“
» break»ast as you ever sit down
toinyenr
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to yon the prioe
of the bottle, upon your shewing that oar
statement
is not oorreot.
The medioine is powerful but harmless, and whilst
a single teaspoonlUl will at onoe relieve
the dysteptiosufferer, the whole bottle would not materiaIv
injure him, as it ia entirely vegetable and contains
no opiates
All classes oi disease that have their origin fn a disordered stomaoh and bowela, an dispellsd la the same instantaneous way, by
use or

foot

No-£9 Liberty 8t., New York.

...

Company.
Company will issue Policies to be Tree alter
THIS
the payment of six, eight or ten Premiums at
the option of the insured, and at rates as low aB
any

or

STORE
immediately.
Front Office in Hanson Block.

For full particulars get a circular from any Drag
store in the country, or write the Proprietors, who
will mall free to any one desiring the same a full
treatise in pamphlet form.

Son, Hxhsey,

otuer Company
The issue of Free Polioies renders
it at leas equal if not superior to the
parttotpMion

Loan to the State of Maine.

To those who have trill :d with their constitution
until they think thrmeelves beyond the retch of
medioal aid, we would say. Despair not: tie CHEROKEE CURE will restore you to health and rigor,
and after all quack doctors hare fa led.

SEhK FOR

cure,

good.

Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimbessof
Vision, Premature cid age. Weak Nerree, Difficu't/
of Breathing, Trembling, Wakefulness, Eruptions
on the Face, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Consumption, and all the dlrefUl complainte caused by departing from the path of natue.
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
one on which w: can rely, as it has been usej In cur
praotioe for many yea's, and, with thousands treated,
It has not failed >n a single ins’ance. Its curative
powers have been sufficient to gain victory ever the
most stubbon ease.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

College,

Fee
00.
(^"•(Consultatipn
and other capes which

AID LXAVU

cess.

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.

opened
Offic* at No. 123
Cumberland Street,
FttOM
Wilmot street, where
trom 0
he
be consulted
and

BABE

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long‘tending aud well earned reputation,
famishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

JOHN I).

GOLDIKTO,
Physician and Surgeon,

BOOTS,

unfailing cure for Spermatorrhea, Semina,
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by selfpolution; such as Lose of Memory,

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
dregs oi disease from the system, and making a
perfect and Pr uMANEN'i CURB.

Watts 8 her cr. an,
E. E. Morgan,
B. J. How and,

Royal Phelps,

Fire

nox

MEDICINE.

th

Of Xew York, Office 113 Broadway.

stabling,

and all the usual conveniences of

11,690,210

J. Henry Burgy,
CorneliuB G ruin ell,
C7 A. Hand,

HfApplicatonslorwardcd and
procured by

Proprietor.

COMPOUND

’

#16,958,889

Dav'd Lace,
Jf mes Brye*,
Wm Sturgis, Jr.,
H. K. Bogart,
A. A. Low,
Wm. E Dodge,
Dennis Perkins.
Jos Gaitl&rd Jr.,

L wis

that the
spaoious, convenient and well-known Hall/well
House, in the centre of Hallowel), two miles from
Augusta, and f~ur miles from Togus Spring, has
been lelurniahed, and 1b open for the reception of
company and permanent.boarders.
Evei y attention will be given to the comfort of

20

large stable and sheda—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wa_itering place and summer boarders. For
GEO. QWAN»
particulars enquire of
101 Commercial Street, Portland.
ap7 dtf
rooms

51

278.878 63
744,818 88

TRUSTEE 85

33R.

FOR SALE.

104,984

Net earnings remaining wilh the
$6,268,670
Company 5n 1st Jan., 1864.
By order of the Board.
W- TOWNSEND JONES, Secretary.

John D. Jones,
Charles l>« mis,
W.H.H Moore,
Thos Tiltsion,

Cure the Wor*t of You,

Believe Yon

Cure!

An

OAH

Total profit! Jor 21J yeara,
Certificate prevh.ni to 1862 have
been redeemed by cash,

THl-r

specially informed

Positively

*"

DYSPEPSIA CURE

i630'°

The

NEW FURNITURE ft FIXTURES!

Hallo well,

3

the 2d of February next.
After rese ving Three and One half Million Dollars
the outst?:nd.ng certificates of the issue ot
Of
1862 will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their legal representatives, on and alter Tuesday, the Seoond of February rexr, from which date
all interes thereon will cease. The certificates to be
produced a the time of j ayment, and cancel ed.
A Dividend of Fcrty Per Cent, is declared on the
net earned premiums of'he Con pany, for the year
erdi g Slat December, 1m 3, for which cer ifl.ate«
will be issued cn and after Tuesday, the Fifth of
April next.
The proSts of the Compary, arcertained Irom the 1st of Ju y, 1842. to
_-the 1st of Jan.. 1863, for whohcer*1} o-INJU
tificatea were mued, amourt to
Ad''i ional from let Jau ..1863, to lit

Henry Colt,
W.C. Hokera&ill,

REOPENED!

arr

00

Total amount of Assets;
89 266,456 32
Si per cent. interest on the outstanding oert.ti
cates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof,
or their legal lepr.sentavives, on and after
Tuesday,

j>mel6d6m

are

193,760

buadry

Company

S. G. DENNIS,

24

87,697,686 66
3,1:06 661 04
1,082,967 48

Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages
Dividends on Stocks, Interest on
Bonds and Mortgages and other
Loans,
Notes, re-insurance
and other claims duo the Company,
estimated at
Premium Notes and Bills, Receivable
Ca h in Bank,

hallowellThouse

jar“rbe public

1,706,602

The Company has the following assets, viz:
United States and 8; ate of New York
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
88,492,631 80
Loans scoured by Stocks and otherwise,
1,450 700 00

JAMES BRADLEY, Jr-, k CO„ Proprietors.
P. II. Bradley.

Bradley, Jr.

$8.2’4,398 93

upon Fire Risks discon-

Lottes paid during the £ame period,
Returns of Premiums a .d ExpoLses,

the Grand trunk Railroad Depot, and head
of Boston a; d Portland Steamers' Wharf.
Connected with thin lioute is a first class
r and Diring Hal.

J.

nor

nected wim Marine Risks,
Premiums marked c-ff >roin 1st Jau.,
1863, to blst December, 1868,

This House is situated directly opposite

unoccu-

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CORE"

AID

INDIAN

!

Pemberton Square, Bo$t<m.
Onriona 1410 Arch afreet,
hkiladtliMa,
(« Ho,Hi it rut, Xc» r^rk.

S

O O E

OIL BAT

PRICE

refusing its subjects a particle of nourishment or
Marty food, without paying the penalty in the most
agonizing dietre&j, and oftentimes complete prootra*
terr,ble ™»*Kee of this worst ol
au aizeasec, we lk®
have prepared

Company,
THB

BROWN’S

metaphysical Discovery!!

Dyspepsia ta not only the sure forerunner of death
but the companion of amieerable lile.
It baa well
been oalledtbe Nation’s
scourge; lor more persons,
both old and young, male and
female, suffer from Its
from all other ailments combined. It
robs the whole system of Us
vigor and energy, gives
weariness and total
Indisposition to thbee onoe
strong and active 1 renders the stomach powerless to
digest the food, and has tor its attendants,

PBOPRXKTOR8.

No. 69 Liberty St., New York.

0.

(18

DB. W. R. MKR WIN A CO-

Total amount of Marine Premiums,
$10,0Q6.0bl 17
No no;io.es have bee1’’ issued upon Life

American and European Plans,
Cor. of Commercial & India Sts.

The build-

good order, and now rent for #600 per
annum.
For terms inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
Lime Street.
sep*29 dtt
are

or

three bottles for 85.

BOL*

kiduerSpConatipatioa,l»rav<*l,Files.

Mrs. M.

Balsam."

not in a year—not In a month—nor in a
week—hut
you shall see ite beneficial influence st once immediately, and the day vou take it. To you who bare
lived tor years upon Graham Bread and
plain diet
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise
hearty—
first, because the Doctor has ordered the plainest
food, and secondly lor fear the distress U canses—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay Bit down
to your dinntr, eat as hearty a meal as
you wish,
and as soon as the food begins to distress yon, follow it by a tingle teaepoonful of

Trustees, in oonformity to the Charter of the
s- brnit the following statement ot
its affairs on the 81st December, 1868;
Premiums received on Marine Risks,
f om 1st January, 18.3, to 81st De-

Parses. Every attention
fort of suents
sJTThJ Cars from Portland every half ho t.
WINSLOW & THAYER.
Westbrook, Oct. 10-dtf

ON

Prepared by the Proprietors of "Coe’s Cough

NEW YORK, January 26, 1864.

and is
and Pleasure*
will be given to the com-

BRADLEY'S

ally

as an

STOMACH AND BOWELS

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, S3 per bottls,
three bottles for 86.

ATLANTIC

cember, 1863.
Premiums on Policies not marked off
jst January, 18t>8,

Dlt^aa sol tbt

‘.tesr/?towVput‘Uo"Bi,o“

OFFICE OF THE

January, 1864,

He-opomd with New Furniture & Fixtures,
WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.

—

Hote l for Sale.
The "Caledonian House," situated on
;GreenStieet, with afront ou the street of
86 feet, and running through te Canton St.,
j together with the building* and lot on easti___Leily aide of Canton Street. Also the stable
and 46 by 100 on ihe westerly side of Gr.^en Street.

AS THI

McClellan house,

FOR SALE & TO LET.

ings

KNOWN

FORMERLY

Nov. 7th, 1864.

Passenger
rsrajgggn
i.1**' '"vs—-tion.

pied laud

HOUSE,

o^roftaia, C'oueumption, Bronchial
Diificul’iw, Dtoe&ed Evoj, Lota
ofthe Hair, Dyspepsia, Enlargement of the Liver,

full rigor and strength.
For lull particulars get a pamphlet from any drug
■tore in the country, or write us and we will mail
free to any address, a lull treatise.

Portland, Me.

profits

OAPISIC POND

Discharges fr. m the Ear, Catarrh,
Neuralgia, Uhcucra iem. Asthma,

Affect ■< u«, Throat

iseaaes

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General
Debility
of the whole System,

Central Offic 5 No. 80 Exchange St,

Sept 17—dtf

intended

is

price.

Benefit Life Insurance Co.

Mutual

Risks ;

line.

PORTLAND,

around

Lost.

For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.26 P. M.
Rbtojoiino—Leave L wiston at 6 20 A. M and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.30 A. M
and arrive In Portland at 2.16 P M.
Both these trains connect at Portland with trains for
Boston.

or

Noise* in the lead,

Indigestion!

assistant to the CH-ROKEJfi REMEDY, and
hould be csed in conjunction with that medicine lu
all cases of Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor Albua or Whites,
Its eff.e s ate healing, soothing and demulcent; removing all fcalding, heat, chordes and pain, instead
ofthe burning and almost unendurable pain that is
experienced with nearly ail the cheap quack ittjactions.
By the use of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEROKEE INJECTION-the two medicines at
the earns time—all imprjpor discharge) are removed
and*the weakened organs are speedily restored to
or

THECompany,

the Grand Trank
Depot and yarc; a ('all skin vf allot containing a considerable sum of money, and papers of no
value to any one but the looser. The Under will be
rewarded as above on returning the same 10 No 8
Central Wharf, or 73 Brackett street.
Portland, Aug 81, J864.
aug3ldtf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

ou

mo

merW°of SET?1** tt/ln8, M
•no*J.tLta 8 atc* aad can givesatiafao

greatlndinn Dinette
all diseases ofthe Urinary Organs, such as Incontinence oi the Urine, Inflamstlon ofthe Kidneys,
Stone in the Bladder, Stricture, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is ospocially recommended in th-ie
caseB of Fluor Albua, (or Whit s in Females.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated farm, tbs
dose only being from one to two tesspoontuls three
times per day.
It is diuretic und a'tera'dve in its action; puri ying
and cleansing toe blood, oaueirg it to flaw in all its
original purity and vigor; thus removing from the
system all pernioious onuses which hare iniuceddis-

r arties now

in tne
This

of

#300 REWARD.

and

Paralysis, with all and every d siase which infest*
the human body, oared effectually by

the

Cherokee

□EKESp

—

DEAFNESS,

BABBS ABD LBAVRS.

BOOTS,

PROM

D

cures

Commencing Monday, April 26,1864.
■»

Dyspepsia

INJECTION.

COMPOUND

annu-

dividend is aeclured and paid upon each and
bvkhy payment made, whether the party wltvmg or
not.
other Company in the United states
does t its.
its assets on the 81st of December last, as shown
b> theNew York Insurance Commissioners Report,
were sufficient to provide for its
comp ted prtmiurn reserve,” me payment of "All its dividends
ana every other u* on iiy, contingent or absoiute,
and leave a clear net suiplus oi

This

CHEROKEE

Cent,

a

Mutual Insurance
a

United States Hotel, Boom No. 2.

-TO*-

AUK ALL

Declared

Per

and have been for several years.
ally, ana paid after two ykakb.

iho tinder will be suitably rewarded
by leaving them with JOHN E. DOW it SON. corner of Exchange and Milk sta.
octSOtf

Wanted.
SITUATION aa Salesman by

Remedy,

-AND-

now

are

oct27tf

Lost.
Or Wednesday afternoon, out of a carriage, bey **?*“ Exohange St. and Emery 8c„ a pair of
Gent a Boots.

IA CURE!

TEE

AT

The World’* Great Remedy

N

BROWnT3*

MRS. M. 0.

_

The Annual Dividend* oi this

print iplesllxui

S

on

PAINTER at E. R. LKMONT'S Carriage Factory, Preble Street, Portland.

a

Ch«rokee

$2,350,000.00,

Wanted.!
Elderberries and Cherries.
highest prioe paid for ripe Elderberries,pioks
clean, und&ibo Black Cherries, by W. 8. Maine.
Windham, or
(jREENOUGH k MORSE,
20 Market square
Sept 0—tj & wtf

novl2 d8.#

daiy, (Sundays except-

0.

w

Eortaut

DISCOVERED at last.

net accumulation of over

$600,000.0

Fifty

Wanted.

Billings shipped
first officer
MB.board barque
S. L. Bryant, in August and died
His

PORTLAND A KENNEBEC R. R.

J.M. WINSLOW, Mndertaker,
street. New Orleans, can have

O—«W*

the evening of the loth between Deering Hall
ONand
Ganiortn street, large bold Croas «ua<ed.

Portland, Got. 26ih.

SPRING

aa

~~

A

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding #60 in value, and that personal union notioo is given, and paid for at the rate
of ono passenger for every 8500 additional Value.
C. J. BR.YDGB1, Managing Director.
M. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 7, 1864.
nov7

Also, a
jam8 dtf

grateful thanks to our former
patrons, and cheerfully recommend them to continue
their patronage at the old stand.
06*", U®*A DAVIS.

W. M. Lewis.

situation

Willow street, between the Commercial House and Middle
Bt.eet. T e finder wi 1 be tu tabiy ruwurdtd by returning it to the Commercial House,

at 6.60 A. M.

our

public patronage.
Oct. 1, 1864.

a

wholesale Corn

Lose*

RAILWAY,

lurther notice, a., to.lows:
UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland forSoutn Paris and iewiston at 7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, coon ctrng there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at l.a6 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave Sonth Paris at 6.46 A. M., and island Pond
unui

a

LOST.

and after Monday, Nov. 7,1864,
run

In

bow a

NATION!

Cot'S BIS

1H» LOB* SOU OUT BOB

or

CROCKETT & NEVENS,
We would tender

24 years of age,

book-keeper

has

THE

t'OK

MEDICAL.
•

nort successful of all Lite Assurance Com-

THIS
panies

MEDICAL.

Good News for the Unfortunate.

Inoorporated 1815. Charter Perpetual

Grocery Htoie. Best of relerenoe givAdaress ‘‘j.B.”Pr.is Office.
novlSdl.*

en.

WIN TEE ARRANGEMENT.
on

or

dtf

Of Canada.

A Card.

Dlsselution-

bVrr

Portland,

31.1864

F)UR

itJ16Tsb'beretef re existing between the ooffi'Olh Wnid
,r'm ll>0 original
BurU1
American lonse,
wnsil .o *«,r«k,^me
York Ly *0T ram‘JBtCar.,, and lur00“i*Bt on the fi-s* day ot
atoamar.
4Sin
0016
»
MrZ^“tutl
current.
November
D
The American Hdnse will hereafter b# orndue'ed
W' Ml W”**8'

6.30 and 9.40

A

or

bay will b» received.
m^b“^b,«
1
,wbom awards may be made must at
?“!?«! into
Ohue
ountrsct, and give bonds, equal in
,umbe reoeived^un tb.
coniact, s?g^ed*bv°thtl10
signed by the $ontractor and both of bis

as

man

MEDICAL.

■

“mutual benefit
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

or

EN who

Dec. 1 1664 fna 9 A. M. so 4 P. M.
Newichovsanirlc House, South Bkrwick, Friday,
Dec. 2,1864. from 9 A. M. to 4 P M.
And I further give notice that all perrons wto
For Sale.
sba'l fail to pay sud duties, assessed upon them as
TWO Story House and Lot, situated on Po taforesaid, to me or my deputy, witom the timet i
street, with Stable and other outbmidii, gs.
specified, will be liable to pay ten per centum aedi- Also land
two adjoining lots containing about eight
tiona', which will be exacted in ail ca- es.
thousand square feet.
Eriqulre of N. STEVENS,
Persons in York countv, desirousof so doing, can
No. 47 Portland street.
Junc9 atf
pay said special Ino. me duties at mv < nice in Tortat
land, any time prior to Nov. 28, 1864.
N- 8.—Payment must be made in Treasury Notts
Let.
To
or Bills of National Banks.
Offices. single or in suites, Over Stores Nos.
NAlH’L J. MILLER, Collector.
162 and 164 Exchange Street, opposite the later,
Nov 10—dtdooS
national Hoase. Apply on the premises to
A. L. BROWN.
jy4 dtf

must

wublaaiikaia

DAN.

Oct

and Flour

1864,

—

7

THE

CATARRH REMEDY,

Biver for Portland,

young
By salesman

until fur-

wqyMBfStation,

OHE8A.TEAKE.Capt Willard, and

New Weed

follows,

attached.
Stages co.meet at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, steep Falls, Baldwin. Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, riiraui, Brownfield, Fiyeburg,
Cunway, Bartlett. J.ckson, dmiugton, CorUsh,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. tl.
At BuxtouCener, for West Buxton, Bouncy Eagle, South L m-ngton. iJmington, Lime: 10k, Newheld, iarsousheld, and Ossipee
At aaccarappa, for South Wi-d* am, East Standisb, Sebago, Dei.marg and Bridgton,
Tuesuays,
Thursday and Saturdays.

UfaMtittiXl

As,^-jeh

as

cars

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

November 1st,

A. M., and 8.40 P.M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
2.U0 and 6 30 p. M.
The2.00 P. M. train out and the 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, wili be freight trains with passenger

L. BILLINGS, Agent.

NOTICE.

DR. R. GOODALE S

uulioc:
Leave saco

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any am runt exceeding *60 in value, and t at perso al, unless notice is given and pa d for st thu rate
of one passenger for every 85 0 additional value

Feb. 18,1863.

On and alter
will leave

ther

euj

Calais & St. John.

HARTFORD, COHN.,

On the First ot

YORK & CUXBGKLOIDJIAIL ROAD.

66BE53BHJtrains will

statement

Company

Union Ticket Office, 31 Exchange St.,
(DP STAIRS.)
W, D. LlTI Lh, Agent.
Passages for Caiiflgnla, by the Old Line Mail
Steamers and Panama ItaiiruAd, may be secured by
early application at this office.
may2cd&wtf

I ‘Ttvirran

Steamship Company.

tray3 dtf

.

Phoenix Insurance

Total A mount of

LAHG,a

CAPT. WILLIAM R, ROIX,

International

a

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Built expressly for this route,

State

LITTLE

procure their tickets at tie

n—lil

LADY

STEAMER

sum

Wanted.

W D

THE NEW, STAUNCH AND COMMODIOUS

a

JOBS BAILEY,
^
°-^rU»d, He.

Sot 19—dlw

Agent for all the great leading routes to ChicaIS go,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Miiwaukie,
Galena, Oskosn, St Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
Iguincy, St Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
etu.,etc.,aud is prepared to lurnish Through Tickets
from Portland to all the principal cities and towns m
the loyal stales and Canadas, at the lowest rates of
line, and all need'ul information cheerfully granted.
Travellers will find it greatly to their auvantage to

Fall and Winter Arrangement, 1864.

OF THE

novlMSw

Steamahip Neva Scotian

Portland and Pdnobacot River.

Thurdaye.

Auctioneer.

at—dtf_
Annual

appl'to

pa-ease

HUGH A ANDBEW ALLAN,
g G. T. K K Paaaenger Depot.

m

Auction Boom of C. E.

Surplug

or

AToi money.

TO TU

West, North West and South West.

Londonderry, Glasgow and Liv<rpoo1.

tor

Found.
the Boston and Maine Railroad Station,

TRAVELERS

TO

INSURANCE.

WANTS,LOST,FOUND

RATES!

REDUCED

—TO—

TWO TRIPS* PGR WEEK.

be sold at the

mmm

IMPORTANT

passengers booked

OPENEDj

And will

OP

Canadian and United States Haile,

the

Eastport,

JUST

oot

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,
Carrying

RAILROADS.

;

"msAs?*

Well known for renewing the aoalp, increeait* and

•trengthening

the hair.

Prit) per Bottle, *1.

qw-The »*or. o*Iebicfed
of aB
Dnsgtata.

Uedidnea

are

to be

noviTdlw

had

